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Shining brightly
Pheonix upsets Lakers
In series opener

Twice as good
Lady Tigers' second chance
sends them to regional tourney
—Page 28

Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879

Report: many colleges sidestepping social issues
Tonight: Periods of thunderstorms. Low in the mid 50s.
Southwest wind 10 to 15 mph,
turning west towards morning.
Chance of thunderstorms 90
percent.

Too many colleges are sidestepping social ills like alcohol abuse
and bigotry that threaten campus
life, a new report says.
More than half of the college
presidents surveyed in the report,
"Campus Life: In Search of Community," said the quality of life at
their schools was a more serious
problem than a few years ago.
But the 140-page report released
last week concluded that many
have "sought to sidestep rather than
confront the issue."

"The idyllic vision so routinely
portrayed in college promotional
materials often masks disturbing
realities of student life," the report
said.
The study was a joint project of
the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, in Princeton, N.J., and the American
Council on Education, a
Washington-based higher education
lobby.
The findings were based to visits
to 18 campuses, interviews with
teachers, students and administrators across the nation, and national

surveys of 382 college and university presidents and 355 chief student affairs officers conducted in
1989.
Murray State University Acting
President Dr. James Booth, who
was included among those
surveyed, defended university
administrators, saying social ills on
campus are neither easy to recognize or solve.
"It is difficult to identify social
issues that are pertinent at one particular time on one particular campus," Booth said. "Granted, it's
pretty easy for us to identify the

WASHINGTON — Congressional Democrats are worried that the
public will blame them for any tax increases that emerge from talks_
With -President Bush over the worsening federal deficit.
WASHINGTON — Excerpts from Oliver North's notebooks linking
him to George Bush apparently never got to Capitol Hill, and investigations may be warranted, says the former chairman of the House IranContra committee.
WASHINGTON — The United States and Iran, seeking to remove
a longstanding irritant in their troubled relations, are close to settling
about 2,600 small claims filed by Americans after the 1979 Islamic
revolution.
WASHINGTON — Federal regulators are cutting prices to speed
the sale of property held by failed savings and loans, but they aim
to
avoid fire sales that could spook fragile real estate markets.
SAN FRANCISCO — Experimenting with drugs can be a sign of
normal adolescent development, says a new study that calls into question the "just say no" appeal to shun drugs altogether.
NEW YORK — At his inauguration as New York's first black mayor, David Dinkins hailed the city as a "gorgeous mosaic" of
races,
nationalities and sexual orientations. Five months later, cracks in the
mosaic are showing.

LEXINGTON — A National Science Foundation grant to Kentucky's public universities will change the way mathematics is presented in
kindergarten through fourth grade classrooms.
FRANKFORT — Opponents of a permit that would allow the discharge of treated sewage directly into Lake Cumberland welcomed the
news that Union Underwear will attend a meeting next week to explore
alternatives to the plan.
HOPK1NSVILLE — Former Christian County Sheriff William Dillard, already facing trial on federal drug charges, bas been indicted on
unrelated state charges of theft and tax evasion.

BOSTON — The Boston Celtics fired coach Jimmy Rodgers only
two days after an improbable playoff loss at home to the New York
Knicks. General Manager Jan Volk said he felt the club needed to
make the change and to do it immediately.
TORONTO — Mike Flanagan, a Cy Young Award winner in 1979
with the Baltimore Orioles, was released by the Toronto Blue Jays. He
was 2-2 with a 5.31 ERA this year and was 8-10 with a 3.93 ERA last
year when Toronto won the AL East title.

WASHINGTON — American workers' productivity continued to lag in the first three
months of 1990, posting its
worst performance in a year,
the government said.
The govermnnet said Monday that non-farm productivity
— defined as output per hour
of work — declined by 1 percent, the biggest drop since
productivity fell by an annual
rate of 1.3 percent for the
January-March period last
year.
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TVA: compliance
vntb crian air
measures won't
be inexpensive

Crystal Leichsenring, an accounting major from Hamel, Ill, listens to music at the Curris Center while
studying for one of her final exams at the university Wednesday. Murray State University students
will
conclude semester-ending tests Friday. Graduation ceremonies are set for Saturday.

Subscribers who hike not receked their home-deli‘ered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
or by 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5:30 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Saturday. Regular office hours are 8 cm. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 8 a.m. to 12 noon -Saturday.

CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. — The
Tennessee Valley Authority may
have to spend up to $3.3 billion
over the next 10 years to meet
tougher clean air standards, said
TVA power chief Robert C. Steffy
Jr.
The new federal Clean Air Act,
expected to be approved later this
year or in early 1991, will require
TVA to cut emissions drastically at
its 11 coal plants. Steffy said
Tuesday.
"We expect to reduce our emissions of sulfur dioxide — a major
component of acid rain — by an
additional 60 percent by the year
2000," said Steffy, TVA's senior
--vim president of power:=
That will require the federal utility to add scrubbers — equipment
to remove sulfur dioxide from
smoke — to at least 10 of its 59

Emergency Planning Committee schedules Judge turns down
chemical disaster drill for the community request to direct
By TODD 0. ROSS
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

The Calloway County Emergency Planning Committee announced
at its regular meeting Tuesday that
there will be a chemical disaster
drill May 22 in the city council
chambers at city hall.
The drill will not be an on-thescene drill, but a question session
for emergency personnel and volunteers, said Peggy Billington, pisaster Emergency Services
coordinator.
Only emergency personnel and

volunteers are invited, but Billington said members of the emergency
planning committee are welcome to
observe.
The committee also discussed
House Bill 142 concerning annual
reports to the Kentucky Emergency
Response Commission. According
to the law, starting in March 1991
a small fee will be assessed to each
company when they file their annual report.
"Right now, there is no money
alloted for Title III (review of
reports from companies that comply with commission regulations),"

Billington said. "Hopefully some
money can come back to the local
commission. There should be some
workable funds for this service."
Bob Carrico. area coordinator for
DES, said the fee assessment system has not been developed, yet. It
is currently being discussed in a
sub-committee in the state commission. "The benchmark for the fees
is set at $40 for small companies
and $250 for larger companies,"
Carrico said.
In other business, the committee:

Fiscal court approves 1990-91 budget;
some increase in road and general funds
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Murray Today
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Sports

obvious problems like drug abuse
and alcohol abuse but an institution
is not being responsible enough if
it only. identifies the obvious."
Low minority faculty retention
along with a recent board of
regents' decision to release a black
vice president has fueled racial discrimination charges on campus
recently, according to Booth.
Vice President for Student Development Dr. Augustine Pounds,
who is black, has been told her
contract will not be renewed next

The Calloway County Fiscal
Court approved its budget for the
1990-91 fiscal year at its monthly
meeting Tuesday.
Treasurer Sue Outland said the
budget, totalling about $2.5 million, is much the same as last year
except for a $45,651 increase in the
general fund and a $41,082
increase in the road fund. These
increases are because of higher
utilities, higher workers compensation and an increase in other general expenses.
An appropriation of $323,000 is
also included in the budget. It will

be used to purchase and renovate
the old Seventh and Poplar Church
of Christ building into a community center. Wcaks said $200,0430 of
the appropriation will probably be
funded through a federal grant,
which will go toward purchasing
the $215,000 building. The rest
will be met through joint efforts of
the city and county.
Sally Hamilton, head of the
Department of Local Governments,
told Chamber of Commerce Director Steve Zea last week she was
100 percent sure the county would
get the $200,000, Weaks said.
The court also approved a propsal for the Kentucky State Police
to begin getting estimates for an

enhanced 911 system. The proposal
is not binding on the court, Weaks
said, it only means the court
approves of the system if it will do
what the KSP said it would.
The KSP•is trying to set up the
system for a six-county area. Once
in operation, it would allow police
to have more information when
someone dials 911. The current
system requires that the caller give
their location and any other patinent information. An enhanced system would be set up with the KSP
in Mayfield as the main station,
with a sub-station in each county.
If someone dialed 911, the call

innocent verdict
in Burnette case

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writ&

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Disheartened by the judge's refusal to
throw out the case, defense attorneys in the theft trial of Agriculture
Commissioner Ward "Butch" Burnette and three co-defendants now
must presenz their case.
Franklin Circuit Judge William
Graham refused to direct a verdict
of acquittal on Tuesday despite
defense pleas that the prosecution
has not made a case.
Graham clearly had wrestled
with the question of whether the
two charter airplane flights taken
by Burnette in December 1987 and
the subsequent paper trail to distort
the event were enough to present
the issue of guilt or innocence to
the jury.
"It's very troubling to me
because it appears that in hindsight
many of these people who were
involved now take the position that
if the information had been honestly and forthrightly presented to
them, they would have gone ahead
and approved payment for these
flights,' Graham said. "It's very
sad."
Burnette and his chief deputy,
J.D. Wolf, are accused of taking
the flights before Burnette took
office and having the state pick up
the $5,400 tab.
Bruce Harper, the former mans-
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Clean air...

"I'm ,nol going to try to lell you
what the effect on rates would be,"
(Cant'd from page 1)
Sloffy said. "There is not a direct
coal-fired mitt and switch-10--low- translation_between_enslind-catet-sulfur coal at most of those units, ... but I do know that We will have
some fairly major cost impacts
he said.
TVA will also cut releases of from the clean, air legislation."
Both the Sedate and the House
nitrogen oxides, another contributor to acid rain, by installing spe- bills now before Congress would
cial low-emission burners on up to require TVA and other utilities to
meet emission standards in two
52 coal-fired boilers, he said.
"The costs of complying with phases, reaching certain levels by
these acid rain provisions are esti- 1995 and others By 2000.
Steffy noted that since 1976,
mated to be $1.7 billion to $1.9 billion in capital investment," Steffy TVA had spent more than $1.3 bilsaid. "These investments, plus the lion in air pollution control meapurchase of lower sulfur coal, sures — more than any other U.S.
would increase TVA's annual oper- utility — cutting its sulfur dioxide
ating. costs by abouj $650 million emissions in half and reducing parto S750 milAon by the year 2000." ticulate emissions by more than 90
- The cost of reducing other pol-' percent.
"We fully intend to comply with
lutants could add S500 million to
the
new laws and to do our part in
S1.4 billion to TVA's capital
investment and boost the rise in improving the region's and the
annual operating costs to between nation's air quality," Steffy said.
"We simply think it's the right
$780 million and $1.1 billion.
TVA's current annual operating thing to do, and we're going to do
cost is about $5.5 billion, Steffy it."
said. The anticipated maximum
cleanup cost would nearly double
the $4.3 billion the utility has spent
developing its coal plants since

(Cont'd from page 1)

would go to the main stauon in
and a computer would
show the number and location of
the caller. The call would also be
recorded. The dispatcher would
push one button to transfer the call
to the nearest dispatch point, saving precious time in getting someone help. The system would be particularly useful for young callers,
elderly callers who were unable to
speak or callers who did not know
their present location.
Weaks said if the county
accepted the system, it would cost
about 80 cents a month on residents' phone bills for 15 months,
and about 73 cents a month thereafter. West Kentucky Rural Telephone currently cannot handle the
system, but said it could by
December.
In other business the court:
• Heard a financial report from
Kathy Hodge, treasurer of the
Humane Society of Calloway
County. Hodge also requested
funds to reroof the Humane Society
building. Weaks said he would evaluate the building to determine if 194g
recommendations for funds should
be made.
• Heard a request for an additional sheriff's deputy from Greg Williams, a New Concord resident and (Cont'd from page 1)
owner of Greg's Vinyl Tops. • discussed Occupational Safety
and Health Administration regulaWeaks said the court had just
tion 19120. which states that if an
approved one more deputy in the
untrained emergency worker comes
county and could not afford
another one without raising taxes, upon a chemical problem (spill,
disaster, etc.), they are to leave it
which, Weaks said, he refused to
alone and let trained personnel
do.
handle it.
"This is designed to protect volunteers and hired personnel," BilNigton said. This regulation took
effect March 6.
• discussed the need for an outreach program to reach industries
The Murray High Speech Team
or
companies that are not in comwill present ii,:.•10th annual "Speapliance
with-the-state commission
Keasv on Th-uTsday at 7:30 p.m.
The "Speakeasy" is a program of regulations concerning chemical
storage.
selections that students used in per"We should try to help our
formance during the 1989-90 comindustries and municipalitie come
petition year.
under compliance with the regulaMark Etherton, coach of the
tions,"
Carrico said. "We don't
MHS Speech Team said, "This
want to have to wait until someone
year's program should be especialis fined."
ly good. We have a group of stuHe suggested that companies that
dents who have been very successare
not sure they need to meet the
ful and I believe the public would
enjoy watching them. The prog- .regulations should contact Lucille
ram will be presented in the MHS Orlando in the state commission at
library. The public is invited, and (502) 564-8660 or telephone the
Environmental Protection Agency
admission is SI.
hotline at 1-800-535-0202.
Mayfield,

Disaster drill...

Speech team at
Murray High to
present program

This
Weeks
Special
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Large Bar-B-Q
Sandwich &__French Fries

'259
Special Good Thru May 11
`t-k •
--Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-0 & Burgers

Chestnut St.

Murray

753-0046
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Social issues...

(Cont'd from page 1)
year. Vice President for University
Relations and Development Dr.
David Perrin, who is white, was
reportedly given the same
information.
The problem, along with most
social ills on campuses, stem from
a "perception" and not from the
actual facts themselves, however,
Booth said.
"We have had difficulty in
retaining minorities but we've
made every effort to do it," Booth
said. "That, however, has fueled
perceptions that minorities are considered non-participants in the university. That's simply not the case.
I don't believe it can be
substantiated."
Among the survey findings:
• Two-thirds of the presidents
considered alcohol abuse a "moderate" or "major" problem.
• Forty-three percent said campus
crime had increased over five
years.
• One out of four presidents said
racial tensions were problems on
their campuses.
• Sixty-two percent of presidents
at research-oriented universities
said sexual harassment was a
"moderate" or "major" problem,
and 48 percent said the same of
racial harassment.
• Sixty percent of student affairs
officers said their campus had a
written policy on bigotry, and
another 11 percent said they were
working on one.
The report said students must be
encouraged to look beyond personal goals to their responsibilities to
the school community and to society at-large. School officials, in
turn, need to show genuine concern
about student needs.
Classrooms should be a starting
point for rebuilding this lost sense
of community. Students, for example, should be given opportunities
to work together, not just compete.
And the curriculum should have a
sense of shared intellectual purpose
and not just be a smorgasbord of
courses, the report said.
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/atch out, Chicago Cubs: here comes Wang.

WI

Shopping mall impresses Chinese
student as `uniquely American'
By DEBORAH RHEIN
Special to the Ledger & :Times

Few -things are more uniquely
American than a major shopping
mall. That's the impression Zixing
Wang carried away with 'him after
his first visit to the Kentucky Oaks
Mall in Paducah. Wang is a graduate student in biology at Murray
Slate University who calls Shanghai, China his home. He has been
studying in Murray since December
of last year.
It was a cold and rainy day in
April, that Wang first visited Paducah and the mall. Along with this
being his first visit to the American
institution of a shopping mall, it
was also his first visit to an American city other than Murray.
"It's clean and peaceful," Wang

said, in regard to the city. He also
expressed pleasure at the attractiveness of the shopping mall as well
as the courtesy 'displayed by the
service personnel in the stores.
Compared to shopping in Shanghai, Wang found the mall to be
uncrowded with attractive window
displays. He expalained that, in
China, the government owns the
stores and the personnel are paid
by salary, not commission. Perhaps, he indicated, the difference in
pay structure accounts for some of
the differences in attitudes noted.
However, the economic difference in the two countries might
also account for the affordability of
the items in the stores.
"But it's very expensive," Wang
said. Indeed, he did not make any
purchases during this trip. Wang

City of Mayfield saves thousand&
on its plant construction costs
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The city
of Mayfield recently saved more
than $221,000 in construction costs
on its new wastewater treatment
plant through a program administered by the Kentucky Division of
Water.
The State Revolving Fund is the
new program that provides lowinterest loans to communities for
building infrastructure facilities.
The fund requires an intensive
engineering analysis on all projects
costing more than $2 million to
construct. By applying recommendations from a certified engineering
firm, a community's treatment
facility can achieve a higher per-

Give your pet
a double dose of love
and care this week.

formance and reliability record
while reducing costs for the life of
the project.
Mayfeld received 21 recommendations and design suggestions.
Several resulted in significant savings. Others were ideas that may
have little or no immediate cost
advantage, but will improve the
value of the project by making
operations easier, increasing operational flexibility, and enhancing
maintenance arid reliability.
"Value engineering saves a community an average of 6.6 percent
on the estimated construction cost
of a project," said Jack Wilson,
director of the state Division of
Water. :'We've used this technique
since 1976, but it only applied to
projects of $10 million or more
under the old federal construction
grants program. Now Kentucky is
one of the first states to apply value engineering to smaller projects.
This will allow our smaller communities to take advantage of this
money-saving technique."
The process was developed in
1947 and used in industry to
improve products and reduce production costs. It is currently used
by the U,S. Department of Defense
to study expenditures for military
hardware and construction, by the
federal General Services Administration on all public buildings
and by the Federal Highway
Administration.
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will be joined by his wife this
month. He said he plans to tell her
to purchase cosmetics and personal
items at home before she arrives in
America.
In addition to visiting tht. mall,
Wang also took the opportunity to
see the Ohio River. While taking
biology classes at Murray State,
Wang's prnfescor had mentioned
several unique characteristics of
the river. So, he took the opportunity to view the river that had been
the subject of class discussion.
Since no shopping trip is truly
complete without a stop at a fastfood place, Wang stopped in at
Wendy's for a meal. Although China has several fast food franchises,
including Kentucky Fried Chicken
and McDonald's, Wang had never
patronized them in China. He said
the food at these franchises are
very expensive for the average person in China, unlike in America.
Although he did not return to
Murray with any purchases, Wang
said, "Even without buying, it was
a nice break."
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(Cont'd from page 1)
ger of Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's
Mercer County farm, is charged
with complicity for arranging the
flights and then trying to cover up
the dates they were taken.
John Kelly, a former Finance
Cabinet official, is also charged
with complicity for allegedly ordering false information be placed on
invoices.
The defense will begin presenting its case today.
The motion for a directed verdict
of acquittal for all the defendants
was intently debated Tuesday after
Burton finished presenting 18 prosecution witnesses during 31/2 days.
Two of those key witnesses,
Finance Secretary L. Rogers Wells
Jr. and Adjutant General Michael
Davidson, provided testimony used
by the defendants to bolster their
arguments.
Both men said they might have
approved of the flights if they had
known all the pertinent
information. -
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But Graham said that highlights
the fact they did not have the
information.
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EXCLUSIVE! CHEF'S FOOD LOCKERT"
FOR
STOMIZED STORAGE

SALE

Buy a 7 lb. bag
of Cat Cafe'cat food
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PAUL MITO-ELL

Dors raw tidier-

$229

Storey's g'f'Vt

and
will donate another 7 lb. bag to the

No Appointment Necessary
or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-8;
Sat. 9-6 & Sun. 1-5
191KI

JCP•nmay Company. Inc

Calloway County Humane Society.

BNT234(9

-22.5 cu. ft.
-Double storage capacity
'Deli compartment for cold cuts and
cheese
-Temperature-controlled compartment for
fresh meat and fish
44uatidity-corttrolied compartments for
vegetables and fruit
.
'Optional high-gloss decorator fronts in
white, almond or black
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We Service Whit We Sell!

Visit your local Shelter
during this week 'Be Kind To Animals"
and adopt a cat or dog.

Underwood Appliance
Village Shopping Center
(Next to CainH, AMC Jeep)

Hwy. 6•11 North
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SAVE•A•Lall
FOOD STORES

Opon Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 900-900, Closed
Easter Sunday
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stamps

4
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Prairie Farms

Buttermilk

2 Liter Products

QQ

99
'

1/2 Gal.

Prairie Farms

r

Cottage Cheese
l'fogrie Tanya

Kim Foutch presents her son, Aaron, with a birthday gift
given
recently at the Kosair Children's Hospital in Louisville. Aaron to him during his second birthday party
has been in the hospital's Neonatal Intensive Care Unit(NICU)since birth. Aaron was joined at the
party
ory therapists, physical therapists and others who have worked by many of the nurses, doctors, respiratwell as many family members and friends. The Foutchs with him throughout his hospitalization as
reside in Hazel.
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- Pepsi Cola
12 Pk. Can Products

$319

$139

24 oz.
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University journalism department
to host workshop for high schools
Murray State University faculty
and area professionals will be on
hand May 15 to welcome more
than 150 high school students and
teachers from Illinois, Kentucky
and Tennessee.
The students and teachers are
expected on the MSU campus for a
one-day workshop spormred _by _
the MSU Department of Journalism
and Radio-Television.
The workshop begins at 8 a.m.

with registration in the Curris Center, followed by two morning sessions and an afternoon session.
The three sessions provide a total of 28 topics, including legal
aspects of journalism and broadcast, feature, sports and news writing, advertising sales, photography,
yearbook production, radio-broadcasting and television news/
production. Students and teachers
choose one topic for each session.

sx,

Dewy

By Abigail
Van Buren

Woman Dating Cross-Dresser
Asks if Clothes Make the Man
DEAR ABBY: My problem is one
I cannot discuss with anyone else
because it's very personal and somewhat embarrassing.
I am a divorced, 45-year-old
woman.I recently met a very charming, handsome, 48-year-old gentleman.I was attracted to him immediately. He is divorced, intelligent,
masculine and well-educated.
On our first date, he told me that
he was very much attracted to me,
but he had something to tell me if we
were to have a second date. Then he
told me that he enjoys dressing in
women's clothing occasionally! He
insisted he is not gay or bisexual,but
he has a "need" to cross-dress occasionally.(Thisincludes makeup,high
heels,a wig and women's clothing —
which I assume includes women's
underwear.)'
He told me that his first marriage
broke up because his wife couldn't
deal with his need to cross-dress
occasionally.
Abby, this man is totally masculine and I am very much turned on
by him, but I don't want to become
involved in a situation I can't handle.
What can you tell me about men
who cross-dress? I can't believe they
are 100 percent male. Are there any
women who have dated(or married 1
such men who Wit.give me -some
advice?
PEG IN SACRAMENTO
DEAR PEG: Your charming,
intelligent,masculine friend is a
transvestite. Contrary to popular belief, not all transvestites
are gay or bisexual; they are
biological males who have an
emotional need to dress as
women occasionally. Many
transvestites marry and have
children.In someinstances,their
wives are aware of their need to
cross-dress and are very supportive.
However,some wivesfind this
kind ofbehavior bizarre and disgusting and are unable (or unwilling) to accept it.
Your friend rates high marks
for being honest with you on the
first date. Whether you choose
to become seriously involved
with him will depend on your
ability to be non-judgmental
about his sexual needs.
If you cannot accept this kind
of behavior, say goodbye and
forget him. But if you choose to
have a relationship with this
man, I suggest that you contact
women who are happily married
to transvestites.(Their numbers
would startle you.) There are
groups of transvestites who get
together with their families to
socialize and exchange experi-

ences. If you are interested in
contacting such a group, write
to: Sacramento Gender Association, P.O. Box 417701, Sacramento, calif. 95841.
Please send a long, business.
size, self-addressed, stamped
envelope for a reply, as it is a
non-profit organization.
***

DEAR ABBY: Apropos "older"
graduates: I was present when the
then-ambassador to Japan, Mike
Mansfield, delivered the commencement address for the University of
Maryland's Asian Division in Tokyo.
Ambassador Mansfield began his
speechiwith,"To the graduate who is
receiving his degree at age,61,young
man, you have a bright future!"
Ambassador Mansfield was 83
years old at the time.
JEFF CHEEK, AOMORI,JAPAN

Session leaders will include both
professional practitioners and Murray State faculty and staff
members.
University personnel involved in
the workshop will be:
Dr. L..!. Hortin, retired chairman
of the. Department of Journalism;
Dwain McIntosh, director of university information services; Dr.
Roger Haney, graduate coordinator
in the Department of Journalism
and Radio-TV; Dr. Robert Lochte,
director of MSU TV-11 campus
television studios; John Dillon,
journalism instructor and adviser
for TV-11 news; Dr. Ann Landini,
journalism instructor and adviser to
The Murray State News; Betty
Adams, advertising and sales
instructor; Barry Johnson, university photographer; Joe Hedges, graduate assistant with The Murray
State News; and Dr. Robert
McGaughey, chairman of the
Department of Journalism and
Radio-TV.
Field professionals complementing the University staff will be:
Harold McGhee, Jostens American Yearbook Publishing Company; Bill Farr, Taylor Publishing
Company; Robert Valentine, vice
president for communications and
director of research and development for Medical Claims Services
of America, Inc.; Chris Evans,
assistant sports editor of The Paducah Sun; and Jerry Lyles, general
manager of the Benton Tribune
Courier.
"We look forward to this every
year," McGaughey said. "We
always get a good group of students and teachers in here for this
workshop, and it turns out to be a
very positive experience for everyone involved."
Anyone interested u attending
the works* may call McGaughey
at (502) 762-2387.
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Plastie, Reconstructive and
Cosmetic Surgery
*Facial Plastic Surgery
•Breast
•Hand Surgery
Surgery
*Liposuction

502-753-4614
900 South Eight Street
Murray, Ky.

Certified by
The American Board
of Plastic Surgery

Call
For An
Appointment
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
The Department of Housing and
Urban Development has approved a
$400,000 Urban Development
Action Grant enabling Murray
Fisher-Price toy plant to expand its
facilities.
Christine Spann and Velvet
Jones, members of Murray High
School Golf Team, qualified for
State Tournament at Girls Regional
Golf Tournament at Princeton.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Goodwin, May
Twenty years ago
Calloway County Grand Jury
returned 12 indictments to Circuit
Judge James M. Lassiter, according
to Calloway County Circuit Court
Clerk James Blalock.
Selected as yard of the month by
Garden Department of Murray
Woman's Club is the yard of Mr.
and Mrs. Ozell Atkins, 818 North
20th St.
Neale B. Mason is conductor and
Leonard Whitmer is manager of
Purchase Area Youth Symphony
Orchestra to play at Murray on
May 10 Sand Paducah on May 11.
Thirty years ago
Army Sgt. 1st Class William 0.

Downey, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James H. Downey, is participating
with 2d Armored Division in Exercise Big Thrust at Fort Hood,
Texas.
Donna Ruth Grogan of Murray
High School was winner of County
4-H Club Dress Revue held Apt ii
30.
About 700 persons attended
Purchase District meeting of Kentucky Federation of Homemakers
held May 6 at Murray State College. Mrs. John Sherman Cooper
and Dr. C.S. Lowry were speakers.
Forty years ago
Grover Wood James was master
of ceremonies at annual Ladies'
Night of Murray Rotary Club held
at Murray Woman's Club House.
Present were 107 persons.
West Kentucky Firemen's
School opened today at Murray
Fire Department and Capitol Theatre. About 250 firemen are attending the school.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. William Cook, May
2; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Henry R.
Higgins, May 3; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Overby and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Courtney Wray,
May 4.

Today In History
Today is Wednesday, May 9, the 129th day of 1990. There are 236
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On May 9, 1754, the first newspaper cartoon appeared in America. The
illustration in Benjamin Franklin's "Pennsylvania Gazette" depicted a
divided snake, each part representing an American colony. The caption
read: -Join or die.'
Today's _birthdays; CBS News Corresgondent Mike Wallace is 72.
Actor Albert Finney is 54. Actress Glenda Jackson is 54. Producerdirector James L. Brooks is 50. Actress Candice Bergen is 44. Singer Billy, Joel is 41.
Thought for today:
"If Jack's in love, he's no judge of Jill's beauty." — Benjamin Franklin, American revolutionary (1706-1790)
— By The Associated Press

Letters to the Editor
Reader pays tribute to important
champion of community, environment
Dear Editor,
I would like to pay tribute to a
lady who is indeed an entrepreneur..
She has organized her own business that is an asset to her own personal income as well as an asset to
the community. She is helping our
town and county by gathering thousands gf cans to be recycled. Many
of these cans would have been
lying in yard ditches and in people's lawns.
The only assets this lady has to
work with are her bicycle and thirty gallon trash bags, still she asks
nothing from anyone. To me, she is
cridowded with three qualities that
makes a person a success: desire,
dedication and determination; qualities that are lacking in much of
our work force today. She has been
seen daily by most people in Murray and Calloway County. If you
travel U.S. 641 early in the morn-

ing until dark, you will see a familar sight: a bicycle with five, six or
seven large bags of cans tied to her
bicycle. She is headed for the area
of the Rice Futrell home with cans
to be recycled. It can be sunshine,
rain, sleet or snow; she is always
on her job. A job many strong men
would not attempt.
The lady I am talking about is
Mrs. Irma Lee. She is the wife of
Mr. Freddie Lee who works for the
Physical Plant Department at Murray State University.
My congratulation to you Irma
for a job well done and for your
pride and dedication for the job
you do. So be proud, you are
important to your family, the community and to the environment.
Sincerely yours,
Hal K. Kingins
1105 S. 16th
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Phone pitchmen deserve acid test
He made his sales pitch over the
phone, and he was very good.
There existed a little-known but
glistening investment opportunity,
and if I got into it early I could
make an awesome profit.
So I listened. I try to be polite to
people who make their living by
"cold calling," because I know —
with no disrespect to coal minors
— that it is probably the toughest
way there is to make a living.
Selling. You get up every morning and there is no guarantee that aire who owned the paper — as
you will have a paycheck when the Mike Ditka once said of George
Halas — "threw nickels around
sun goes down.
That's why the greatest Ameri- like manhole covers."
can stage play may have been
So during daylight hours, I sold
"Death of a Salesman." Why "Tin tombstones. There vas nothing like
Men" was one of the better movies explaining to a widow that slab of
made in the last decade. And why blue coral granite atop her late husthe play "Glengarry Glen Ross" band's brow was a testament of her
won the Pultizer Prize in 1984.
everlasting love. It was educationAll were about salesmen suffer- al. One cold-eyed widow told me:
ing burnout. As Willie Loman was "Give me the cheapest brick you
described: "A man out there in the have. The dumb bastard drank himblue, riding on the smile and a self to death."
shoeshine. And when they start not
But I ramble. To get back to the
smiling back, that's an
young man who called me with the
earthquake."
A frustrated straight-commission get-rich-quick investment: I lissalestilan once told me: "If you tened and I didn't have the faintest
haven't done it, you don't know idea what he was talking about.
That's part of the scam. They
what misery is like."
Ah, but I had done it. As a use jargon that few of us underyoung night-shift reporter, I stand. Basis point? How many norcouldn't support my family on a mal human beings know what a
newspaper paycheck. The million- basis point is? It's MBA talk. If

you have a child, you can send him
or her to private schools, a good
university, and a kid who can't
read, write or have an original
thought will come out of school
knowing how to shaft his fellow
human being. This is part of the
Japan-ing of America.
So the lad made his pitch and I
listened.
Then I said: "Sounds good to
me. I will buy several million
shares."
There was a gasp from the other
end of the line. "How many?" he
said.
"Several million," I said, in my
coolest manner.
By now he was panting. On the
other hand, he was trying to gouge
me out of my net worth.
So I offered him a deal.
"I will go for it if you will sign a
paper."
"What kind of paper?" he asked.
"I would like you to sign a piece
of paper saying that if this investment fails, you will kill yourself.
Or, if you can't fulfill your end of
it, I can terminate you."
He sounded stunned. "You
expect me to kill myself?"
It seems reasonable to me, I said.
You are asking me to risk the food
on my family's table, the roof over
their heads. So it seems to me that
if this is a foolproof investment,
the least you can do is put your life

on the line.
The man actually stuttered. You
don't hear many stutters these
days.
Re said: "You have to be
kidding."
I told him, in a most grave tone:
"No, I am not kidding. It seems
reasonable to me that if this is a
good deal and if I can't lose money
on it and if you are so kind as to
offer this opportunity to a total
stranger, rather to you own friends
and loved ones, the least you can
do is stake your life on it."
There was a long pause on the
other end. Then he said: "That's
the most ridiculous thing I've ever
heard."
Now my feelings were hurt. Here
was a man trying to persuade me to
put my blood, meaning the rewards
of my labors, into an investment,
and he was quibbling over a petty
detail.
,yo
u won't agree to kill yourself?" I asked.
"That is ridiculous," he said.
"So is your pitch," I said.
He hung up. I knew he wasn't
sincere. Odds are that he didn't ask
his'grandma to put her dough into
that stock.
So my advice to any potential
investors is this: Ask them if they
will leap off a bridge if you lose
money. I they refuse, it ain't that
good a deal.

Letters to the Editor

University flyer irks black -student, resident
Dear Editor,
The enclosed flyer was used to
advertise a musical event that was
held on the Murray State University campus on April 24, 1990. It
was placed in prominent places all
over campus.
This artwork is credited to one
of the faculty at MSU, not some
callow student who might have had
the excuse of not knowing any better. This kind of behavior would
not speak well for any university,
but it is especially approbious for
an institution that is presently
struggling with its image of being
racist.
Since some white individuals
have indicated to me that they did
not see anything in the flyer to be
upset or angry about — after all it
is only a drawing of a weasel I feel
the need to explain the basis of my
anger as well as my disappointment
in seeing something like this happen at an educational institution.
Even though the wording refers to
weasels in space — the only thing
weasel-like is the long tail. Everything else, the hair, the stereotypical eyes and mouth, the coloration,

presents a derogatory image of a
black person. Putting a tail on this
image only adds to its offensiveness? Do any of you recall, or perhaps have read about Hitler telling
the German people that black soldiers had tails? The sad part of that
story is a lot of Germans spent.a
lot of time trying to see if that were
really true long after World War II
was over.
If this episode could be categorized as being atypical behavior, it
would be less egregious. But this is
only one of several incidents that
have occurred in my short tenure of
one year in this community. But
what is even more important, what
does MSU as an institution intend
to do about it? Sanctioning the professor is not the answer. What is
needed is in-depth, ongoing sensitivity training in human relations
for all students, all faculty and all
staff.
It is clear that many individuals
are not aware as to what constitutes
inappropriatetehavior, or what is
even worse tirey don't care. Further, this insititution is educating students to go out into a world that is
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becoming less like-western Kentucky every day. This lack of preparation for the real world will
continue unless someone gives
them a wake up call.
For the record I have no connection to MSU, but I am an educator
who happens to be black with more
than 30 years experience in higher
education as a professor and as an

administrator. I also happen to be
the person a very distraught, black
student came to for counsel when
he discovered the flyer.

Russell G. Pounds
1108 County Cork Drive
Murray, Ky. 42071

Conventional, alternative medical services work hand in hand
Dear Editor,
Over the years, we have greatly
enjoyed reading Dr. Gott'Ajlealth
column. In it, he has giveh a great
variety of interesting advice concerning many health concerns
shared by a great segment of the
population. One reason we have
enjoyed it so much is because he
has included both standard medical
practices and non-conventional
alternative therapies. Examples of
the alternatives have been the suggestion to use a tea called "pau d'
arco" to treat fungus under the toenails and acidophilus to treat vaginal yeast infection, both of which
remedies have brought relief to
many. -However, we have been a
little disturbed the last couple of
days to read first an article attacking chiropractors and then attacking health food stores. We hope
that our community will not be
tempted to throw the baby out with
the bath water as a result of these
two columns. We feel that most
will agree that there exists on both
sides of the health-care fence wellmeaning fanatics who ridicule anything they don't understand, total
incompetents who do more harm
than good, fraudulent charlatans
who have only their own monetary
gain in mind, and very capable,
knowledgeable people who are
only motivated by a genuine concern for the welfare of others.
As participants in the alternative
health care industry for over 20
years now, we would like to note
that this community and its health
care practitioners deserve a standing ovation for removing the fence
which commonly exists between
both schools of thought. There was
much talk in the recent past concerning a "progressive Murray,"
and we feel it is time everyone

realized what a blessing it really is
to be a member of this community,
because of the excellent health care
that exists here. There has been a
tremendous spirit of cooperation
between'the medical practitioners,
the chiropractors, the massage therapists, and the proponents of nutritional therapy. X-rays have been
transported between medical doctors and doctors of chiropractic.
Medical doctors have sent patients
to massage therapists who needed
it. Prescription slips from medical
doctors with nutritional supplements listed on them have been
given to patients, and ingredients
and analyses of nutritional supplements have been given to patients
who are under that supplement will
not interfere with their prescribed
therapy. Alternative health care
professionals have sent people to
medical doctors when it is obviously in their best interest to be diagnosed and treated by them.

mas A. Edison once said, "The
doctor of the future will give no
medicine, but will interest his
patient in the care of the human
frame, in diet and in the cause and
prevention of disease." From personal experience, we are confident
that the majority of medical doctors
in this community share in that
goal and are more interested in getkng their patients well and keeping
em that way than they are in

monetary gain. Until that ideal can
be reached, everyone in this community can rest assured that the
best in medical care is at their disposal when they need it.
Sincerely,
Dr. and Mrs. G. L. Haws
Karen L. Haws
Honey Tree Natural Foods
#9 Dixieland Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071

Local schools, ACEI
chapter thank citizens
for Spell-a-Thon help

Dear Editor,
The Elementary and Middle
Schools of Calloway County and
the Murray State University StuWe have never, in this communident
Branch of the Association for
these
professionals
ty, heard any of
Childhood Education International
ridicule any of the fields they are
wish to express sincere apprecianot actively involved in. Nor do we
tion
to citizens and friends in the
have any knowledge of any patient
Murray and Calloway County area.
or customer of any of these professionals being told to disregard the, Your response to the recent 5th
Annual Spell-a-Thon will help
advice of any professional they are
meet many needs of children and
currently under the care of. Even
mothers who choose to have their future teachers. Gross receipts from
dabies at home have the option of this year's effort's reached
receiving the finest in prenatal care $15,352.46. Net proceeds go
and back-up emergency care with- directly to each participating classout the fear of being made to feel room to purchase needed materials
like they are potential murderers of and to support professional devetheir infants. Murray is lightyears lopment and scholarship funds for
ahead of many other so called future teachers.
Special appreciation is extended
"progressive" cities where "The
Great Wall" is firmly established to Wal-Mart, K Mart, JCPenney,
between conventional medicine and Murray Home & Auto and Coastalternative health care and great to-Coast Hardware who contributed
antagonism and hatred exists. Tho- incentive gifts valued in excess of

$2,200. This combined effort on
the part of these businesses is
another prime example of the close
professional interests which our
business community has toward
promoting better schools and
teachers.
Again special thanks to all patrons who had a part in breaking all
previous Spell-a-Thon records.
Extra special commendations go to
all children 1vho learned to spell
numerous., new words through
increased interest in spelling skill
development.
Sincerely,
James Feltner, coordinator,
Calloway County Schools
Spell-a -Thon
Cheree Bearden, chairman,
Murray State University ACEI
Spell-a-Thon
James B. Carlin, faculty
advisor,
Murray State University ACEI
1.1.-•••••••
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Comfortable hardwood
GLIDER ROCKER
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3-pc. art deco style DINETTE
group of sturdy white metal.
Includes oval 42" x 23" glass
topped table and two chairs.
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pine finish
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utility drawers
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Piano playing auditions on Saturday
The National Piano Playing
Auditions, sponsored by the
National Guild of Piano Teachers,
will be Friday and Saturday. May
11 and 12, at Murray State
University.
The Guild auditions, biggest
piano evint In the- world, is conducted in over 770 audition centers

Piuline Stegall

from coast to coast with more than
115,000 piano students
participating.
Pauline Stegall of Salem will be
judge for this year's event. She
holds both Bachelor and Master of
Music Education degrees from
Murray State. She taught for more
than 20 years in the Livingston
County School District.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital has released the dismissals for
Tuesday, May 8. No newborn
admissions were Jisted.
Dismissals
Mrs. Carol Culp, Rt. 7, Box 43,
Benton; James Gallimore, RL 8,
Box 1065, Murray; Emmitt Honeycutt, Rt.'1, Box 155, Buchanan,
fern;
Mrs. Karen Turner and baby
boy. Rt. 4, Box 42, Camden, Tenn.;
Botty Thorn, Box 51, Dexter;
Miss Christine Lee , A26 Fox Meadows. Murray;
Mrs. Michelle Frampton and
baby girl, 1407 Porter CL, Paris,
enn.; Mrs. Janet Arnold, Rt. 2,
Box 37, Murray:
Rollie Sumner , Rt. 3, Box 87K,
Mlirra), Mrs. Jessie Webb, Rt. 4,
Bok 178, Murray; Loman Bailey,
h' 323.
323% New Concord:
Mrs. Hattie Hargrove, Rt. 4, Box
, Murray; Mrs. Verna Farley,
(:7 • Murray Manor, Murray.

CORN OR
CUT GREEN
BEANS

FOR

00
16 OZ.
CAN

1X) "1 Love Lucy: Very 1st Show," CBS,
21 2 rating: 19.5 million homes.
1 ll) "Roseanne," ABC, 21.2, 195 million
no-nrs
3. (7) '('heers," NBC, 21.1 , 19.4 million
4 14) "America's Funniest Home Videos,"
ABC, 20.6, 19.0 million homes.
5 (2) •Ilic Cosby Show," NBC, 18.5, 17.0
n»1,,on homes.
-6'(5A Chile-mit- World," NBC, 18.1, 16.7
rr..Lon homes.
7 (- "N) Minutes," CBS, 18.0, 16.6 million

.0

s. (12) 'jl-nsolved Mysteries," NBC, 17.5,
'6 1 million homes.
(37) • l'he Untouchables" — "CBS Sun., Movie.'" 17.1, 15.7 million homes.
'() (23) "Designing Women," CES, 17.0,
• 6 million homes.
i 1. (8) "Wonder Years" ABC, 16.9, 15.5
m,Illon homes.
12 116) "LA. Law," NBC, 16.7, 15.4 milhomes.
13 (6)"Golden Girls," NBC, 16.6, 15.3 million homes
14 (13) "Wings," NBC, 16.2, 15.0 million
homes.
15 (16) "Murder, She Wrote,.:' CBS, 15.8,
146 million homes.
16 (22) "Carol & Company," NBC, 15.7,
14 5 :11, li.on homes.
- 1 7 (X) "Brewster Place Special," ABC,
15
14.1 million homes.
17
3. 128) "Murphy Brown," CBS, 15.3, 14.1
million homes
19 130) "Simpson'," FOX, 15.1, 14.0 million homes
20 (X) "Anything For Laughs," ABC, 15.0,
1) million homes.

Western Kentucky
Insurance, Inc.
, 753-5842

302 N. 12th

Tony Boyd

MOI
BEL-AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KY.

DUNCAN HINES

LAYER CAKE MIXES

CRACKERS

69

94

Pr

PAPER
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94

1 LB.
BOX

18 OZ.
WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

PRI(

HOMEBEST

ICEEBLER
ZESTA

LIMIT TOTAL 6 CANS PLEASE —

'I Love Lucy' show
listed at the top
in television ratings
NEW YORK (AP) — Here are
the prime-time TV ratings as compiled by the A.C. Nielsen Co. for
the week of April 30-May 6. Top
20 listings include the week's ranking. with full season-to-date ranking in parentheses, rating for the
week and total homes.
An "X" in parentheses denotes
one-time-only presentation. A rating measures the percentage of the
nation's 92.1 million TV homes.

'Special Discounts For Large Producers
'Call Us For A Quote Today

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

$1
3

—Reduced Rates—

In addition to her work in music,
Mrs. Stegall is an active writer and
painter.
Local teachers participating in
the Guild auditions are Karen
Greer, Dorothy Mason, Dr. Stephen
Brown and Eleanor Brown, with
the latter being local chairperson
for the event who may be contacted
for more information.

Dismissals listed
in Tuesday report
by local hospital

)4,

TOBACCO INSURANCE
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St

REG. $1.49
CHARLES
FLAV-O-RICH

PEPSI
COLA
DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE
FREE
7 UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER
BARQ'S OR CRUSH FLAVORS

TWO
LITER
PLASTIC

POTATO
CHIPS

BUTTERMILK OR
1% LIGHT MILK

9

1°9

1/2 GAL.
•

C PEPSI COLA)

BREAD

69

24 OZ.
LOAF

— ALL FLAVORS —

„

BONEI

DIET PEPSI, CAFFEINE FREE,
7 UP, MT. DEW, DR. PEPPER,
BARQ'S, ROOT BEER OR

SENECA

POINTER

APPLE JUICE

DOG FOOD
15 OZ. CAN

CRUSH FLAVORS
12 PK. $3
09
12 OZ.
CANS

BUNNY
SANDWICH

640Z.$

igigr

APPIF 3141Cf

$100

,4FOR

169

JAR

•Off.wwWW.
V410.
MW

'44muspor

DOWNEY

RUN

FABRIC SOFTENER

TOP R

STE

FAMILY SIZE
FARM FRESH
GRADE 'A' LARGE

EGGS

TEA BAGS 1
24 CT.

BATH
TISSUE

D029
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199

ROLL
PKG.

STE

CHUNK
STAR KIST

WHITE CLOUD
LIPTON

BOJTC

2
64 OZ$
49

TUNA

1°9

9

6 1/2 02.5

IN OIL OR WATER

HUNT'S

DECORATED MARDI GRAS

SHOW BOAT

PAPER TOWEIS OR NAPKINS

PORK & BEANS

7W

KRAFT

CATSUP

BBQ SAUCE

81

Huntt
AI It ill

14 OZ.37
'

THEATRES

$129
3
32 OZ.
PLASTIC SQUEEZE BOTTLE
)
.
\

19

WH1

18 OZ.$1
•1

BI
APP

CHILI WITH BEANS
Pretty Woman
(R)

Spaced Invaders
(PG)

1MACARONI & CHEESE
7 1/4 OZ.

3.89'

15 OZ.69

FT

KELLOGG'S

RONCO

ARMOUR

APPLE JACKS, HONEY SMACKS
FRUIT LOOPS OR CORN POPS

100z.$199
PRE-PRICED

CHAMP

DOG FOOD
20 Li3.$299

DEC

Cl

BAG

no
owy

FROZEN

The Guardian
(R)
Starts Friday

Opportunity Knocks
Bargain Matinees
Sat. & Sun. Only
Adult 3.00 Child 2.50

EC)
BLUE BONNET

NATUREg BEST

KRAFT
WRAPPED AMERICAN

SPREAD

BISCUITS

SINGLES

$
3 LB.
BOWL

69

8W

4 PK.

12022
-$29

OLD EL PASO

BURRITOS

BANQUET

PET

R(

FRIED
CHICKEN

WHIPPED
TOPPING

BAP

BI
rac

5 OZ.
28 OZ$
2
99 8 OZ
6
9

PETS OF THE WEEK — These two animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street,
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from
left,'
-Silver," a 31/2-month-old Terrier mix, and “Spunky," a five.
months old black/white male kitten. Animals who do not find homes
must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30
tS pa, Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. The
Humane Society is a member of United Way of Murray and Calloway
County. For information call 759-4141.

The West KentudFaildren's
Home, located at 518 Briarcliff,
Reidland, is now open to accept
children into short or long-term
care.
A ribbon-cutting ceremony is
scheduled for Saturday, May 12, at
2 p.m. at the group home in Reidland. The public is invited.
Early in 1989, Mark Ide, administrator for Tennessee Children's
Home, Springhill, Tenn., proposed
the possibility of establishing such
a home in Western Kentucky to
members of Churches of Christ in

—
the Purchase area. Interest was
enthusiastically expressed and a
board of directors was developed.
In January of this year, Cliff
Holladay was hired as the program
director and Diana England as the
secretary/office manager.
In March, Don and Deanna
Campbell were hired as the houseparents for the first home which
will care for eight children.
A license from the state of Kentucky has already been obtained to
operate as a child care agency.
WKCH, a private child care

agency in the Purchase area, will
care for abused and neglected
children, agees 6-18. Most of the
referrals to WKCH will be through
the state and court system,
although private placement will
also be available.
Presently, plans are developing
for the opening of group homes in
communities throughout western
Kentucky.
"WKCH will not discriminate
because of race, income or religious affiliation," Holladay said.
Most of the financial support for

the home will come through local
individuals and the Churches of
Christ; however, donations will be
accepted from anyone who wishes
to be involved in the wort.
In addition to monetary contributions, donations of clothes, food,
property, professional services,
etc., will be accepted.
Anyone interested in helping in
any way may write the WKCH
office II1118 Jefferson St., P.O.
Box 8443, Paducah, Ky. 42001, or
call 1-443-9754.

Sylvester Stallone
talks about his roles
MILAN, Italy (AP) — Sylvester
Stallone says the characters Rocky
and Rambo he has made famous
are very different from his own
nature.
"I am afraid of being identified
with Rambo or Rocky," Stallone
said Monday.
But that's not slowing sequel
production. A new installment of
Rocky, the fifth, is in the works
and a fourth Rambo film is
planned, Stallone said.

YOUR LOCALLY
OWNED AND
OPERATED
SUPERMARKET
PRICES GOOD WED., MAY 9TH
THRU TUES., MAY 15TH

Frances Drake
FOR Thursday, May 10, 1994)
ARIES
- °War.
.21 to Apr. 19)
-Per
You're blessed with original ideas
today and will also meet with a
positive surprise development in
business now. Be open to new
suggestions. Be experimental.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
You could take up a new mental
interest today. Surprise news comes
from somebody at a distance. You
may be making i change in advisers.
Original'thinking helps you out.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Intuition combines with selfdiscipline to bring you work gains
today. There's an element of secrecy
involved in an investment proposition
made to you now.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Singles will meet with romantic
introductions now. Be sure to accept
invitations. You'll be making new
friends today. Partnership matters
are happily accented.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
You'll feel inspired about your
work today and will also be entertaining an unusualjob offer. At home,
it's a,good time to catch up With
neglected tasks.
VIRGO
(Aug.23to Sept.22)
You have charisma and others will
find you especially attractive now.
Pleasure outings are happily favored.
.You May receive an unexpected
invitation to travel.
LIBRA
(Sept.23 to Oct22)
let
You could be adding a decorative
touch to your home today. It's a good
time to stock up on necessities. Out
of town
.. guests may be soon coming
for a visit.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
You're serious-minded and will
accomplish something of a mental
nature today. Things go pretty much
your way now. A partner surprises
you in a_ nice way.,
'SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) Shopping today could lead to an
unusual purchase. Behind-the-scene
financial developments are in your
favor. A chance to make extra money
on the side comes now.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
You'll be doing an old friend a
favor. Dancing, aerobics, or some
other exercise appeals to you now.
You'll enjoy something different in
the way of entertainment.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
You'll be doing some Special preparation for a career project now. You
could be holding a seminar or some
other kind of group meeting at your
place today or soon.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
nese
There's a special accent on visiting
with others today. You may be
considering signing up for some
classes or a group activity. You're
popular now.
YOU BORN TODAY are independent and can succeed in business for
yournelf. You work well with groups
and should be in an executive
position You're more inclined though
to a professional rather than a
business career. You'll have to watch
a tendency to become complacent
with success. Always strive to keep
bettering yourself and your position
in life Birthdate of: Fred Astaire,
actor; Nancy Walker, actress; and
Arthur Kopit, playwright.

tier

MRS. WEAVER'S PIMENTO

SIRLOIN TIP

CHEESE

STEAKS BONUS PACK

LOUIS KEMP

120z. 179

SPRING HILL
LB.$2
49

FLANDERS BEEF

LOBSTER DELIGHT s oz.$249 PATTIES

CORN DOGS.3 LB.$379
JOHNSVILLE

BRATWURST....LB.$279
ON-COR CHARBROIL

PATTIES..........

ON-COR

CHUCKWAGON OR
CHICKEN FRIED
PATTIES

FIELD'S

BOLOGNA
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Sims and Pierceal wedding on May 19

Coming community events are announced
Wednesday, May 9
Murray Overeaters Anonymous
will have beginners meeting at 5:30
p.m. and regular meeting at 6 p.m.
at Calloway County Health Center.
This is open to all interested
persons.
Prayer meetinf will be at 7:30
pm. at Russell s Chapel United
Methodist Church.
MSU Chess Club is scheduled to
meet at 6 p.m. in Mississippi Room
of Curtis Center, Murray State
University.
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
University Church of Christ.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Rosary Recital
at 6:30 p.m.: RC1A and Grounds
Committee at 7 p.m.; Circle "D"
potluck dinner after 7 p.m. Mass.
Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant

Wednesday, May 9
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.; Handbell
Chou at 4:15 p.m.; Chancel Choir
at 7:30 p.m.
Circles of First United Methodist
Church Women will meet as follows: Wesleyan at 7 p.m. at
church; Hannah with C. Naulty and
Ruth Wilson with K. Russell at
7:30 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church will
study Revelation at 7:30 p.m. and
Maria Jennings will sing a solo.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs, RAs
and Mission Friends at 7 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir at 8 p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Mission Trip Youth Choir
Rehearsal at 5:30 p.m.; Prayer
Meeting, Children's Choirs and
Klaymata Fellowship at 6:30 p.m.;
Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.

Wednesday, May 9
Bible classes will be at 7 p.m. at
Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Events at Grace Baptist Church
will include business meeting at 7
p.m. and Weekly Workers' meeting
at 8 p.m.
CWF of First Christian Church
will have its Mother-Daughter banquet at 6 p.m. at church.
Thursday, May 10
Dexter Homemakers Club is
scheduled to meet at 9:30 a.m. at
Dexter Center.
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Masonic
Temple.
Murray Kiwanis Club will meet
at 6 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade.

SATURDAY & MONDAY SPECIALS
May 12 & 14
Dresses ars
2 pc. $2.°
Skirts sin
•pumg. Extra

Party Dresses
Tea Length "X°
Long Prom Gowns sra

'Cotton & Silk Extra

OUTHERN
TYLES

Laundry & Dry
Cleaners

-WASH & FOLD SERVICE AVAILABLE"
Mon.-Fri. 7-6, Sat. 7-7, Sun. Closed
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-5242

cStadio
..ancE
(
Specializing in Tap, Ballet, Pointe, Jazz
Gymnastics and Ladies Dancercize
Boys and Girls -- Ages Three through Adult

Spring Recital The Dance Tribune"
Saturday, May 19, 7 p.m., Lovett Auditorium, M.S.U.
REGISTER NOW FOR
SUMMER GYMNASTIC CAMP

4.

Classes beginning June 11th
To Register Now Call 753-0605
If no answer call 753-5352
,
:lane Wagar Chapman

903 Arcadia Circle

The approaching marriage of
Miss Lora Jane Sims of 40913
North Fifth St., Murray, to Joseph
Pierceal of 1815 Riyne Village,
Birmingham, Ala., has been
announced.
Miss Sims is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Anthony Sims of 3960
Ashbyburg Rd., Owensboro.
Mr. Pierceal is the son of Bonnie
and Hardy Pierceall of Rt. 3,
Murray.
The bride-elect, a 1986 graduate
of Apollo High School, Owensboro, will receive her degree in the
May 1990 graduating class at Murray State University.
The groom-elect, a 1981 graduate of Calloway County High
School, received his degree in 1989
from Murray State University. He
is a systems engineer with CTG.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, May 19, at 2
p.m. at Si Leo's Catholic Church,
Murray.
A reception will be at 5 p.m. the
same day at Kenlake State Resort
Park Hotel.

Lora Jane Sims and
Joseph Pierceal to marry

Brooks Chapel United Methodist
(Cont'd on page 9A)

Jarrett wins honors at national mother pageant
By JO BURKEEN
murray Lodger & TIMIS Staff

WrItar

"It was a wonderful experience.
The hospitality and attention of all
persons involved were superb,"
said Gladys Marie Cain Jarrett of
Murray after her return from the
National Mother of the Year
Pag_eant at the Walclrof Astoria
Hotel, New York City, April
26-May 1.
Mrs. Jarrett represented the state
of Kentucky as "1990 Kentucky
Mother of the Year," an honor she
had won in November at the 35th
annual convention of American
Mothers, Inc., at Pennyrile Forest
State Resort Park.
The Calloway County woman
was presented a man's gold watch
as being one of the top five in the
contest. The National Mother of
the Year title was won by Mrs.
Utah.
Other prizes she received
included a 13-inch sculpture child
with book and teddy bear; a book,
Family Word Finder, published by

Reader's Digest; gold pin from
Avon; gold bracelet by Monet.
Each of the contestants had to
make three speeches during the
pageant. Mrs. Jarrett received the
book from Reader's Digest for asking a special question during a session on "Literacy." She also
received a book, The Seed From
The East, written by Bertha Holt
who with her husband adopted
many Korean and Asian children.
The contestants walked in
escorted by military men from the
area. Mrs. Jarrett said they were
graded throughout the pageant
from the time they arrived until the
final judging.
Mrs. Jarrett said a special feature
was the prayer time each morning
at six o'clock. Also she was asked
by Mrs. JCPenncy to attend the
mission church of David Wilkerson, author of Cross and Switchblade and Run, Baby Run.
"This was a very moving experience at the church as I was able to
talk with one of the teen agers who
had run into the mission church for

help whetbeing pursued by a man
on the street. The next night she
saw the girl at the church and she
had made her a dress out of newspapers to wear at the services,"
Mrs. Jarrett said.
Mrs. Jarrett was joined by one of
her daughters, Jennifer Jarrett,
Chinese student at Georgetown
Univasity. Washington,. D.C, for
the last part of her stay in New

York. The two of them took two
tours of the city seeing Chinatown,
Empire State Building, taking a
boat ride and other places.
"Attending the pageant was a
wonderful experience. I did not
feel out of place. Everyone made
me feel welcome. I was proud to
represent Kentucky and community
at the national pageant.7—larreil
added.
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Parents' Night Out will be at Martin's Chapel United Methodist
Church, located off Wiswell Road on Martin's Chapel Road, on Friday,
May 11, from 6 to 10 p.m. Dropins are welcome. For information call
753-5809.
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Erwin reunion will be May 27
Descendants of John Johnston Erwin will have a reunion on Sunday,
May 27, at 1 p.m. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Buren Erwin, Highway
783 South near Crossland. Anyone who has not received information may
contact Imogene Erwin Paschall, 492-8380. Reservations for the luncheon
must be made by Thursday, May 10.
(Cont'd on page 10A)
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Gladys Marie Cain Jarrett of Murray shows some of the items she
won at the National Mother of the Year Pageant held at New York
City. She represented the state as Kentucky Mother of the Year.
Staff photo by Kris Fall
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Studio Days And Hours: Wed., May 9-Sun., May 13
Daily: 10 a.m.-7 p.m. Sunday: 12 Noon-5 p.m.
Studio Location: Murray

701

Hurry!One Week Only!
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Underwood-Walker wedding planned Goal reached in H.C. Chiles Chair fund

Miss Christy Underwood and
Terry. Walker announce their
engagement_111d__Apptaachiag
marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
Mrs. Hazel Underwood and the late
Herbert Underwood of Hazel.
She is the granddaughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Claude Underwood of Hazel and of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Johnson of Jackson. Miss.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. J.C. Walker of
Murray.
He is the grandson of the late
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Walker and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dilday, all
of Murray.
Miss Underwood, a 1986 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is currentlY employed at
Dor-Mae Fashions, Murray.
Mr. Walker, a 1985 graduate of
Calloway County High School, is
currently employed at Ryan Milk
Co., Murray.
The wedding vows will be solemnized on Saturday, May 19, at 2
p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church,
Hazel.
A reception will follow the ceremony at the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Cornmunzry

Christy Underwood and
Terry Walker to marry

(Cont'd from page 8A)

Thursday, May 10
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m.
at church.

Thursday, May 10
Parish Coiner, St. Leo's Catholic
Church.
•

Thursday, May 10
Mothers' Day Out will be at 9:30
a.m. at First Baptist Church.

Tilghman-Beauregard Camp No.
1460 of Sons of Confederate Veterans will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Camp
Beauregard Cemetery near Water
-Valley.

AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or. 753-7663.

Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m. and<Eagles Up Close
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Nature
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m. at Homeplace-1850;
Seven Wonders of the Universe at
10, 12, 2 and 3 at Golden Pond
Planetarium; Senior Citizen Ai).elation Week at Piney
Campground.

Humane Society of Calloway
Ccmoty_is observing _Be_ Kind 10
Animals Week.
International luncheon of Calloway County Homemakers will be
at 11 a.m. at First United Methodist Church.
Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Chamber
of Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7638.
Health Express of 'MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at M & W Ceramics at Water Valley from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and at
pilot Oak Grocery from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Ladies' Community-wide Bible
Study will be at 1 p.m. at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum
will be open from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in

Murray High School sports
events will be golf and baseball at
Lone—Oak.
"Speakeasy" will be at 7:30 p.m.
at Murray High School Library.

The H.C. Chiles Chair of New
lestament_aLCIear Creek Baptist
Bible College, Pineville, recently
reached its goal of $200,000,
according to president Bill D.
Whittaker.
"We are pleased to annotmce the
Chiles Endowment can now provide for a New Testament professor," Whittaker stated. The fund is
a fitting tribute to the legacy of a
masterful preacher and teacher."
Born in Kentucky, Chiles was
astor of First Baptist Church, Barille, from 1933 to 1948, and
First Baptist Church of Murray
from 1948 to 1970.
Chiles recently observed the
65th anniversary of his ordination
to ministry. He has preached in
every county in Kentucky except
two and has served as interim pastor in both Kentucky and Tennessee. Kentucky Baptists elected him
president of their convention in
1955.
Chiles was ordained to the ministry in 1924 and is a graduate of
Georgetown (Ky.) College and
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville. He also holds
honorary degrees from Union College and Georgetown College, both
in Kentucky.
A former professor at Boyce
Bible School, Louisville, Chiles
began his ninth year as a professor
at Clear Creek in 1989. He uses
extensive pastoral and denominational experience to offer instruction and advice to his students. He
always takes time to completely
answer questions both in and out of
the classroom.
Chiles believes the printed page
is a tool to spread the gospel. For
almost 40 years, he has written a
Sunday School lesson commentary
for the Western Recorder and
numerous other newspapers,
including the Murray Ledger &
Times.
Dr. and Mrs. Chiles live in a
Kelly Hall apartment on the Clear
Creek campus. The campus family

daily witneues his commitment to
God-unit-the.devoted-eart-he gives
to Elizabeth, his wife* 60 years.
The Chiles'- have out daughter,
Mn. R.G. Humphreys, who resides
in Lexington.
•
Interest from the H.C. Chiles
Chair will continually provide support for a professor at the Kentucky
college which was founded in
1926.
Clear.Creek is the primary provider of trained leaders for Baptist
churches in Southern Appalachia.
Students to the college, however,
come from 20 states and serve in
46 states and several foreign
countries.

Dr. H.C. Chiles

Dwight McDowell
Joins

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury, Inc.
Four Time Consecutive
Presidents Award Winner
1986-1987-1988

Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Legion of
Mary at 9:45 a.m. and Fitness
Program at 7 p.m.
Group IV of CWF of First
Christian Church will meet at 12
noon at R.J. Brewbakers.

Crosby, Stills, Nash
returning to road
NEW YORK (AP) — Veteran
rockers Crosby, Stills & Nash are
returning to the road this summer
for a four-month North American
tour of more than 60 cities.
David Crosby, Stephen Stills and
Graham Nash will be backed by a
five-piece band for the tour, which
will include •stadium dates and
smaller outdoor shows.
The tour, supporting the group's
soon-to-be released "Live It Up"
album, begins June 1 in Austin,
Texas, and ends in September in
Canada, CS&N's managers
announced Tuesday.
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/I'weakseadoedIdace/

Jumbo
Bite-size
Shrimp
Dinner
$4.99
Generous serving of bite-size shrimp,fries,
cole slavv, hush puppies and cocktail sauce.

•`

MEMORIAL DAY

• SALE

Captastio?1

We Use 1000/o Cholesterol
Free Vegetable Shortening

.111c I Inz,hcst Honor
A Ford Dealer
Can Receive.
Dwight McDowell, 28, well known in Murray, has joined the
Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury sales staff.
A native of Murray and lifelong resident, Dwight's previous
work experience includes seven years with Fisher-Price Toys.
After graduating from Murray High School in 1980, Dwight
attended Murray State University.
He is married to the former Karen Jones of Eddyville, who is
employed at the Happiness Place. They have ont 3 year old son,
Justin Bennett McDowell.
Dwight is the son of Bobby and Joyce McDowell. He also has
one sister, Anita,(Mrs. David.Poynor) and one brother, David
McDowell.
At Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury, Inc., Dwight joins Ron
Wright, Nick Ryan, Keith Williams, Rodger Mayer, Thomas
Jones, Larry McCully and Joe Rowland on the dealership's sales
staff."We appreciate our sales staff and what they mean to our
business and to their customer service dedication which has
helped us win our fourth consecutive President's Award for
Customer Satisfaction — the highest honor a Ford Motor
Company dealership can receive," David Parker said.
As we celebrate our 62nd year in business, we invite you to call
on Dwight or any one of our-salesmen who w ill be glad to help you
find a new or used vehicle or to assist you with any question or
problems you may have.
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SUNDAY
Jumbo Country-style Fish Dker $4.19
MONDAY & TUE AY
2-Piece Fish Dinner $2.49
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
8-Piece Shrimp Dinner $2.99

FORD

Since 1928

100% DuPont Stainmaster
Continuous Filament Nylon
Textured Saxony

HEATHERTON
100% Monsanto Wear-Dated
Nylon with Locked-In
StainBlocker Frieze
15 Colors

CARTE BLANCHE
100% Monsanto Wear-Dated
Nylon with Leeked-in
Stain Blocker Saxony
30 Colors

MERCURY

LINCOLN

LINCOLN

Parker 111
Ford Lincoln-Mercury
,Vets. Ideas From The Area's Most Experienced Dealer

701 Main Street, Murray

CLASSIC TEXTURES

24 Colors

•

—Visit our store & pick up your rebate coupon—

Black's Decorating
Center

FORD

MERCURY

May 14thJune 8th

NOMAD
76% Nylon/24% Polypropylene
Berber
13'6" Width Only
9 Colors

;- 01 S. 4th St.

The college offers a 2-and3-year program in addition to a
Bachelor of Arts in Ministry
Degree and is fully accredited with
the American Association of Bible
Colleges; U.S. Deparunent of Education; Council on Postsecondary
Education Accredidation; Council
on Higher Education of the Commonwealth of Kentucky; Association of Southern Baptist Colleges
and Schools.
Individuals and churches who
wish to contribute 10 the endowment may contact the college at
300 Clear Creek Rd., Pineville, Ky.
40977 or; by calling
1-606-337-3196.

White Washed
Rattan Tables
1/2' Price!
White
Rattan
Trunks
40% Off

LARG S SELECTION OF REDUCED
WICKER & RATTAN FURNITURE EVER!
Hours: M-F 9:064:410 • Saturday 9:06-51811 • Sunday 1:00-5:06

753-5273

Caution helps prevent insulin reaction Lightcap- Watkins wedding is May 19
DEAR DR GOTT: What is an insulin reaction'
DEAR Rittbmitendurresents-tit
occur most commonly in diabetics
who, for one reason or another, misjudge the amount of insulin they need
and inject too much. In this circumstance, the insulin drives too much
blood sugar into the cells, leading to
hypoglycemia (low blood sugar).
Such a reaction causes lightheadedness, hunger, sweating, nervousness,
palpitations and weakness. If the
blood sugar is not restored to normal
(above 50 milligrams per deciliter),
patients can progress to colifusion,
convulsions, unconsciousness, coma
and death.
Insulin reactions can also occur in
diabetics who are using prescription
pills, such as glyburide and stilfonylurea. These reactions are a dangerous
but preventable consequence of modern diabetic therapy.
To avoid insulin reactions, diabetic
patients should carefully monitor
their blood sugar levels under a physician's supervision, be extremely cautious about increasing their doses of
insulin or oral anti-diabetes medicine
and always have an antidote at hand.
Some experts recommend hard candy
as an antidote, while others prefer
sweetened fruit juices or commer-

cially available glucose solutions
Insulin reactions are, quite under
standably, frightening to patients
but, if recognised early,the low blood
sugar NM easiTy and quickly be
corrected.
lb provide you additional information. I am sending you a free copy of
my Health Report "Diabetes Mellitus." Other readers who would like a
copy should send $1.25 with their
name and address to PO. Box 91369,
Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Recently, I read
that psoriasis patients improved after
treatment with topical applications of
active forms of vitamin D-3, according to Japanese researchers. Since no
druggist kas heard of vitamin D-3,
can you tell me how I can obtain this
vitamin?
DEAR READER: Vitamin D-3 is
natural vitamin D, vitamin D-2 is the
synthetic form. Both forms behave
ideitically in the body. Foods high in
natural vitamin D include egg yolks,
grains and the livers or liver oils of
most sal‘-water fish. Vitamin D is
formed in humans by the direct action
of sunlight on, the skin and is necessary for normal bone metabolism.
I am unaware of any reputable
studies showing health benefits from
the topical application of vitamin D.

DR. RI. ZOELLER
the Chiropractic Center
Hwy. 121 S. at Cherry Corner
759-1122
There's more to your spine than just your
posture. Many other physical ailments can
be related to
back problems.
We offer complete chiropractic bare at reasonable rates.
'Most lawn= Amelia!

Don't waste your time or money looking for a vitamin D cure for psoriasis
This common skin condition is more
Mr. and Mrs. William Liglucap
appropriately...treated with-cortisone
cream and other prescription drugs
of Hardin announce the engage-

Victoria Principal
files suit against
television network
LOS ANGELES(AP) — Actress
Victoria Principal filed suit against
CBS, claiming the network breached a contract concerning a madefor-television movie in which she
starred.
She alleges CBS failed to honor
a promise to pay her production
company $300,000 if the network
decided not to make a weekly
series out of the movie "Sparks."
"CBS breached the 'Sparks'
agreement by failing and refusing
to pay the liquidation fee despite
its decision not to order any episodes of the series," according to
the lawsuit filed Monday in Los
Angeles Superior Court by attorney
Ralph Loeb.

ment and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Kimberly Anne, to
Jeff Watkins, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Watkins of Pryorsburg.
The bride-elect is a 1986 graduate of Marshall County High
School and is presently attending
Murray State University.
The groom-elect. a 1981 graduate of Wingo High School,
received his B.S. in engineering
physics from Murray State University in 1988.
He is employed as a senior software engineer with Atlantic
Research Corporation and is doing
consultation work with General
Electric Plastics in Mt. Vernon,
Ind.
The wedding vows will be
exchanged Saturday, May 19, at
4:30 p.m. on the grounds of the
Mayfield Library.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

-

Kimberly Anne Lightcap
and Jeff Watkins to marry

DATEBOOK
(Cont'd from page 8A)

Singles will sponsor dance here
The Singles Organizational Society will sponsor a dance on Saturday,
Mayh 12, from 7:30 p.m. to 12 midnight at National Guard Armory,
Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road, Murray. Moose Morris will be DJ.
All singles are invited. On Thursday, May 10, the Singles will have a
Balderdash/Cards Night from 7:30 to 9 p.m. Each one should bring a
snack or soft drink, and call Pamela, 753-7638, for information. On Friday, May 11, the group will meet at 6:45 p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
office for a movie night with Jeanne, 753-0224, as hostess.

Laryngectomee Group will meet
Laryngectomee Support Group will meet Friday, May 11, at 4 p.m. in
private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For
more
information call the hospital, 762-1100.

Appreciation dinner on May 14
The first Habitat for Humanity Appreciation Dinner will be Monday.
May 14, at 6 p.m. id social hall of First United Methodist Church, Murray. The group will recognize those in the community who have contributed in various ways to the construction of Habitat's first house in
Murray-Calloway County which is expected to be completed this summer.
Tickets for the dinner at $5 per person may be purchased at the office of
First Christian Church, or by calling 753-3824, before noon, Friday, May

Select Styles of

Soft Spots,
Tretorns & Sandals

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include Mrs.
Herchel (Elizabeth) Bryan and baby girl, Euple Bean, and Eunice Henry,
Murray, Orlene Bucy and William Wheeler, New Concord, Robert White,
Hazel, Elizabeth Collins, Hardin, and Ova Lee and Patricia Baker, Dexter,
from Western Baptist; Corlean Alexander, Murray, Kathryn Lofton, Dexter, John Sanders, New Concord, and Nancy Moffiu, Farmington, from
Lourdes.

Hours: Mom-Sat. 930-8 p.m.
Sun. 1-5 p.m.
Olympic Plaza Murray
759.4795

Flea market to be on May 12
A flea market will be Saturday, May 12, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. at West
Kentucky Vocational-Technical School parking lot, Paducah. In the event
of rain, the market will be postponed until Saturday, May 19.
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Methodist seniors plan event
Senior Adult Fellowship of First United Methodist Church will meet
Friday, May 11, at 11 Lm. at the church. The group wil) then go by vans
to Brandon Spring Group Camp in Land Between the Lakes for lunch at a
cost of $3 each. After lunch, the group will visit Fort Donelson National
Park, and one of two remaining Civil War surrender sites, the Dover
Hotel, Dover, Term., an interesting part of the historical past. For reservations call the church office, 753-3812, or Bob Aikin, 436-2328.

Oaks' men's event scheduled
Men's Spring Golf Tournament has been rescheduled for Saturday and
Sunday, May 12 and 13, at Oaks Country Club. The entry fee will be $5
per person. Men are asked to sign up at the club house or call Charlie
Hargrove at 753-6454. Also Men's Stag Night will be Thursday, May 17,
at 5:30 p.m. with Dan Jones, Dickie Hodge, Mike Schroader and Lennis
Beane in charge of arrangements.

Harold Wayne (Hal) Prow II was initiated into the Alpha Chapter of
Tennessee Phi Beta Kappa on April 1 as a part of Parents' Weekend at
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. He is a senior majoring in biology
and will receive his degree on Friday, May 11, in ceremonies there. An
Honors Scholar, he is a member of Phi Eta Sigma and Alpha Lambda
Delta. Prow is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Prow, 1816 Parsonage Dr.,
Chesterfield, Ill., and the grandson of Mrs. Jewell Jones of Murray.

The Marshall County Theater Guild will present Neil Sirnon's comedy,
"Plaza Suite," at 8 p.m. on May 11, 12, 18 and 19, and at 2 p.m. on
Mother's Day, Sunday, May 13. Performances will be held at Forgotten
Past Museum, Highway 68, between Briensburg and Draffenville, Tickets
are $5 for adults and $3 for children under 12. Tickets will be available at
the door.

Steven Spielberg and Michael Collins

serving as Planetary Society directors
PASADENA,Calif.(AP) — Steven Spielberg, who directed "E.T.
the Extra-Terrestrial," has joined
the board of directors of The
Planetary Society along with Apollo astronaut Michael Collins.
Spielberg and Collins "have
helped broaden our perspective
beyond Earth's boundaries to the
boundless possibilities of space,"
said astronomer Carl Sagan, president of the 125,000-member space
exploration advocacy group.
"In contrast with many earlier
films that depicted creatures from
other worlds as invaders bent on
destroying or enslaving mankind,
Spielberg debuted warm and wonderful extraterrestrials" in the 1982

hit "E.T." and the 1977 film
"Close Encounters of the Third
Kind," the group said in a
staiement.
The producer-director has been
involved with The Planetary Society for years. In the mid-1980s, he
donated $100,000 so it could build
a radio receiver in Massachusetts to
search for radio signals from any
alien civilizations.
Collins became the nation's third
spacewalker as pilot of Gemini 10.
In July 1969 he orbited the moon
in the Apollo 11 command module
while, Neil Armstrong and Buzz
Aldrin walked on the lunar surface.
He now is an aerospace consultant.

Hair Design
Hwy. 641 Norlh
The Village
759-4950

May 11th & 12th, Friday & Saturday
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

::Z2.68

Southern States
GASOLINE-POWERED
WATER PUMPS

Molded check valve Pnetanatic type
Molded impeller
governor
Automatic exhaust
value

Iiillrnatrix*
Register To Win...
•Aiivum Clock Radio *Two Travel Clocks

185

McClure, Wendy Shelton

•Vavoom• Watch 'Two-way Mirror
— Refreshments Will Be Served, —

Solid stale ignition

Model AP520 (9,600 GPII) 2"

nuns_

mj

EzutinK

Chemical and
5 hp 13nggs & Suancm
abrasion resistant
engine
seal(EPDM)
Automatic rewind
Molded carry handle starter
Molded check valve Mechanical governor
Molded impeller
Atisterutic exhaust
value
Solid state ignition

Two New Lower Cost
Weight Control Programs.
Call For Details...No Obligation!

Please telephone soon to arrange an appointment for
what we know will be a very special day.
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
Medical Arts Building•300 South 8th Street•Mur
ray, KY 42071

A

Prices Good Wednesday, May 9th Thru Saturday, May 12th

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Set of 5
Reg. $199
SAVE $22.00
SURFSIDE CUSHION GROUP
4 piece set includes 4 chairs made from durable rust tree aluminum and 40"
round tempered glass top table • 7 year extended warranty *4141

SAVE $20.00,

SAVE 49%
LADIES WOVEN OR KNIT TANKS
Fashion colors in polyesteccotton or all cottor
Sizes S-M-L

BROTHER® VX920 DELUXE FREE ARM SEWING MACHINE
Full featured 29 stitches including stretch blind and zig-zag stitch 1 Step
- automatic button holer Also does embroidery. applique and monograms

Reg. 1.34

WOVEN PINAFORE GOWg
Ballerina length in assorted styles Print and
solid colors _ All cotton Sizes S-M L. 1X-3X

Reg. 1.88

SAVE 26%

'
WAL-MART POTTING SOIL
20 Pound bag Good for all potting needs
indoors or out

Pack of 4

SAVE 40%

SAVE 29%

LADIES 2X2 RIB TANK
Fashion colors to choose from Cotton
Sizes S-M-L

SAVE 27%

LADIES SWEATER TANK
Bright solid colors Easy care'all acrylic
Sizes S M L

GENERAL ELECTRIC*
4 PACK STANDARD LIGHT BULBS
Your choice of 40 60 75 or 100 watts

Reg. 1.50

Reg. 4.34

1.00
200 COUNT ASSORTED COOKIES

Reg. 1.48

3.84 1.00
NU FINISH POLISH
16 Ounces Contains no wax
shine No NF -76

Long-lasting

SPARKLE GLASS CLEANER

Sale

1•
OR BIG COOL
16 Ounce

cups

Reg 1 00

DIAMOND ALUMINUM FOIL
37'/2 Square Foot Roll

TYLENOL EXTRA-STRENGTH CAPLETS
100 Count

2•50
CRACKER JACKS
Buy 10 Get 2 Free

Reg. 8.96

7.86.,

RIVAL® POTPOURRI CROCKPOT
Convenient to use no candles Plugs into
electricai outlet Hours of delightful fragrance
Assorted patte,ns

We would like
to thank all of
our customers
for being patient
with us during
our remodeling.
We're remodeling
TO BETTER
SERVE YOU!

• a.ritai,rocNe- CAPLETS
'Ara pain rotrel contains no asoir .n
Cole's

FOAM CUPS
24 Pack 12 Ounce cups

Reg. 2.97

SUNUGHT
DISHWASHING LIQUID
22 Ounce 40, Off

YOU WILL ALWAYS SAVE MONEY AT WAL-MART.RA) 5
WAL-MART
WAL-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY -11 is our intention to have
evei
advertised item in stock However ii due to airy unforeseen reasor,
an advertised item is
available for purchase Wal-Mart will issue a Rain Check on request for the merchano
purchased at the sale price whenever available or will sell ou a similar item at a
reduction in price We reserve the right to limit quantities I imitations void
in New Mess o
1990 WAL-MART STORES INC

•••Or•Iro....
o
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Fire aboard destroyer kills one

OBITUARIES

By D.W. PAGE

Mrs. Tressie Riley Cole

Dale Spann
Service; for Dale Spann will be
Friday at 3.p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock-Coleman Funeral ,Home.
The Rev. Larry Maddox and the
Rev. Charles Anderson will officiate. Music will be by Todd Moore
and Stephanie Roberts.
Entombment will follow in mausoleum at Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 10 am. Thursday.
Mr. Spann, 52, of 805 Minerva
Place, Murray, died Tuesday at
5:40 a.m. at Memorial City Medical Center, Houston, Texas.
He had served for 21 years with
Murray Police Department, retiring
as a captain.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Helen Crutcher Spann; two sons,
Rickie Dale Spann and William
Jeremy Spann, Murray; one sister,

•._

Mrs. Tressle Riley Cole, 80, Mich.
Royal Oak, Mich.. died Sunday at
The funeral will be Thursday at
William Beaumont Hospital there. 1 p.m. in the chapel of Collier PunA former resident of Kirksey, era! Home, Benton. James Shockshe was preceded in death by one ley will officiate.
Burial will follow in Mount
brother, Ovis Riley.
Mrs. Cole is survived by her Olive Cemetery.
husband, George Cole; one stepFriends may call at the funeral
son, James Cole, Royal Oaki; one home after 3 p.m. today
sister, Ms. Cozy Riley, Detroit, (Wednesday).

Federal credit programs growing
Dale Spann
Mrs. Janice Wilson, and one
brother, James Spann, both of
Houston.

* Mrs. Eunice M. Garland
Mrs. Eunice M. Garland, 63, Rt.
6, Mayfield, died Tuesday at 8:50
p.m. at Parkway Regional Hospital.
Survivors are her husband,
James W. Garland, to whom she
had been married for 25 years;
father and stepmother, John A. and
Livonia Robison, and sister, Mrs.

Jeanette London, all of Bowling
Green.
The funeral will be Friday at
3:30 p.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield.
Burial will follow in Cooper
Cemetery in Calloway County.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2:30 p.m. Thursday.

Chart shows the growth of thelour kinds of government credit and
insurance programs. Total outstanding now Is almost$6 trillion.
$4-5
1965 1E1985 ri 1989
4.0
In trillions of dollars
3.5"
3.0"
2.0"
1.5,_—1.0-'
.5"

0

Direct loans
(e.g.: SBA,
FmHA)

Loan
guarantees
(e.g.: student
loans, FHA)

SOURCE. General Accounting Office

One granddaughter, Janice
Bawol of Warren, Mich.
Graveside services will be
Thursday at 10 a.m. at Maplewood
Cemetery, Mayfield.
Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield
is in charge of arrangements, but
no visitation is scheduled.

heurance
comrnaments
(e.g.: FDIC,
pension
programs)

Govt
sponsored
enterprise loans
(e.g.: Fannie
Mae)

KRTN Infographice/JUDY TREIBLE

Mrs. Mary Talmage Toon
' Mrs. Mary Talmage Toon, 98,
formerly of Mayfield, died Tuesday
at 5:45 p.m. at Salem Nursing
Home, Salem.
Her husband, James Elmer Toon,
preceded her in death.
She was a retired registered
nurse at Mayfield Hospital.

Problem with Columbia's cooling system
could delay launch of observatory

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) cials are uncertain how many days
— Columbia's scheduled launch
that might take.
next week with the $100 million
Bascom Murrah, a NASA offiAsUo Observatory could be delayed - dal in charge of prelaunch operadays or even weeks because of a
tions for Columbia, estimated it
problem with the shuttle's cooling
would be a "10-clay to two-week
Larry Salmon, Mickey Self and system, NASA said Tuesday.
hit."
Engineers "need time to assess
Donald Bell.
"It's a big job," Murrah said.
Burial will follow in Hicks 'the situation," said NASA admini"You would have to drain the sysCemetery.
strator Richard Truly. "I don't see
tem (of coolant) and clean it"
it to be an earth-shattering
Mrs. Bishop, 82, New Concord, problem."
Rolling the shuttle back to its
died Sunday at Murray-Calloway
hangar to change the valve or
The launch had been scheduled
County Hospital.
another part of the cooling system,
for May 16 or May 17.
If a valve that doesn't seem to be such as a filter, would mean an
working properly has to be even longer delay, Truly said. Two
changed, NASA would prefer shuttles already are in the hangar
doing that at the launch pad, Truly — Atlantis and the newly returned
well, died May 11, 1969.
said. The procedure has never been Discovery — and work on them
Born April 13, 1903, she was the performed there, however, and offi- would be disrupted, he said.
daughter of the late Bud Ellis and
Emma Mitchell Ellis. One son,
Charlie Kennley, and three brothers
also preceded her in death.

Mrs. Vennie Bishop
Final rites for Mrs. Vcnnie
Bishop are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Dennis Norvell is
officiating. Music is by Juanita Lee
and Bobbie Burkeen.
Pallbearers are Bobby Futrell,
Marty Futrell, Michael McCuiston,

Mrs. Nettie Caldwell

Services for Mrs. Nettie Caldwell were Tuesday at 2 p.m. at
Quinn Chapel African Methodist
Episcopal Church, -Paris, Tenn.,
where she was a member. The Rev.
Paul Tipton officiated.
Pallbearers were Ray Tharpc,
Charles Qadlen, Ernest Caldivell,
Survivors are two daughters,
Paul Caldwell, Zeb Payne and O.D. Dorothy Caldwell and Freddie
Gardner.
Phelps, Paris; three sons, Granvil
Burial was in Greenwood Caldwell and Willie B. Kennley,
Cemetery with arrangements by Detroit, Mich., and Ernest CaldRawls Funeral Home of Paris.
well, Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Mrs. Caldwell, 87, of 821 Wil- Lucille Thomas, East Moline, ITI.;
liams Si, Paris, died Friday at Obe brother, Thomas Ellis, HopkHenry County Medical Center insville; 22 grandchildren; 12
there. Her husband, Phillip Cald- great-grandchildren.

Ms. Mary Margaret Richardson
7'•-•
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Ms. Mary Margaret Richardson,
78, died early Tuesday morning at
her home in Paris, Term. Her death
followed a lengthy illness.
She served as supervisor of Paris
City School System from 1955 to
1973. A graduate of E.W. Grove
High School, Paris, Term., she had
received her Bachelor's degree
from Murray State University. and
her Master's degree from Peabody
College, Nashville, Tenn., in 1950.
Ms. Richardson was a member
of Paris Council of Catholic
Women, Quota Club and Business
and Professional Women's Club.

Mrs. Flora
Mae Perry
Mrs. Flora Mae Perry, 94, of 203
Pine St., Murray, died Tuesday at
9:45 p.m. at West View Nursing
Home.
Hamock Funeral Hume of Paducah wilt be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Born June 10, 1911, at Bowling
Green, she was the daugher of the
late George W. Richardson and
Mary Ellen Gorman Richardson.
One brother, George T. Richardson, died Dec. 28, 1983.
Survivors include one niece,
Mrs. Margaret R. Elkins, Paris, and
one nephew, Mike Richardson,
R$amena, Calif.
Ms. Richardson was a member
of Holy Cross Catholic Church,
Paris, where mass will be Thursday
at 11 a.m. with Fr. Bryan Timby
officiating. Burial will follow in
Maplewood Cemetery.
Friends may call from 4 to 7:30
today (Wednesday) at the church.
A wake will be at 7:30 tonight followed by a condolence reception at
the church.
McEvoy Funeral Home of Paris
is in charge of arrangements.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to American Cancer Society or to Holy Cross Church
Building Fund.

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo, Inc.
'introducing

Preston Barren
He was a partner,then owner
of Barrett's Service Center for
30 years. Let his mechanical

knowledge help you select a new or better used car
•tt
or truck.
641 South

Associated Pose Water

OM GAMUT
WOW I PAIII

753-2617

Kentucky awarded $945,000
grant for mathematics overhaul
By MIKE EMBRY
Associated Press Writer

LEXINGTON, Ky. — Kentucky
has been awarded a 59451)00 grant
by the National Science Foundation
to overhaul the way mathematics is
taught in kindergarten through
fourth grade, it was announced
Tuesday.
The grant, which will be spent
over three yearS, was given to the
University of Kentucky on behalf
of the state's public universities.
"With the grant, Kentucky is
part of a national reform movement
in mathematics education," UK
interim President Charles Wallington said at a news conference.
William Bush, a UK professor of
mathematics education, led a steering committee that included representatives from each of the
state's eight universities in securing the largest grant the foundation
has ever given with statewide
implications.

"The National Science Foundation said one of the primary
strengths in our request is that it
was a concerted effort by the
state's universities," he said.
The training will concentrate on
a student-centered method of
mathematics instruction that has
been recommended by the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics and the state Department of
Education.
It will involve hands-on activities to demonstrate math concepts,
technology and computers and
small-group work.
NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT
K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
23" Deep. Free Estimates

Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp
or
435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

NORFOLK, Va. — The guidedmissile destroyer USS Conyngham
limped back to port under tow
Tuesday after a fire spread from a
boiler to the ship's nerve center,
killing one sailor and injuring 12
others, the Navy said.
The fire started around 5:30 a.m.
on the 27-year-old Conyngham
about 80 miles off North Carolina,
said Lt. Cmdr. Carrie Hartshorne,
spokeswoman for the U.S. Atlantic
Fleet.
The fire broke out In the No. 1
boiler room when the boiler was
fired up, said White House press
secretary Marlin Fitzwater.
"The fire spread to the combat
information center spaces, which
caused the captain to evacuate the
combat information center and the
bridge, temporarily leaving the ship
without communications and dead
in the water," Fitzwater saict.
The Combat Information Center
contains all of the ship's communications_ equipment plus sonar and

Kevil man faces
DUI charges after
striking school
bus head-on

radar and is considered the ship's
nerve center.
The Norfolk-based ship, whose
skipper is Cmdr. W.R. Williams,
has a crew of 383.
The main fire was put out after
about 2% hours and the crew
battled smaller secondary fires
through the morning.
The 12 injured sailors were
flown by helicopter to hospitals.
The dead sailor was identified as
34-year-old A. Pope Gordon Jr.,
son of a U.S. bankruptcy judge in
Montgomery, Ala. A spokeswoman
in the judge's office was unsure of
his rank, but said he was married
with three children and lived in
Norfolk.

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 10:00 AM
..---.,— .-----r...- t-N)
Industrial Average
-6.53
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A Kevil .man was charged with
DUI Tuesday after the truck he was
driving collided head-on with a
Ballard County school bus carrying
four kindergarten students, accordI.B M.
110% -%
ing to a report from the Kentucky
Ingersoll Rand
55% -%
State Police.
Kmart
32%
Louis J. Myers, 60, of Rt. 2
u
ertimies
12% unc
Kevil, was eastbound on Coontrail
Ky.
19% +'/.
Road 1.6 miles west of LovelaceLou. G & E
37% unc
ville when his pickup topped a hill
McDonalds
31% +1
/
4
and collided with the school bus
JCPenney
63% unc
driven by Alice G. Moss, 44, of Rt. I Quaker Oats
49 -Xi
I,, Sears35% 4.Y4
1 La rpnter.,
34% -%
Shawna R. Walker, 6, of Rt. 2 ( Snap-On Tools
Texaco
58% -%
Kevil, was treated and released at
Time-Warner.......
93% -%
Lourdes Hospital for an elbow
UST
25% uric
injury, according to reports. Moss
Wal-Mart
SlY. on;
nor the other children on the bus
Woolworth
60% -%
were reported injured.
C.E.F. Yield
7.66
Myers was admitted to Lourdes
for treatment of lacerations he susAdditional Information Available
tained in the accident.
Upon Request.
State police took a blood test to
determine the concentration of
alcohol in Myers' system, but the
414 Main St.
results won't be available for
Murray, Ky
another two or three weeks,
753-3366
according to police.
Myers is scheduled to appear in
Ballard District Court Friday at
9:30 am.
Ballard County Attorney Larry
Kelley said driving under the influence is a misdemeanor, but more
lest investment
Is you.
serious charges, including wanton
endangerment or assault, could be
Mernoor New York, AfTWIC/Hi and Mkterld
.&.n.,and S.I.P.C.
filed against Myers.
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Two Medium Pizzas 1299
Original Crust • Up To 10 Items

Views On
Dental Health®

Two Large Pizzas
Original ertist • Up

To 10 Items

$1699

Dr.Joe L.Mason,Jr.D.M.D.

PROBING THE POCKETS
Stephen K.,a 46-year-old accountant, noticed Mattis gums bled when
he brushed his teeth or bit into an
apple. He visited his dentist who
commenced examining him by inserting a little "perio" probe between
his teeth and gums to find the extent
of the *pockets-. After an X-ray
examination showing the amount of
tooth-supporting bone loss, he was
given the bad news. He had advanced periodontal disease and
would lose at east three teeth which
were beyond help and have to
undergo extensive we to hopefully
save the other 29.
Of the 125 millionadults who still

have their teeth (20 million have
already lost theirs), about 100 million have periodontal disease. And in
32 million, it is in an advanced stage,
meaning that they too will become
toothless unless they undergo extensive treatment.
There is no need for periodontal
tooth loss Learn to clean your teeth
properly and they should last a
lifetime like they are supposed to.

Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health.
From the office of Joe Mason,
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
753-2642.

Stop by and visit with us
and enjoy our famous
Mr. Gatti's All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGatti Buffet!

Gola
6e/i4
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Special Good
Tbru
May 14th

{Chestnut St.

Dine-In, Pick-Up
or FREE Delivery

p.

Offer Not Good
With Any
Other Special

753-6656
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Truth battles myth concerning our country's nurses
by Lucille A. Joel, Ed., R.N.,
F.A.A.N., President, American
Nurses' Association
There are more than two million
of them in this country. They work
in hospitals, nursing homes, private
practice, schools, the military, and
a variety of other settings. In short,
they're everywhere.
They are the nurses of America.
And it's time you know the truth
about them. Nurses are essential
members of our health care system.
In addition to providing high quality, cost-effective care, nurses act
as patient and consumer advocates.
Nurses are often the ones who
guide us through the health care
maze helping us understand
instructions when we leave the hospital and deciphering payment
structures for us. The nurse of the
1990s is one who is there to take
care of all of our needs: physical
emotional, and spiritual.
May 6-12, 1990, the American
Nurses' Association will honor
nurses across the country as part of
a national nurses' week celebration. As nursing moves toward the
21st century, there is a growing
need to recruit and retain nurses. In
the next decade, we will need
600,000 more nurses. National
Nurses' week gives all of us the
opportunity to applaud nurses who
are together in caring for this
nation and to learn more about
what it is that nurses do. The nurs-

ing profession requires more than
just the ability to care; it requires
the unique combination of sound
knowledge, decision making capabilities, and good judgement. In
order to recognize nurses for their
achievements in health care, it is
important to know the truth about
the profession.
Various sectors of our society
already understand the importance
of nursing. And they're doing
something about it To help combat
the demand for nurses which continues to plague this country, the
Exxon Corporation has donated
grant money to study the problem
and develop advice on how to ease
the shortage.
- With funding from organized
nursing groups, the W.K. Kellogg
Foundation, the Pew Charitable
Trusts of Philadelphia, and major
support from the Ad Council, a
two-year, multimedia campaign is
being launched. The intent is to
raise national awareness of nurses
and their role in society and to
enhance the perception of nurisng
as a desirable career choice. More
than $425,000 has already been
raised from nursing groups and
$800,000 was contributed by Pew.
The Ad Council generates more
than $1.1 billion of donated media
time and space each year through
22,000 media outlets. By learning
more about the realities of the
nursing profession, you, too, can

et.

a,
Lanie Cornell, LPN, checks the IN on a patient. Lanie works on the
Third Floor at MCCH.

help combat the nursing shortage. With the help of groups like the Ad
Myth: Anyone can become a Council, a realistic view of nursing
nurse; it's an easy job.
is being put in front of society.
Reality. It takes a special person
Myth: Nurses don't care like
to become a nurse. In numerous they used to. They never have time
surveys conducted by the American to give patients personal attention.
Hospital Association and other
Reality. Most nurses will tell
groups, health care employers want you they enter the profession
to hire registered nurses with four- because of the satisfaction they get
year college degrees. Nurses must from knowing they make a differbe able to combine a sophisticated ence in people's lives and because
knowledge of technology with of their desire to help others. The
good old-fashioned warmth and reason nurses may not seem to
understanding.
have time for individual attention
Myth: Nurses don't work very is often related to external forces.
hard. They have time to sit around Administrators who are concerned
talking and drinking coffee.
about the hospital's "bottom line"
Reality. A typical day for a hos- keep staffing levels very tight. It is
pital nurse includes everything not uncommon for two or three
except coffee breaks. Nurses are nurses to have responsibility for a
responsible for direct patient care, nursing unit of 20 to 30 patients.
patient and family education, masMyth: Nurses complain about
sive amounts of paperwork, and a their working conditions, but they
myriad of other activities.
don't do anything to change them.
Myth: Nurses are always comReality. Nearly 200,000 nurses
plaining about their jobs. If they are members of state nurses' assodon't want to empty bedpans and ciations and specialty nursing assoserve meals to patients, why don't ciations. These groups work on the
they go into another profession?
behalf of nurses everywhere for
Reality. Nurses do not mind per- better working conditions, higher
forming job related duties, but they salaries, and professional respect
do get frustrated when they do not and autonomy. In some states, state
have time for direct patient care. nurses' associations act as collecUnfortunately, nurses today have tive bargaining units for nurses to
barely enough time for patient care, achieve goals for nursing and to
let alone time to provide services improve workplace conditions.
which can be handled by support Through the American Nurses'
staff. There is no arguing that Association, state nurses' associahealth care is expensive. Health tions and their members work on a
care costs can be lowered when national level. Lobbyists in
hospitals and other health care Washington, D.C., fight for the
institutions hire ancillary staff to rights of nurses on a daily basis.
take care of housekeeping, dietary Nursing has been successful over
functions and other support duties. the years in affecting health care
Myth: Women enter nursing to ---decisions throughout the country.
find a husband, preferably a doctor. With increased activity and memReality. Nursing is hard work. bership in nurisng organizations,
Men and women enter the profes- nurses are together in caring and
sion for the same reasons anyone together as a force for the 1990s.
chooses a career: for the challenges
Myth: People are not going into
and satisfaction they receive. nursing because the choices in the
Unfortunately, television shows profession are limited.
and advertisements have been sucReality. There are more choices
cessful at portraying unrealistic than ever in the field of nursing.
images of nurses. The nursing com- Nurses today an choose between
munity has successfully applied hospitals, careers as nurse practipressure to remove television tioners, school nursing, emergency
shows like "Nightingales," and nursing, pediatric nursing, nursing
supports program which are more administration, critical nursing,
realistic, such as "China Beach." home health care, geriatric nursing,

and a variety of other specialties.
Nurses are working hard to make
There are more than 49 specialty
the health care system work for all
nursing organizations in this coun- of us. In the process, they are maktry that work to promote different ing positive changes every day for
areas of the profession.
thousands of people nurses arc
Myth: Nurses actually are doing
united in their efforts. That is why
more than they ever have. Some of the American Nurses' Association
the many services provided include has chosen the theme "Nurses
prenatal care delivered by nurse Together in Caring" for National
midwives; occupational health
Nurses' Day. On May 7, we honor
programs provided by nurses who nurses — all those who are workhelp ensure safe work environ- ing hard to make sure you get the
ments; nursing services delivered at quality health care you deserve.
home to an aging population and
those who would not otherwise
The American Nurses' Associareceive health services; rehabilita- tion is the national, professional
tive services performed by nurses, organization representing the
such as cardiac programs offered nation's two million registered
on a preventive basis and after nurses through its 53 stale and leiheart attack; emergency teams that ritorial nurses' associations. If y
include nurses to transport patients would like more information about
to hospitals via helicopter; and how nurses make a differen,..:',
nurse practitioner services, that please contact the association at
offer needed health care at lower (816) 474-5720 or your sta;e
Costs.
nurse's association.

Wilson has 2 articles published
Tom K. Wilson, whose column,
Cape Canaveral, Fl 32920. 12
"OK-TK," appears each Friday in
issues...S25,00. Student subscription
the Mun-ay Ledger & Times, has
$15.00 Single copy price S3.00,
learned that two articles he submitplus 75 cent postage.
ted to the monthly magazine,
Wilson is the son of Tommy J.
"Instauration," have been published
and Evelyn Wilson, Bardweli,
in its pages.
Kentucky.
The magazine's editor, Wilmot
Robertson, notified Wilson by letter that his piece about baseball
great Ty Cobb appears in the April
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The .
edition of "Instauration", which
Louisville man who U.S. Sc
most subscribers have received by
Mitch McConnell had hoped woe
now. His article about Ernest
become the first Kentuckian •
Hemingway will be the first story. serve on the Tennessee -Vali,
in the May issue.
Authority's board of cli7;
Nationally syndicated columnist-- iiffdfi.n his'n a 1r
Joseph Sobran, an editor of the consideration.
magazine "National Review",
McConnell's office receive::
called "Instauration" an "often bril- letter Tuesday from
David flabc
liant" publication that "faces harder in which Huber said
he was
facts" about contemporary and his- ping aside for personal
reaso::,
torical people and events.
Huber did not elaborate. .
Editor Wilmot Robertson is the
McConnell, R-Ky., had askc,i
author of the book "The Dis- President Bush to select
Hiiber, 4."
possessed Majority", which has to the post Charles Dean
Jr.
sold over 100,000 copies worl- vacate May 18th. Huber has
hec:
dwide despite limited review and McConnell's staff general
e our.
promotion.
since February. He had proilo:•_.
"Instauration" (the word means worked for Glenmore
to restore) is published by Howard Co. in Louisville as ,:encra
Allen Enterprises, Inc.; Box 76; counsel.

Huber withdraws
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SPORTS
Inside
Scoop
David Ramey

Dal Maxvill finally made his move, leaving some
Cardinal fans scratching their heads.
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Lady Tigers don't waste 'second chance'
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

Murray High's Lady Tigers took
advantage of their "second chance"
by halting Calloway County in a
last-chance rally in the seventh
inning Tuesday afternoon, beating

the Lady Lakers 10-8 in the Fourth
District Softball Tournament at
Marshall County High School.
Murray advances to the regional
tournament as district runners-up
despite a 16-0 loss to Marshall in
opening-round play Monday. The
three-team tourney format allowed

Maxvill, the general manager of the St. Louis Cardinals, sent
Tom Brunansky, the slugging Cardinal outfielder to Boston for
reliever Lee Smith. Maxvill turned down the offer from Boston
GM Lou Gorman on the day before the season started, but
decided Friday morning that the Cardinal bullpen problems
needed immediate attention after all.
Maxvill, whose reign as Cardinal general manager has brought
scorn from some Redbird rooters, was just about forced to move
an outfielder, with four "starting" outfielders, three of them eligible for free agency at the end of the season.
Brunansky was the obvious choice. A streaky, guess hitter
who tries to pull everything, Bruno saw drive after drive die in
the Missouri humidity and the deep power alleys at Busch Stadium. When he first came over from Minnesota in the spring of
1C87, he was swinging good and guessing right. After some
adjustments from the National League pitching fraternity, Brunansky returned to his old ways, the 20-home run, .240 performances that he had put together in Minnesota.
While Busch Stadium may have been the worst ballpark for
Brunansky to ,play 81 games in, the charming little yard on
N'awkey Way may be the best. With its friendly leftfield wall,
Bninansky's power and average should go up.
With Brunansky in Boston, Whitey Herzog will go with the
hand of Milt "Thompson, Willie McGee, and as long as Herzog
has plenty of antacid, Vince Coleman in the outfield. However,
.the crafty Card manager may be waiting on the deal from the
Louisville deck, where he has one ace and another good hole
card.
Ray Lankford, who is parading in center in Louisville, but
max be better off in left, was the Texas League Player of the
Year in 1989, the same Double A award the current_ Card__
catch—er Todd Zeile won in 1988. The Cardinal brass, most
notably Ted Simmons, farm director, Herzog, and Louisville
manager Gaelyn Pitts, who also managed Lankford at Arkansas
last season, all feel that Lankford needs a full-season of TripleA seasoning, and should be ready by the end of August.
He may be ready now. Lankord is hitting over .300, and he
has decent power potential, likely to hit from 10-15 home runs
playing at Busch. He's lefthanded, and unlike Willie McGee, is
built like an outside linebacker.
While Lankford could be a superstar one day, Bernard Gilkey,
Louisville's leftfielder, could be an asset, and give Herzog
another outfielder to work with later on.
While trading Brunansky will help the Cardinal off-season
problem of signing a number of veterans, some feel that Brunansky's abscence will cause the sputtering St. Louis offense to
be even less effective.
Brunansky's early season slump is one reason the Cardinals
have had offensive troubles, but the play of other regulars has
been most puzzling. The double play combination of Jose
°quad° and Ozzie Smith has really struggled at the plate, and
other than McGee, Pedro Guerrero, and Terry Pendleton, who
has been hurt recently, the Redbird offense has been nonCXSISICTIL.

Calloway eighth-grader Valerie Shelton tagged out Murray High's Ann Greenfield in front of third base,
but the Lady Tigers knocked the Lady Lakers out of further competition with a 10-8 victory in Tuesday's
district tournament action.
Staff photo by Daniel T. Parker

Meanwhile, the pitching has been inconsistent. While John
Tudor has been terrific, Bryn Smith and Jose DeLeon have had
good days .and bad days, the 'Birds don't have fifth starter yet,
and Joe Magrane has been most puzzling.
Magrane, the young lefthander from Morehead, appeared to be
on his way to becoming another Steve Carlton last summer.
After winning the NL ERA title in 1988, he was on the verge
of a 20-win and a Cy Young season in mid-I989, but after
winning his 18th game in mid-August, he stayed' there. He now
appears on his way to turning into another Pete Falcone.
Nlagrane is 0-5 in 1990.
Some fans ‘k ho have questioned the trade of Brunansky question acquiring Smith, who many feel is over the hill.
Smith, now 32, has a reputation of giving up gopher balls.
That may be because of spending his entire career at Fenway
Park and Wrigley Field. He still remains one of the more intimidating pitchers in all of baseball and in 1988, his bullpen
work V.as a major reason the Red Sox won the AL East.
In 1989, opposing batters hit .209 against him, and in 11
1990 appearances in Boston, he was 2-1 with a 1.88 ERA, four
saves. and had struck out 17 batters in 14 innings.
Smith's not finished yet, and with Todd Worrell on the shelf
for most of the year, he's the main man in the bullpen, unless
St. Louis fans want to count on people like Tom Niedenfuer
and Bob Tewksbury.
Even with Smith in the pen, and, the outfield situation solved
for now. I just can't see Herzog, with all his magic, piecing
this team into the playoffs.
• • •
Lee Smith may not have been the only departure from Boston. The NBA Championship Series will not be played in Boston anytime soon.
The Celtics, one of the most dominating franchises in sports
history, are in trouble. They are getting old, and no help seems
to be in sight. With Larry Bird, Kevin McHale, Robert Parrish,
and Dennis Johnson all well past 30, the Celtic mystique of the
1980s will not carry into the 1990s.
In two years, the Boston Garden will be replaced by a new
building, and the ancient paraquet floor, where Celtic championship and championship were won will be just a memory. The
mastermind of the Celtic success, Red Auerbach, is 76.
The Garden party is over, and it will be up to a new Boston
management to carry it into the new Garden.
Boston made one move on Tuesday by firing coach Jimmy
Rodgers, but if the Celtics are to reclaim their success, one
thing is for certain, they are going to have to draft better. Celtic first round selections in the last few years have been
dreadful.
Boston's favorite basketbal) team may not have in this situation if Len Bias, the number two pick overall in the 1986 NB&
Draft hadn't died from a cocaine use. Bias, whose explosive
play at Maryland was just waiting to dominate the NBA, and
had Auerbach drooling, would have fit nicely in the Boston
Front line, and would have given the Celtics a player to build
their future around.
Instead, Bias died, and the Celtic future may have died with
him. Because of the stupidity of drug abuse, Bias not only
killed himself, brought grief to hundreds of friends and family,
ruined one of the better basketball programs in the ACC, but
threw one of sports great franchises off the track as well.
What a waste.

top of the first and then scoring
four runs in the bottom, with Renea
Hombuckle drilling a two-run dou
ble to key the rally.
Caljoway took advantage of singles from Angie Miller and Kim
Shelton and three straight two-out
errors by Murray in the third inning
to score three runs, but the Lady
Tigers fought back in their half of
the frame, scoring twice to widen
the gap to 6-3. Hombuckle again
came through, slapping a single
that scored both runners.
Doubles from Ann Greenfield
and Mary Catherine Wooldridge
spurred a four-run Lady Tiger rally
in the fifth inning as Murray High
took control of the game with a
10-3 lead, but Calloway continued
to fight back.
The Lady Lakers scored once in
the sixth, then punched home four
runs in the top of the seventh
before Murray sealed the win.
April Haneline recorded the win
for the Lady Tigers, who advance
to the First Region tournament as
district runners-up. Misty Darnell
took the loss for Calloway County;
the Lady Lakers close the book on
a 5-12 campaign.
Murray's win over Calloway
meant Marshall wins the Fourth
District crown by virtue of Monday's win over the Lady Tigers,
now 7-6 overall.
• • •
TENNIS
Regional boys' and girls' team
favorite Lone Oak High School
was a rude guest of Murrli h
c ooT Tuesday, handing the
Tigers and Lady Tigers their first
losses of the season in a convincing
manner.
Murray failed to win a set on the
afternoon, losing 9-0 in both boys'
and girls' matches after posting six
straight victories in the season.
The afternoon did have highlights for Murray, with Lady Tiger
No. 1 seed Beth Wilson battling
Lone Oak's Nicky Edwards for two
hours before falling in a tiebreaker,
9-8 (8-6). On the boys' side, the
doubles team of Russ Adkins and
Chris Dill suffered their first loss
of the year but took regional doubles favorites Shannon Mungle and
(Cont'd on page 38)

Suns break through cloud in Los Angeles
By BILL BARNARD

'

Murray to come back Tuesday to
play Calloway; the Lady Lakers get
no second chance due to the tournament draw.
Murray, who had lost to Calloway three times during the regular
season, got off to a good start on
Tuesday, blanking Calloway in the

Associated Press Basketball Writer

The Phoenix Suns and Cotton Fitzsimmons no
longer have a cloud over their heads at the Forum in Inglewood.
Fitzsimmons, in 16 years of coaching for
Kansas City, Atlanta and San Antonio as well as
Phoenix, was 0-for-37 when taking those teams
on the road to play the Los Angeles Lakers.
The Suns also had a futility record, losing 21
consecutive games at the Forum since 1984.
But it all came to an end Tuesday night as the
Suns held Los Angeles without a field goal in
the final 31
/
2 minutes and beat the Lakers
104-102 for a 1-0 lead in their best-of-7 Western
Conference playoff series.
The Phoenix Suns ended their coach's personal zero-for-career futility, going back to 1974,
on the Lakers' home court with a 104-102 victory in Tuesday night's opening game of their
playoff series.
"The streak has nothing to do with this building," Fitzsimmons said. "The streak has to do
with the fact that the Lakers had good players
and my players weren't so good."

But the Suns' coach didn't deny that dame
fortune had something to do with the victory.
'It was the shirt that did it,'' said Fitzsimmons, who forgot his usual dress shirt and tie
and had to borrow a polo shirt with the Suns'
logo for the game. "I've worn S85-$95 shirts in
here and not won. I may keep this shirt
forever."
In other playoff games, Portland took a 2-0
lead over San Antonio with a 122-112 victory
and Detroit routed New York 112-77 in their
Eastern Conference semifinal opener.
In tonight's only game, Philadelphia is at Chicago in a series the Bulls lead I-0. Portland is at
San Antonio, Phoenix at the Lakers and New
York at Detroit on Thursday.
Unheralded__ center Mark West carried the
Suns with 24 points, 16 rebounds and seven
blocked shots in 47 minutes.
"Mark West was an unbelievably dominant
force," Fitzsimmons said.
Orlando Woolridge's jumper gave the Lakers
a 101-98 lead with 3:37 left, but they didn't
score again until Magic Johnson made a free
throw with four seconds,. remaining.
Since that left the Lakers trailing by two,

Johnson intentionally missed the second free
throw, but Kevin Johnson rebounded for Phoenix and time ran out.
Pistons 112, Knicks 77
Ural. shcsving no II effects born a one-week *oft, outscored New York
35-15 in the third period tor an 114-53 lead The 77 pants matched the Pistons' best playoff defensive eon and also was the lowest total ever for the
KNcks in the posteeason.
lash Thomas had 21 points for Detroit and PaMck Ewing scored 1910r the
Knacks, but pulled down only tour rebounds Knicks guard Gerald Willuns
scored two points on 1-br-13 shooting
New Yortk, which beet Boston Sunday to become only the third team to win
a best-of-5 NBA sense after trailing 2-0, was beaten in every phase or the
game by the defending champions. who hadn't played once sweeping Indiana in the first round
"It was very obvious that we were blown out on the baskelbal floor and
Mown out emotionally," Knicks coach Stu Admen said We dldn1 have the
same energy as we have had in other games. It's going to take a great eon
SO sie one game."
Devoe has now won It consecuave playoff pampa — two short of IN NBA
record — since toting two of three to Chicago to start be years Eastern
Conference Mal. That 1-2 Whoa came Mb another long Pistons layoff
"The only deference between Wet year and this le that lie dub's maturity
Is a factor' Detroit coach Chuck Daly said."Ewat ler a CPO.Of days we
had good prectoes"
Tuil Blazers 122, Spurs 112
Portland protected Its homecoun advantage over San AnIzinlo with a 24-a
f1.111 MI the start of the third quarter An 11-4 awn to end the second wane(
gave the Trail Bluets a 63-55 Minim. Wad. Then they took control of the
gam, the second hat, opening an 67-63 lead with 425 left In the third
period
Tony Porker POW with 27 points, while Clyde Dreilm had 22 kir Portland. which outscored the Spurs 43-16 lithe tree-throw Ire The Trail BOAZ.
era are now 5-0 in this years playoffs
"Whonvoior Porter scores Ike that. we're gong to be tough to beat.- Coach
Rick Adelman said. "because now not only does he And other pea*, he's
pulling pressure on became he& taking the gams over I was sling tor that
to happen, and he really got n geared up "
Terry Cummings scored 33 points for San Antonio and Dr*/ Robnson
added 31 But 17 M Rooinsont pone came after Portland tuilf a 20-point
lead veth 1 41 left In the third period
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Fielder, Ramirez do it again; Ryan doesn't
Compiled From Associated Press Reports
Cecil Fielder and Nolan Ryan are still streaking — in opposite directions — while Rafael Ramirez continues to come up with something
"extra."
Fielder, leading the major leagues with 12 home runs and 28 RBIs,
connected for the fifth time in three games Tuesday night for Detroit. But
the Tigers still lost 7-5 to Milwaukee, their ninth defeat in 10 games.
Ryan lost, too, to Kansas City. After winning his first four decisions
and matching the best start of his career, he has gotten pounded in the
first inning of his last two games in search of career victory No. 294.
At home against the Royals, Ryan got only two outs and gave up six
runs, including a grand slam by Gerald Perry. He made his earliest exit in
five years as Kansas City beat Texas 10-5. Last time out, Chicago tagged
Ryan (4-2) for five runs in the first inning.
While Ryan was cold in the first inning, Ramirez was hot in the tenth

Messier keys Oiler win
CHICAGO (AP) — Mark Messi- Stanley Cup semifinals series at
er refused to get into any con- two games each and the Oilers
troversy or take all the credit when regained the home-ice advantage
he led the Edmonton Oilers to a they had yielded by losing Game
4-2 victory over the Chicago No. 2 in Edmonton.
Blackhawks.
The series goes to Edmonton
Messier scored two goals Tues- Thursday night and returns to Chiday night and assisted on two cago Saturday. If a seventh game is
others in what Coach John Muckier needed, it will bd played in
called "one of his best playoff Edmonton Monday nighi
games of the year that would rank
Chicago coach Mike Keenan
right up there with one of the best called Messier at intimidating
of his career."
player in more ways than one.
The victory evened the best-of-7 (Coned on page 313)

for Houston. Extra innings are extra special for Ramirez, who had five
game-winning hits in extra innings last season, and did it again Tuesday
night, with a 10th-inning double driving home the winning run Ln Houston's 3-2 victory over Philadelphia at the Astrodome.
"I might hit .400 if I batted only in extra innings," Ramirez said.""1,
love ii The pitchers know that I am a free swinger so they are afraid IC
make a mistake."
Ramirez drilled a 10th-inning mistake by Dickie Noles (0-1) over left
fielder Randy Ready's head to drive in Eric Yelding, who had singled and
stolen second.
Ryan was knocked out in the first inning for the ninth time in his career
and the first since September 1985 when he pitched for Houston against
Chicago.
"I don't have an excuse or an explanation," Ryan said. "You let the
game get away from you when you don't do your job.
"It was the best I warmed up all year but I couldn't throw my fastball
for strikes. It's disappointing not to do your job. Tonight, I didn't have
my location and it snowballed on me." .
Ryan was pitching on six days' rest, and the layoff seemed to hurt his
/control. He walked Kevin Seitzer to start the game, gave up a single to
Kurt Stillwell, then walked George Brett and Bo Jackson to force home a
run.
One out later, Perry homered over the center-field fence for his first
career grand slam.
Ryan stayed in the game, but not for long. With two outs, Bob Boone
walked and Paducah native Terry Shumpert hit an RBI double, bringing
on relic* Jamie Moyer.
In other games, Oakland beat New York 5-0, Chicago topped Toronto
4-1, Minnesota defeated Cleveland 6-5, Seattle downed Boston 2-1 and
California beat Baltimore 6-0.
In the National League, it was Chicago 10, Atlanta 8 in 11 innings;
Montreal 9, Los Angeles 1; New York 4, San Francisco 1, and Pittsburgh
10, San Diego 2.
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Actions& Reactions
Karate-

local

ATLANTA, Ga. — Clint Darden,
12-year-old second degree black belt,
returned from the 'Battle of Atlanta'
with a second-place trophy in fighting
and placed 10th in forms and 13th in
weapons. One of the nation's most
prestigious karate tournaments, the
AAA-ranked 'Battle of Atlanta drew
more than 2100 fighters from around
the world to the NASKA (National
Association of Sport Karate) event.
Darden also received three awards
during the NASKA Hall of Fame
induction ceremonies prior to the
event, awards noting his finishing in
the top five competitors in 1989 in all
three categories (fighting, forms and
weapons).
'The 'Battle of Atlanta' concluded on
Saturday night with guests including
Chuck Norris, Bill *SuperFoot Wallace, Ernie Reyes (star of 'Sidekicks'
and 'Teenage Mutant Ninia Turtles'),
and Arlene Limas, winner of the only
USA gold medal in Tae Kwon Do from
the 1988 Seoul Olympics. The night
also featured the first time a karate
team from the USSR has competed in
the United States, with the Soviet
fighters losing three of lour fullcontact bouts to their American
competitors.
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Basketball

• • •
•
MIAMI — Miami center Rony Seikaly, who led the Heat in scoring and rebounding,
was named the NBA's Most improved Player. Seikaly got 37 of a possible 92 votes
from a national panel of writers and broadcasters Reggie Miller of Indiana finished
second with 30 votes, and Minnesota's Tony Campbell was third with 13. Seikaly
improved his scoring average from 10.9 in his rookie year to 16.6 this season, and
his rebounding from 7.0 to 10.4.
• • •
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. — North Carolina guard King Rice was released under $2,500
bond after police arrested him for assaulting a female, resisting arrest and destruction of public property, authorities said. Chapel Hill police Capt. Ralph Pondergraph said Rice and an unidentified woman, who apparently knew each other,
were observed struggling. When Public Safety Officer Ed Brooks attempted to take
Rice into custody, he resisted, according to Pendergraph. Assisting Officer Ben
Wiseman suffered a dislocated thumb and had to be treated at the University of
North Carolina Hospitals, Pendergraph said. Rice's first court appearance has
been set for May 31 in Chapel Hill.

Baseball
TORONTO — Mike Flanagan, a Cy Young Award winner in 1979 with the Baltimore Orioles, was released by the Toronto Blue Jays He was 2-2 with a 5 31 ERA
this year and was 8-10 with a 3 93 ERA Iasi year when Toronto won the AL East
title. Flanagan, 38, joined Toronto in 1987 and was 26-27 with the Blue Jays. He
has a career mark of 165-136, not including three postseason victories. In 1979,
he was 23-9 with a 3.09 ERA to lead Baltimore to the AL pennant.

Tennis
KIAWAH ISLAND, S.C. — Top-seeded Richey Reneberg beat Tom Mercer 6-4, 7-6
in the U.S. Clay Court championships, surviving an upset-filled first round. Five of
the top eight seeds were knocked off, including No. 2 Jim Grabb and No. 5 Dan
Goldie. Brad Pearce swept past Grabb 6-1, 6-4, while Mark Kaplan ousted Goldie
6-3, 3-6, 6-3.
• • •
HAMBURG, West Germany — Top-seeded Boris Becker defeated Paolo Cane 7-5,
6-1 in the second round of the German Open. Other winners were No. 5 Jay Berger, No, 10 Jim Courier and No. 11 Carl-Uwe Steeb. However, No. 7 Michael
Chang, the defending French Open champion, lost his opening match to Spain's
Juan Aguilera 6-3, 6-2. Horst SkoH, seeded 13th, also lost.
• • •
ROME — Gabriela Sabatini struggled early, but breezed past Ann Grossman 7-6,
6-0 in the second round of the Italian Open. Sabatini, seeded fourth, joined No. 2
Monica Soles in the third round. Soles dumped Radka Zrubakova 6-4, 6-1. Other
seeds advancing were No. 6 Conchita Martinez and No. 11 Helen Kelesi. In firstround matches, No. 10 Raftaella Reggi, No. 13 Catarina Lindgvist, and No. 14
Sandra Cecchini advanced. Nathalie Tauziat, the seventh seed, lost in the second
round to Laura Golarsa, and No. 9 Laura Gildemeister fell to Regina Rajchrtova

Messier keys...

Lady Tigers don't...
(Cont'd from page 28)
Nicky Hamice to the limit before
falling 9-7.
Most of the other matches
weren't close as the Lone Oak
powerhouse continued to roll.
Katherine Oakley lost 9-7 to Carrie
Roach at No. 4 girls' singles, and
Josh Johnson, Dill and Dusty Rader
dropped 8-5 decisions in boys' singles to Mungle, Harnice and
Jeremy Smith.
Murray High travels to Tilghman
in a make-up match this afternoon.
• • •
GOLF
Murray High and Mayfield High
posted a split decision in golf
action Tuesday at Mayfield Country Club, with the Cardinal boys
handing Murray a 156-171 defeat
while the Lady Tigers trimmed
Mayfield's girf by 20 strokes,
.1
183-203.
Bill Fandrich led the Tigers with
a 39, but Mayfield's Matt Wallace
earned medallist honors with a 37.
Todd Sims (41), Todd Thomas (45)
and Brock Peyer (46) rounded out
the Tiger team score, with Adam
Grogan (48) and Clay Bolen (50)
also competing.
For the girls, Mayfield's Kelli
DeMoss gained medallist honors
with a 41, but balance led the way
for the Lady Tigers, as Connie
Steely fired a 43, followed by 46
cards from Jennifer Howe and Joy
Roach and a 48 by Amy Perrin.
Kristen Hornbach shot a 61 not figured into team scoring.
The golf teams travel to Caldwell County this afternoon.

• • •
BASEBALL
The problems continued for the
Murray State Thoroughbreds Tuesday afternoon.
After splitting a doubleheader on
Sunday at Tennessee State to stay
out of the basement of the Ohio
Valley Conference, the 'Breds
dropped a non-conference battle
with Vanderbilt, 15-11 Tuesday
afternoon at Reagan Field.
Murray, now 15-25, will close
out their 1990 season Thursday
afternoon, hosting Southeast Missouri at 3 p.m.
Vanderbilt jumped out to a 1-0
lead on doubles by Mark Kruthcen
and Mickey Ellison in the top of
the second, but Murray's John
Grzanich tied the game quickly
with a leadoff homer in the bottom
half of the inning.
Murray added two more runs
when Jason Sammons and Ricky
Chism walked and scored on an
RBI single by Ben Garland and a
sacrifice fly by Shane Wietzel.
Willie Wilder gave Murray a 4-1
lead with a towering homer over
the leftfield screen, which landed
on KY 121.
The 'Dores rallied by scoring
two in the top of the fifth, and
chased starter Gary Glidewell in
the sixth by scoring four runs and
taking a 6-4 lead. Brad Shoemaker
added to Vandy's advantage by hitting a three-run homer in the top of
the seventh, and four Murray markers in the eighth and three more in
the ninth, both paced by Wilder
doubles, were not enough.

infractions called. He is getting
away with too much."
"We knew we had to win this
game," said Messier. "We had to
step it up a notch. It was hard on
everybody. I knew .1 had to play
better than I did in the third
game."
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SPEAKING
'11 was a classic case of poor pactsng it was that kind Oil periOrrnanos
— Nolan Ryan ahw paling knocked
out in the first inning for the ninth erne in Ns career
THIS DAY IN BASEBALL
Nay 9
1984 — The Chicago White Sox and the tAleraukee Brewers
battled lOr eight hours and wx minutes in the
longest game ever After playing 17 innings the priancos day In•
Warns melt again before playing a regularly
scheduled game thus making do total 34 innings for Two days Harold Seine'
honored 011 0! Chuck Porter with
one out in the bosom of the 2581 'or a 7-6 victory Torn Seaver
won both games tor the White Sox
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a good neighbor,
State Farm Is there

(Next To
Century 21)

"There's a spirit and philosophy that guides our
business. It's called service. It's before the sale.
It's after. And it's been going on since 1924.-

CALL

Grad

'New Office.
same good neighbor."
305 N. 12th Like
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SCOREBOARD

Jackson, Garner sign with
Racer,Lidk Racer squads

Murray State University's
basketball Racers and Lady Racers
added depth to their post positions
yesterday with the signings to
national letters-of-intent by
6-foot-6 forward John Jackson and
5-11 forward -center Fondeolyn
Garner from junior college
programs.
Jackson averaged 12.5 points
and 12 rebounds per game last season in leading John A. Logan Community College to a 29-5 record
and the National Junior College
Athletic Association's Region 24
FONDEOLYN GARNER
championship. He shot 56 percent
from the field and 63 percent from
Junior College championship, finthe free-throw line while leading ishing their title campaign with
a
the team in steals (86) and blocked
35-2 slate.
shots (102), and was named the
Playing both wing and post,
Most Valuable Player of the Great ner averaged 12.0 points and Gar10.0
Rivers Athletic Conference. Jackrebounds per game. She shot 60
son led all Illinois junior college
percent from the field and 70 perplayers in rebounding.
cent from the charity stripe.
"John will give us experience
Lady Racer head coach Larry
coming in to shore up our front Wall said Gamer's versatility and
CLINT DARDEN
line," Murray State coach Steve experience should enable her
to
Newton said through a release. step onto the court as a team lead"He complements our team well. er. "We definitely expect her to
He's an excellent rebounder and come in and contribute immediatedefender."
ly, both inside and at the forward
A native of Chicago, Ill., Jack- position," Wall said. "We hope she
BOSTON — The Boston Celtics fired coach Jimmy Rodgers only two days after an
improbable playoff loss at home to the New York Knicks. General Manager Jan
son graduated in 1986 from Martin
will excel in all areas of play."
Volk said he felt the club needed to make the change and to do it immediately.
Luther King High School. After
Wall added the addition of GarAlso fired was assistant coach Lanny Van Eman. Chns Ford, an assistant and forattending Wilberforce (Ohio) Uni- ner should help the team achieve
mer Celtic player, was being retained and will be considered as a replacement for
versity and Southern Illinois its goals for future seasons. "The
Rodgers, Volk said.
University-Carbondale, he trans- fact that she's played on a champ'The shakeup came just 48 hours after the Celtics were ousted from the NBA playoffs — the first time since 1952 that the Celtics were eliminated in the first round in
ferred to Logan, where he com- ionship team and against national
successive seasons The loss marked the first time the Celtics had lost at home to
peted for one year. He intends to caliber schools and players will
the Knicks in 27 games — more than six years. In two regular seasons under Rodmajor
in mechanical engineering. certainly be a plus to our program
gers, the Celtics were 94-70, but they were 2-6 in the playoffs
Jackson is the fourth signee for as we strive to be a force in the
• • •
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. — Harry Weltman resigned as general manager of the
the Racers this spring.
Ohio Valley and on the national
New Jersey Nets, a team that finished the season with the worst record in the
• • •
level," Wall said. ,
NBA. The Nets ended at 17-65, worse than expansion franchises Minnesota
Garner, a transfer from Kilgore,
Originally from Florien, La..
(22-60) and Orlando (16-64y and second-year teams Miami (18-644 and Charlotte
rl'exas,-t
a her Kilgore Junior Col= -Carrier is pursuing a degree in
(19-63). Weltman cited his desire to pursue other interests as his reason for steplege team to the 1990 National sociology.
ping down No replacement was named.

(Cont'd from page 2B)
"Messier was sharp and has
been a critical player in crucial
games throughout his career," said
Keenan. "He showed great leadership and he intimidated our players
with the use of his stick. I think he
intimidated (referee) Bill Mc Creary. He could have had 16 stick
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Radiation Therapy Center begins work at local hospital
• -.

The Radiation Therapy C.enjer of the cancers treated will become
began helping cancer pauenisThattle --c-oligiated cured, 30 percent will
their disease with radiation treat- go into remission and only ten perments Monday, May 7. Murray- cent will not be affected by
Calloway County Hospital, in part- treatment.
nership with Western Baptist HosChemotherapy has been adminispital, met a local medical need
tered at Murray-Calloway County
through the development of the
Hospital since 1986 and the addiRadiation Therapy Center in tion of radiation therapy will
Murray.
expand the oncology services availThe center, located in the Medi- able in Murray.
cal Arts Building adjacent to the
It is estimated that 30 patients
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, can receive radiation therapy daily
will help alleviate some of the pain at the new center. According to
and suffering cancer patients go hospital administrator, Stuart Postthrough by having to make long on, "The volume of people in the
trips to Paducah, Louisville, Nash- area who need radiation thereapy
ville, Memphis or St. Louis for
was justification for bringing the
treatment.
technology to Murray."
The new Radiation Therapy CenThe facility houses sophisticated,
ter offers more than hope to many equipment that reflects many of the
cancer patients. Cancer is still not a latest technologic advancements in
fully understood disease but statis- radiation therapy. The facility
tically, we do know that 60 percent includes one treatment room lined

The radiation therapy center houses the cobalt 60 unit which administers external radiation in the treatment of cancer. Radiation therapist, Brett Miles, positions the radial arm of the cobalt machine for
testing. The Radiation Therapy Center opened Monday, May 7 and is
located in the Medical Arts Building adjacent to Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

MAY 13TH, 1990
cMotfizt
Geraniums
6- Pot $395

with 30 inches of
concrete_Radiation stops the growth and
and six inches of pra°
fteirldeel for the reproduction of cells Oa-if
cobalt machine, two dressing cancerous or normal. When cancer
cells cannot divide, they die. Since
moms, one block room for making
individual shields for each patient, cancer cells are growing rapidlyby
two exam rooms, a conference/ division, they are more sensitive to
education room, and an attractive, radiation than normal cells.
The Radiation Therapy Center is
comfortable reception area and
administering external radiation
waiting room.
thereapy through a cobalt 60 unit
"With cancer being the second
leading cause of death in the similar to the one used at the University of Kentucky Albert ChandUnited States," Poston adds, "I'm
Medical Center in Lexington,
ler
pelased that locally we're able to
meet the medical needs of cancer Ky.
Radiation therapy is the use of
patients by providing radiation
energy rays to halt the growth
high
treatments and chemotherapy in
of cancer cells. It may also be used
Murray."
the shrink a cancer or reduce presHelping patients get better —
hopefully free of any evidence of sure, pain or other symptoms of
cancer.
cancer — without experiencing
Upon diagnosis of cancer,
side effects from the treatment is
patients will visit the Radiation
the goal of the Radiation Therapy
Therapy Center in Paducah, Ky.,
Center.
where radiation oncologist, Nassir
"We understand how much stress
will perform an initial
Saghafi,
cancer patients are under," says
Director of Radiology, Terry Tat- evaluation determining the exact
size and location of the cancer and
lock, "From the music that's softly
the type and amount of radiation
played to the pictures on the wall
to the attitude of our employees, needed. The "treatment port" or
we want our patients to know their "treatment site" will be precisely
marked with a permanent ink
comfort is one of our primary
which is not to be washed off until
concerns.
all treatments are completed.
"We want them to look forward
The actual number of treatments
to coming in for their treatment.
vary but usually patients receive
They're not just someone with
one treatment a day Monday
cancer. They're special people with
a special problem and our friend- through Friday from one to six
weeks.
ship grows every day as they come
"It's also important for patients
for treatment," the 20-year director
to know they can request to receive
emphasizes.
treatment at a specific radiation
Cancer begins when cells begin
to grow and spread in an uncon- therapy center," Tatlock emphastrolled, abnormal manner. The dan- izes. "If people who live in Murray, Calloway County and the surger is that cancer cells invade and
rounding area are currently traveldestroy normal tissue.
ing to other cities to receive
A classification system has been
developed to define the stages of treatment, they can ask their physicancer for clarification and treatcian if it would be possible to utilment. In the early stages, cancer
ize the Radiation Therapy Center in
cells are usually "localized" which
Murray for the remainder of their
means they are found only in their
treatments if their condition can be
original growth site.
treated with external radiation."
Later, when the cancer cells
Treatments are administered by
invade and destroy other body
organs and tissue, it is known as
"metastasis". This is accomplished
by the cancer cells growing into
health adjoining tissue and by
detached cells being carried
through the lymph and/or blood
systems to other parts of the body.
Milton H. Hamilton Jr., of Union
In advanced cancer, it has spread City, Tenn., Route 1, a member of
throughout the body and usually the Tennessee General Assembly
results in death.
for 26 years, will be recognized as
a recipient of the Distinguished
Army ROTC Graduate Award at
Murray State University on Friday
evening, May 11.
He will be honored at a ceremony at 7 p.m. in Rooms 226-228
in Roy Stewart Stadium to commission 16 cadets as Army second
lieutenants. Guest speaker for the
occasion will be Brig. Gen. Charles
R. Hansell, commander of the U.S.
Army second region ROTC cadet
command at Fort Knox.
Lt. Col. James T. Vaughan, who
will retire June 30 as professor of
military science at Murray State,
will serve as the master of
ceremonies.
up
Hamilton, a 1955 graduate of

specialists at the Radiation Therapy
Center. The radiation oncologist
that performs the ititial evaluation
in Paducah will monitor patients'
progress and perform physical
exams at regular intervals during
treatment in Murray.
A radiation physicist will be
working behind the scenes calibrating and checking equipment to
make sure it is working properly at
all times.
Radiation therapist, Brett Miles,
will be helping patients into the
treatment room, explaining the procedures, identifying machinegenerated noises and administering
the dose of radiation.
Miles will carefully position
patients on a table beneath the
machine protecting part of the body
with a special lead shield. He will
not stay in the room during treatments but will be in constant contact by intercom and TV screen. It
is essential that patients not move
during treatments so radiation will
penetrate to the same area each
time. The actual treatment only
takes a few minutes.
A native of Tompkinsville, Ky.,
Miles earned his degree at the University of Kentucky. Upon graduation, his wife, Leslie, and their two
daughters, Brittany, age 3, and Kelly, age 8, moved to Murray with
him.
For the past year and a half, he
has commuted to work at the Radiation Therapy Center in Paducah.
Another member of the radiation
therapy team is Janie Nance, R.N.
and patient educator. She will discuss with patients physical and
emotion problems, side effects and
relief measures and what to expect
next. Nance has worked at MurrayCalloway County Hospital for eight
years as a registered nurse.
Patients will also see the friendly
face of receptionist Debbie Vance,
every day as they come to the center for treatment. After an initial

greeting, she will start patients
through the treatment process.
Vance is a seven-year employee of
the hospital.
Patients report feeling very tired
for 24 hours after having radiation
therapy and chemotherapy. The
Cancer Support Group is also good
therapy for patients. They can
come in and ventilate how they feel
without burdening the family.
Patients want to protect the family
and spare them any hurt because
they know it's'painful for the family to watch them deal with cancer.
Patients can come to the group
and share their feelings and frustrations, ask advice on things they're
having problems with or just sit
and listen. There's no pressure to
share, read, learn or fit into a mold
at meetings. Everyone can be themselves, deal with cancer in their
own way and take from the group
what they need.
Many side effects are known factors in the treamtent process and
prescriptions are written in advance
and kept in the patient chart in the
event the patient experiences an
expected side effect.
Emotionally, patients that have a
positive attitude generally do better
dealing with chemotherapy and
radiation therapy. They return to
work and their regular activities
and daily living much sooner.
Healthcare professionals agree
that once patients make it over the
hurdle of acceptance and have a
positive outlook on life, they seem
to experience a return of selfesteem and a zest for living like
they've never known before.
No one wants cancer but radiation therapy and chemotherapy are
available locally and the Cancer
Support Group meets the first and
third Tuesdays each month at 3
p.m. in the hospital's private dining
room to help patients regain perspective physically and emotionally
when cancer strikes.

Hamilton to accept graduate
award from MSU ROTC group

42Eciall
10" Hanging Baskets
$900

Spring Bulbs /
1
2 Price

Murray State, was the regimental
commander on the campus. He
served as an instructor in the
Guided Missile School at Fort
Bliss, Texas, and qualified as an
atomic weapons staff officer.
He retired at the rank of colonel
after more than 22 years of service
in the Tennessee National Guard
and on active duty.
A Democrat, he succeeded his
father in the Tennessee House of
Representatives in 1964 and served
two terms before being elected to
the Tennessee Senate in 1968. He
has served the 24th Senatorial District of Carroll, Dyer, Lake, Obion
and Weakley counties for the past
22 years.
Hamilton served 10 years as
Senate majority leader and has
been floor leader since 1987.
Known for his fiscal expertise, he

Hopkins among 30 outstanding
seniors during Merit Weekend

Dogwood Now Till Mother's Day
50% Off Cash & Carry
White Reg. $4.95 to $85.00
Pink Reg. $16.95
Red Reg. $16.95

Shade Trees Now Till Mother's Day SO% Off Cash & Carry
Willow Oak Reg.$45.00 to $95.00
Water Oak Reg. $25.00 to $45.00
Sweet Gum Reg. $35.00
Tulip Poplar Reg.$36.00
Silver Maple Reg.$24.00 to $36.00

D. Michael Hopkins of Murray
was among the 30 outstanding high
school seniors who participated in
the recent University of Kentucky
Merit Weekend.
Hopkins, who lives at Route 2,
Murray, plans to major in chemical
engineering at UK.
During Merit Weekend, Hopkins
was able to register for the 1990
fall semester at UK, meet many of
the university's faculty, staff and
current students, view the campus
and learn more about the opportunities college life offers at UK.
"Every college and department
was represe,pted this year," said

Donald Witt, director of advising
conferences at UK.
To attend Merit Weekend, students must have been accepted for
admission to UK and scored a 27
or better on the American College
Test(ACT) or at least 1,100 on the
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT).
On Friday evening, students and
parents attended a reception followed by lecture/demonstrations on
"Stage Combat" by Bruce Lecure,
UK assistant professor in theater
movement, and "Safe Sax on Campus," by Miles Osland, Uk assistnat
professor of saxophone.

has also served six years as chairman of the Finance Ways and
Means Committee of the Senate.
He is now chairman of the Calendar Committee and serves on four
other committees: Transportaion;
Rules; Energy and Natural Resources; and Finance, Ways and Means.
He was named by the Tennessee
capitol press corps following one
legislative session as the most
effective Democratic senator.
Active in the National Conference of State Legislatures, Hamilton serves on its Legislative Organization and Management Standing
Committee of the Assembly on the
Legislature and on the Federal
Budget and Taxation Standing
Committee of the State/Federal
Assembly.
He is an alternate member of the
executive committee of the Southern Legislative Conference and a
member of the Fiscal Affairs and
Government Operations Committees of that organization.
Hamilton is also a former secretary and executive committee member of the Democratic State Legislative Leaders Caucus.
An advertising specialist, he has
been a leader in civic affairs and
was selected by Phillips Petro Co.
for its Mr. Phil Award for outstanding community service. He is
a member of the Chamber of Commerce, Rotary, Loyal Order of the
Moose, American Legion, Masons,
Knights Templar and Shrine and
former member of the Union City
school board.
He serves on the board of directors of the First State Bank of
Union City.
Hamilton and his wife Dale have
two sons and a daughter.

Os

Flowering Trees Now Till Mother's Day 50% Off Cash & Carry
Flowering Crabapple Reg. $36.00
Purple Leaf Plum Reg. $18.00 to $36.00
Bradford Pear Reg. $16.95 to $95.00
River Birch Reg.$24.00 to $60.00

YUGO

Garden Seed • Onion Sets• Tomato Plants
Old Fashioned Lilac $4"
Red Smoke Tree $12"
Redbud
$495
0595
Snow Bell

Burning Bush
Pussy Willow
Sourwood
Hemlock

0595

$4"
$12"
$45"

111

St

ITS TIME TO GET BACK TO BASICS.

7r-

Clarksville Yugo
1111 Ft. Campbell Blvd.
Clarksville, TN 37042
615-552-1111

,STILL THE LOWEST PRICED
NEW CAR SOLD IN AMERICA-

STARTING AT ONLY

For 1he First Year Or 12,000 Mlles
Yugo Covers Everything, Only Gee is Extra'

,aagee Saadvis Rik
llges4asy
443-8851

4123 Scheeeideessm Rd.
hired!, Ky.

/Awntenance, Adjustments, Parts, Service. Labor, 011, 04 Changes, ii
Niers. Windshield Wipers YOU NAME fT IT'S COVERED Orry Yugo
oilers you to type of coverage in its class CARE-FREECOST-FREE
COVERAGE 4 year/40,000 mile pow/erten limited warranty

$298800

Price does not include height, transportation, shoot:mg, dealer prep , Iicensing costs.
registration fees and taxes

SIMPLE. DEPENDABLE. INEXPENSIVE.

•
eu Mem

horn

T. T. ...I

YUGO
YUGO
YUGO

•

WE'RE PROUD OF OUR
HOMETOWN MOTHERS!
Remember Your's On Mother's Day, May 13

Dole Crisp Head

Red

Grapefruit
Dole Saw-White

Cauliflower
Dole

Broccoli

Oscar Mayer

Oscar Mayer

Lunchables _4.5 oz. $1.29

Lunchables

1

a
Sunshine Krispy Reg.,
Unsalted S Wheat

Prairie Farms

CRACKERS

ICE CREAM

16 Oz.Box

Frito Lay

6 oz. POTATO CHIPS
or
7 oz. CRUNCH TATERS

Jim Adams IGA
presents
FOOD FOR
THOUGHT

Lipton Family Size

TEA BAGS

Gallon Bucket

Prairie Farms

ORANGE JUICE
1/2 Sal.
Crt.

24 Ct. Pkg.
$199

Orville Redenbacher
All Flavors

MICROWAVE POPCORN
10.5 Oz. Box

Completers consist of. White Wine, Flute. Dessert 7' 2"
Plate, Goblet, Serving Bowl,5 Small Bowl, 9s/.- Divided
Relish Tray.

NOW OM SALE!
This Week's Feature Item

BEVERAGE

AVAILABLE TO AU. SCHOOLS WANING TO PARTICIPATE

—See Store Manager For Additional Details—
Each $5.00 Purchase R

•

ular Retail
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CCHS foreign language winners announced
Calloway County High School
sents in four foreign languages
recently comp
-Red at -the M.S11.
Regioanl Foreign Language Festive!. Award winners are as follows:
Level 1
French: Recitation of
Literary Passage - Lori Adams,
2nd. Extemporaneous Prose Reading - Lori Adams, 2nd. Written
Proficiency - Beth Henninger, 1st
and Seth Arant, 3rd. Listening Proficiency
Amy Scott, 2nd. Oral
Proficiency - Amy Scott, 2nd.
Group Construction Models Kevin Farris and Jeff McClure,

3rd. Costume - Amy Lamb, 3rd.
11=-__Eixnch:_Written 2co.
ficiency - Heather Newsome, 3rd.
Group Realia - Ginger Adams,
Staci Shipp and Leslie Waugh,
2nd.
Level III - French: Recitation
of Literary Passage - Sue Scott,
3rd. Written Proficiency - P.J.
Luciano, 3rd. Oral Proficiency P.J. Luciano, 2nd. Listening Proficiency - Brian Hosford, 1st.
Level IV - French: Recitation
of Literay Passage - Amy Fulton,
2nd. Written Proficiency - Julie

THE ACES ON BRIDGE
"You never know where bottom is
until you plumb for it
- Frederick Laing

"Too bad you ran out of finesses
te take." observed a sarcastic dummy."Had you been able to finesse in
a fourth suit. I'm sure your luck
$Aould have changed."
When a player bids two suits and
jumps in a third, you can bet the
farm that he's short in the fourth
suit West. therefore, had no qualms
auout leading fourth best up to
South's heart holding. even though
S.nfth had bid that suit.
East won the heart ace and returned his seven to South's jack and
Vests queen. West continued with
the nine to establish his hearts. and
South took his king. A losing diamond finesse came next, and East
re turned a club. Looking at only
eight tricks without the club finesse.
South resigned himself to another
finesse West won and cashed two
more hearts to beat the game a
shameful two tricks.
Which finesse should South have
rrtused?- First count potential wini.
After East's heart ace is
pioyed. South has five sure winners
ol;!side the club suit. The club suit
ters four or five more. depending
9n the success of the finesse. If it
loses. South has hearts stopped
.against West's lead. so the course is
cicar. Win the heart king at trick
two and cross to a high diamond to
take the club finesse. It loses, but
the game is safe - nine tricks if
1test waits. 10 tricks if West panics
,a421 takes his queen of hearts.

BOBBY WOLFF

NORTH
5-9-A
•K 10 6 2
IP 3
• A K J 10 9
QJ 3
WEST
- EAST'
•J 43
•Q 8 7 5
•Q 10 9 8 4
IP A 7 5
•7 2
•Q 8 6 4
•K 8 2
+64
SOUTH
•A 9
V K J62
•5 3
•A 10 9 7 5
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: South
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
14
Pass
1•
Pass
1V
Pass
14
Pass
1 NT
Pass
34
Pass
3 NT
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Heart eight
BID WITH THE ACES
South holds
•Q 8 75
V A 75
•Q 8 6 4
•
64

North
1
1 NT

South
1•

ANSWER: Two diamonds. Not a
forward-going move, but merely a
correction of the contract. The partnership should have at least an
eight-card fit.
Send bridge question. le The Ares PO Box
12363 Dallas Texas 75225 with self addressed.
stamped envelope for reply
I ow.right 19911 1 nited Featurt•

n411, ate

Tucker, 1st. Listening Proficiency
Julie Tucker. 3rd. Oral Proficiency - Amy Fulton, 1st.
Food - Sue Scott, 2nd. Frameable Art - Travis Torsak, 2nd.
Group Construction Model Brian Hosford and Travis Torsak,
1st.
Level I - German: Extemporaneous Prose Reading - Jamey
McDaniel, 3rd.
Level 11 - German: Extemporaneous Prose Reading - Kathy
Wilson, 1st. Recitation of Literary
Passage - Kathy Wilson, 1st.
Calloway County High School
was presented the Sweepstakes
Trophy in Latin with the following
award winners:
Level I - Latin: Dialogue Matt Price/Sarah Richter, 1st.
Translation - Nicole Lange, 2nd,
Heather Hosford, 3rd. Written Proficiency - Sarah Richter, 3rd.
Derivatives - Matt Price, 2nd,
Heather Poat, 3rd. Latin Reading
- Anna Fox and Krysta Emstberger - Tie, 3rd. Construction Models - Tommy Phillips, 1st. Frame-

The newly launched space telescope has six advanced cameras for
viewing the universe. Astronauts will visit regularly via shuttle for upkeep.

18 months
Apt-July: NASA scientists on ground will test and calibrate
Instruments, take first photographs and spectrographs.
August-November: More testing and calibrating; scientists who
designed instruments will be'first to make observations.
December through 1991: Selected astronomers will use telescope half
of the time; other users inciude designers and some amateur
astronomers.

How to see It

the sky

Several times a week, observers
on Earth can see the telescope
with the unaided eye. It will be
visible at twilight as a star
brighter than Jupiter but riot as
bnght as Venus. It wiP be moving
west to east as you look south.

373-mile tuneup
In the next 15 years,the telescope will be serviced once every three
to four years by shuttle crews virhlie its orbiting at 373-mile altitude.

Ei Two astronauts, using miniature
robots and power tools, will replace
telephone booth-sized instruments
weighing 2,000-3,000 pounds.
Maximum work time is six
hours before astronauts .
become exhausted.

MSU'study shows crimes directed
toward elderly are less in Murray
Most of these crimes occurred at
Although crimes directed toward
the elderly are increasing nationwide, night and respondents' feeling of
the elderly citizens of Murray can rest safety during daylight versus nighttime hours correlated accordingly.
easy.
According to a study conducted by While 90 percent of the respondents
Dr. Concetta Culliver, assistant pro- said they felt safe walking alone in
fessor in the Department of Political their neighborhood during the day,
Science, Criminal Justice and Legal only 42 percent felt comfortable
Studies at Murray State University, walking alone at night. More than 35
less than 8 percent of those age 60 or percent admitted to owning handolder have been the victims of crime guns.
in Murray in the past five years.
The majority of respondent took a
"In American society, rural and hard-line approach when questioned
urban, crimes directed toward the about their attitudes toward criminal
elderly are a growing phenomenon. offenders. Eighty-five percent faWhile older Americans are not likely vored the death penalty, while only 3
robe victimized by violent crimes, percent favored rehabilitation treatthey are frequently the victims of ment programs. Sixty-one percent
personal larceny, purse snatchings, were in favor of building more prisons
pickpockets, muggings and robbery," but only 41 percent thought a tax
she said. "There are also some crimi- increase should fund the construction.
nals who seem to specialize in certain
The respondents also said they
categories of crime relevant to older wanted increased police patrol, better
persons such as home improvement lighting in certain areas of Murray,
con-artists, insurance fraud and mail more information on Murray's Crime
theft."
Watch Program and a way to combat
Of the 166 Murray senior citizens apathy and prejudice on the part of
who participated in the study, only 13 police officers.
•
had reported a robbery, burglary or
A faculty member since 1987, Dr.
mugging.
Culliver earned the B.A. at the University of Baltimore, the M.S. at
Coppin State College and the M.S.
and Ed.D at the University of Alabama.

ATTENTION

Extended to May 15th, Peppers Chryslers
will be selling ---

All NEW CARS for
FACTORY INVOICE
This is NOT a MISPRINT, Peppers
Chrysler will be selling all New Car
Inventory at Factory Invoice.
YOU Keep The Rebate!
Rebates
As Large
/0* APR/ As

able Art- Nathaniel Bazzell, let.
44043rd. Costume - Heather Post; 1st.
Drama, 2nd. Chorus, let.
Level 11- Latin: DerivativesAnne Paul, 2nd, Lori Raspberry,
3rd. Latin Reading - Anne Paul,
1st, Lori Raspberry, 2nd.
Level 1 - Spanish: Listening
Comprehension - April BosweU,
3rd. Oral Proficiency - Dee Ann
Myers, 3rd.
Level II - Spanish: Recitation
of Literary Passage - Ladawn
Cook, 2nd.
Level III - Spanish: Extemeraneous Prose Reading - Brook
Scarbrough, 2nd.
Level IV - Spanish - Listening Proficiency - Misty Groff,
3rd.
Level V - Oral Proficiency Beth Henninger, 1st. Written Proficiency- Beth Henninger, 1st. Listening Proficiency - Becky Parker, 1st.
Spanish Costume - Crystal
Stations, 1st.
Spanish Chorus. - 3rd.

Space telescope's timetable

2 noo

Hog market
Federal-SUM Market News &vice Ms, 9, 1* KM'
lucky Purchase Aram Hog Martudikport Includes 5 Buykit %Ikon Receipts: Mt ea Eat. 200 Borrows Is Gets
mostly 1.011 know, Sows gendy-1.110 lower.
US 1.2 22426S In---11110451.511 some MS
LS 1-2 204220 Rs
LS 2-3 220-258 lb.
$57.30-56.00
US 3-4 254270 Re
WO-57SO
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
150.00-52.00
US 1-3 300400 lb.
151 00-53A0
14 1-3 400-575 ikl•
15L01-SA0
US 1-3 525 and up
15400-5600
LS 2-3 300.500 lb.
$44.00-50.00
Boars 1410447.01

Manipulator arm places
telescope back in orbit.

contio1 check circuitry, conduct tests.

SOURCES: NASA; Ass'n at Unlv. kr Research ln Astronomy.

Research by P.Carr aid L Dan
KRTN inlographics

WTVF-Channel 5 to cover
'Summer Lights' program
in Nashville on May 30
NASHVILLE, Tenn.,- WTVF perspective of past Festival activiChanel 5 will again capture the ties and outstanding performers
excitement of the Summer Lights _that have appeared over the past
festival by expanding coverage this eight years. In addition, each show
year to five days beginning Wed- will promote Summer Lights events
nesday, May 30, and concluding on scheduled for the upcoming day.
Sunday, June 3.
The series of special broadcasts
"Channel 5 has been an anchor will air Wednesday, Thursday, Frisponsor with Summer Lights since day, Saturday and Sunday, May 30
year one. Each year they have through June 3, at 11 p.m. Wednesdeveloped new ways of capturing day's show will highlight past
the festival for Nashville-area year's performances and promote
viewers,- to give them a total sense the events of this year's four-day
of the exciting kaleidoscope that is festival.
Summer Lights. This year is no
On Saturday, June 2, the station
exception. We are particularly will break away from its annual
proud of their continuing commit- broadcast of the Vanderbilt Childment and their increased support." rep's Hospital Telethon for the
said Anne Brown, executive pro- half-hour Summer Lights show at
ducer of Summer Lights.
approximately 11 p.m.
Channel 5 cameras will capture
The Sunday coverage of Summer
the annual festivities by taping Lights will immediately follow the
artist demonstrations, backstage'
interviews with the stars, and musi- NewsChannel 5 Ten O'Clock
Report, which will air after the
cal performances on the n3any
broadcast
of the Tony Awards
downtown stages. Hosts for the
shows will be Debbie Alan, Harry Show.
"We've, redesigned the format of
Chapman and Jennifer Mills.
show somewhat this year to
the
WTVF's coverage of Summer
give
viewers a better feel for all the
Lights will feature an historical
fun and excitement that goes on,"
said David Earnhardt,- executive
producer of the special Summer
Lights coverage. "We're packing
the very best of each day's performances into a fast paced half-hour
show. The show will give viewers
a sense of the variety, excitement
and uniqueness of Nashville's biggest party."

You are invited to our

Graduation Celebteation

The Space
Saver System.
TOSHIBA
Dining Ensporium

* Weekend Specials *
Saturday, May 12 at 11:00 a.m.
Make Your Reservations Early.

2400 East Wood St., Paris, TN • 642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816

giAstronaut on flight deck,ground

Old instruments will replaced with ones containing added scientific
capabilities. Other equipment will be replaced because of wear and Wan

Opening:

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car/truck dealer"
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No Balloons - No Hot Dogs - No Bull .
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New BD-3810!!
• Front-Load Cassette it slips
completely Into the front of the
copier'
•13 Copies per Minute for fast
business copying'
•Stationary Platen the top
doesn't move'
•Plus...Edge-to-Edge Copies!
Auto Exposure!99-Copy Key.
In! And morel
Says space' And get topquality copies every time'

753-0124
304 Maple
Murray
"Ask par neighbors &boos ikest Toslubds"

Prices will be plus Tax, Title. License 8 Doc Fee Dealer Hold Back
and any Factory to Dear
Incentives will be retained by the dealer Applies to dealer stock
only

HOWARD

Limited to Dealer Stock •0% APR on Selected Models.

D

COMPANY

118 N. 7th, Mayfield
Call: 1400-633-72%
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Job Corps student ordered
held without bond by judge
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Good cSet can reduce cancer risk
Guidelines from the American Cancer Society

where_ the &aliment had neeitrreti,
MORGANF1ELD, Ky. (AP) —
began arguing again with two stuAn I8-year-old Job Corps student
dents, pulled the gun and fired
was ordered held without bond
Tuesday in the shooting of two three shots, Baker said.
other students during an argument . One of the students wounded,
Hezekian Best, 19, of Greensboro,
at the center.
N.C., was listed in serious condiU.S. Magistrate Stuart Elliott
tion Tuesday at Deaconess Hospital
said two charges of assault with
in Evansville. Ind. He was treated
intent to commit murder were filed
against Darian Anto7ne Scandrett in the intensive care unit for an
abdominal gunshot wound, a hospiof Atlanta.
tal spokesman said.
He was arrested Monday by the
The other student, William BoyFBI and taken to the Daviess
kins, 18, of Metter, Ga., was
County,. Jail at Owensboro.
The shooting occurred about treated at Community Methodist
Hospital in Henderson and
9:30 p.m. CDT Sunday at the Earle
C. Clements Job Corps Center, the released. A bullet grazed his upper
largest center in the national prog- left legs, according to the Job
ram supervised by the Labor Corps incident report.
Weapons are prohibited at the
Department.
Scandrett and another student center, but Baker said there are
many ways students can break the
argued and got into a shoving
match, said Gene Baker, executive
"New students are checked
director of Career Systems Development Corp., the Atlanta com- when they come in, but of course
pany that operates the center.
they can still have packages sent in
Police said Scandrett then went through the mail," he said.
The gun was found by investigato his room to get a .32 caliber
handgun. He returned with the tors in front of another dormitory,
weapon to the dormitory area police said.

Dillard indicted on theft charges

Ten outstanding
teacliers receive
cash awards
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Ten
outstanding Kentucky teachers
received cash awards Tuesday in a
program sponsored by Ashland Oil
Inc., the state's largest company.
The teachers were nominated
and then completed applications
that included a history of classroom
experience, teaching innovations
and philosophies. Winners were
chosen by a team of education
experts. •
The awards, distributed during a
ceremony in the Capitol Rotunda,
included checks for $2,500 each.
The winners were Anne W.
Aubrey, Macdonald Middle School
in Fort Knox; Dianne Lee Barham,
Byck Elementary School. in Louisville; Ruth J. Campbell, Caney
Creek Elementary School in Knott
County; Louise Rice Curnutte, Paul
G. Blazer High School in Ashland;
Bud Dale Faughn, Cildwell county High School.
Also, Deborah Horton FinkrWoodlawn Elementary School in
Boyle County; Barbara Hines Hester, Ballard High School in Louisville; Diane Mastin, Willard
Elementary School in Perry Count9; Linda Hall Perkins, Kenwood
Elementary School in Louisville;
and Diane Hotder Johnson, Lewis
County High School, Vanceburg.

State police investigated the
case.
Christian County officials,
including the sheriff, are required
to turn in the fees they collect to
the county treasurer, who pays
their expenses and salaries. Rogers
said Dillard did not turn in the
money from CSX and noted that
the sheriff was already making the
maximum salary allowed by law.
He received a salary of $34,861 in
1988 and $36,393 last year, according to the county treasurer's office.

•Reduce fat intake. Lessens risk of breast, colon and prostate
cancers.
REVISED PUBLIC NOTICE

•Eat high -fiber foods like fruits, vegetables and grains.
Lowers risk of colon cancer.
•Eat foods high in vitamins A and C,including citrus fruits and dark
green and deep yellow fruits and vegetables. Lowers risk of cancer
of larynx, esophagus and lung.
•Include dark green, leafy vegetables, like cabbage, broccoli,
Brussels sprouts and cauliflower, in your diet.
•Eat little salt-cured, smoked and nitrate-cured foods. These may
be related to esophagus and stomach cancers.
•Drink alcoholic beverages in inhderation, if at all. Heavy drinking,
especially when accompanied by cigarette smoking, increases risk
of mouth, larynx, throat, esophagus and liver cancers.

The Murray Planning Commission has received a request to rezone three
tracts of land located at 1632 Hamilton. 408 N. 17th Street and 410 N. 17th
Street from R-2(Single-Family Residential)to R-3(Multi-Family Residential).
A public hearing will be held on Tuesday, May 15. 1990 at 7:00 p.m. in the
Council Chambers,Scored Floor,City Hall. All interested persons arc invited
to attend. A &ascription follows:
PROPERTIES OF: JAMES RICKMAN AND LINDA_ ANN • WARD
Legal description of -a. tract of land to be rezoned from R-2 to R-3.
A 1.0894 acre tract of land located on the north sick of Hamilton Avenue and
west of North 17th Street in.che City of Murray,'Kentucky and being more
particularly described as follows:

SOURCE: American Cancer Society

Being all of Lots #10,09 and all of Lot#8 except 7'off the east side of Lot08
of the College Terrace Subdivision as shown by plat of record in Deed Book
111. Page 85.
Beginning at an iron pin 20'north of the centerline of Hamilton Avenue and
248.81' east of the centerline of North 17th Street, the southwest corner of the
Delarose Dowler property;

Second Armual Great River
Road Festival gearing up
"All systems are go for the Second Annual U.S. 51/Great River
Road Festival in the Four Mississippi River Counties of Ballard,
Carlisle, Fulton and Hickman,"
according to Judge/Executive
James M. Everett, chairman of the
Four River Counties Board.
Excitement has continued to
build as the planning of the twin 51
miles of yard sales, arts and crafts,
antiques and celebration events are
again under way,"to be bigger and
better than last year."
The Four Mississippi River
Counties Development Group
today announces the schedule of
events for the festival. The festival
is being held during the Memorial
Day Weekend, May 26-28, in Bal-

lard, Carlisle, Fulton and Hickman
Counties.
Events will be taking place
throughout Kentucky's most western counties in a festival of events
including music, food, antiques,
arts and crafts, yard sales and flea
markets. Local residents, as well as
tourists, are invited. id' join in the
activities as well as visit the local
sites.
Hundreds of booths have been
reserved along the 102 miles of
U.S. 51 from Wickliffe to the Tennessee state line and along the
Great River Road through Bardwell
to Columbus, Cayce and Hickman.
Food of the region will be available throughout the counties at the
events and businesses.

thence;

20'from arid parallel to the centerline of Hamilton Avenue south 85'
44'40" west 218.91' to a point 30' east of the centerline of North
17th Street, the southwest corner of the Linda Ann Ward property.

thence;

along the arc of a curve to the right, the chord of which bears north
479 16'41" west 14.36' to a point 20' east of the centerline of North
17th Street;

thence;

20'from and parallel to the centerline of North 17th Street north 4'
23' 00" west 239.38 to the southwest corner of the L. C Miller
property;

thence;

with the L. C. Miller properties south 70°42'05" east 171.06 to the
southwest corner of the Sherri' Hicks property(deed book 162,card
65);

thence;

north 88°11,07" east 80.65'to the northeast comer of the Delarose
Dowler property;

thence;

with the west line of the Delarose Dowler property south 1° 36' 18"
east 178.28' to the point of beginning

Deed Reference:

Deed Book 175, Card 2355;
Deed Book 174, Card 2208;
Deed Book Ill, Card 2.(212.

I, TED F. BILLINGTON,do hereby certify that I am a Professional Land
Surveyor, registered in compliance with the Laws of the State of Kentucky and
that the above is a true and correct description of the land as surveyed.

Ted F. Billington
Kentucky Registered Land Surveyor No. 697
If further information is needed, please contact the Department_of Planning
and Engineering at 762-0330.

50 TAEN
PAPPENED?

Robert Dunn,' Chairman
Murray Planning Commission

I LJA5 ALL SET
TO VOTE 'GUILTY'!

_tele
alt 111111
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THERE'S SOMETHING SPECIAL
IT'S NICE TO KNOW SOMEONE'S
ADOLIT GETTING MAIL,GARFIELD__,
THINKING (?F YOU

Mac Fitts, City Planner
Dept. of Planning & Engineering

By GARY LARSON

/THEN TWE JUDGE
APOLOGIZED TO US
FOR TNE MISUNDERSTANDING,
AND 5AIP WE WERE
600D CITIZENS FOR
TRYING TO PO
WRAT WAS R1614T

TH

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A Christian County grand jury has
indicted former Sheriff William
Dillard on 28 counts of theft and
one of tax evasion in the wake of
security he provided during the
cleanup of a CSX train derailment.
Dillard, who will stand trial on
unrelated federal rrug charges next
month, could not be reached for
comment Tuesday. Neither could
his lawyer.
Dillard, who appeared before the
grand jury last week, was not
arrested. He will be arraigned May
21 on the new charges.
"Sheriff Dillard has been humiliated quite enough," said Commonwealth's Attorney W.E.
"Petey" Rogers Ill.
The new indictments evolve
from the June 1988 derailment of a
CSX train near Crofton in which a
tank car carrying phosphorus overturned, forcing the temporary evacuation of several thousand homes.
Cleanup took months.
Dillard, who was sheriff at the
time, allegedly was paid by a CSX
subcontractor to provide security at
the cleanup site. He is charged with
not turning in the money to the
county, as required — or reporting
it on his state income tax.
Rogers said he expects Dillard to
argue that he provided the work as
a private citizen, not as sheriff.
Dillard was trounced last year in
his . race for a third term amid
rumors that he was protecting drug
traffic in Hopkinsville. He was
indicted in January by a federal
grand jury on charges of conspiring
to distribute cocaine and taking
government money in a drug sting.
He has said he was an unwitting
victim in the sting, ad that he was
actually conducting a separate,
simultaneous investigation.
In the latest accusation that the
former sheriff abused his office,
Rogers alleged that Dillard pocketed about $10,000 of about
$21,000 the subcontractor paid for
security at the derailment site
between June and September, paying the rest to two special deputies
who worked the security detail.

•Avoid obesity 40% or more overweight) Reduces risk of colon,
Oreast. prostate, gallbladder, ovarian and uterine cancers.

DEAR PEAVBEAT,SENP A PAYMENT
OR I'LL REPOSSESS YOUR TEETH

Tragedy struck when Conroy, his mind preoccupied
with work, stepped into the elevator — directly
between a female grizzly and her cub.
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MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No ago limit
to apply.

MEN! WOMEN!
Got on The cosi-ol-lbring
TFIEADIALL
Fatima* and Nees io make aide

poem mire Then ea
ees yaw MOM 001a teinediri odes
C- MO WWI 6 Cabana
•ve,
awe
IMO OA VW

Our most popular
plan pays up to
1 00% of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20%) We even
pay on office calls
and other out of hospital expenses For
free information

pa MO

'
,MI ,st per ems
WAmpliftnise MI•so apiel
lipernoR eiraalles
<11011101114 will lie
Ise
Amisssow,
AMMO aimmeNalw
Talblheklisrprarwradrop wee
eilli MAW 01 011.1114.

Send Resume To:

Bob Boons
P0. Box 157
Carbondaiii, IL 62903

Call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

MutualC\
urOmahaNI
Poop* you can count on...

"free local
claim service"

Mae Ilreoll 01OelAs
Demi Oopertetly Camerae Itaf
*mow

VIDEO DATING: Paducah,
Murray, Benton, Mayfield...
Confidential... For complete details send S.A.S.E.
to P V S PO Box 1911,
Murray, Ky 42071.

WANT
TO BUY
Large Safe

Key MiniWarehouses

60" to 70" Tall.
Will move it.

Hwy. 121 South
S‘zes from 5x10 to 10x30
753-5562 If no answer:
753-6078, 753-0996

Call 492-8566
after 5 p.m.

02s
Personals
$5,000 GOLD CARD Guaranteed! No credit check. No
deposit! Cash advances!
Also easy VISA/MC, no deposit! Free call
1(800)677-5103, anytime.

BAD Credit? Learn exactly
how to he your credit report
get loans credit cards,
etc Amazing recorded
message reveals details
305-7705307

038

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1)90 Caprice Classic 4 Dr
5357 90 mo*
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax, Title & License
36 Mc Closed End Lease

Card
of Thanks

•

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916
,
Make
55$
55$
sssmsssss
ssmsssssmssss
555$ $55 555$
ssss
$SS

The family of
Clayton
Adams wish to express our appreciation to all of our
criends for the concern and help given
to us at the loss of
our loved one.
We want to say
thank you to Dr. H.
Clark and the third
floor nurses, and a
special thank you to
Dr. Russ Howard
for all the years of
his professional care
and his personal
kindness.
In sincere
appreciation

Rachel & Children

itt
StitSitititit
tiStSitittiti
$it
Mt
1%0
$SSS
Sit
flit
Help
$it
SSit
SSSS
Wanted
$it
MS
SSSSiSiSitiSSSiSS
BABYSITTER needed in
SSSittiiiiS
our home for 6 month old.
Sit
June 18-Aug. 10, Mon.,
$it

With

Classified

753-1916

Tues., 'Blurs, Friday. References and own transportation required. Call
753-5639 anytime.

We Have An Immediate
Opening For City
0
4C
4z#NIA
OCIC‘

Miierray Ledger &Times

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost
Medicare pays less than 2%
Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year.
Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.
, If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Can Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building

7.53-4199

320

310

Houma
For Root

ATTRACTIVE 2br between
campus and'downtown, air,
gas, washer and dryer
Park near front door
759-4923

2 BEDROOM new duplex.
garage plus opener, on
Northwood Dr Deposit plus
$450/mo. Days, 753-7688,
nights 759-4703.

BRAND new 2BR duplex,
on Ridgewood Dr., off Wewell Rd. No pets Lease
and deposit. $375/mo
753-09.14.

NICE 2BR house and also AKC Registered Collie pupa 1BR apartment Both re- pies (Lassie type) sable
cently remodeled. Lease and white, $100. Will derequired. 753-4109.
liver May 11-13. Call alter
NICE 38R. 1.5 Waft. Close 5prn, 1-901-422-6467.
to town. Garden spot and AKC Registered adult Bosmore. Coleman R.E. ton Terriers. Male. 1 year
753-9898.
old, 3100. Female, 2 year
VERY nice 2BR with gas old, $100 Female, 7 year
heat, appliances furnished. old, $50. 901-642-2394,
Nice dad( and yard. Cole- Pans, Tenn Cash only.
man R.E. 753-9898.
CFA Registered Himalayan
kittens. 435-4597.

Miscellaneous

COURIER Journal is look- EXPERIENCED kitchen Bhp, 32 cut Toro riding OUR good grade 8x 12 storing for possible carrier help. Apply Mon-Fri, lawn mower Excellent con- age buildings on sale for
prospects in Murray! 8ani-3prn. 410 Main St No dition Z53-7718 or $796 Acree Portable Build
Calloway County, to deliver phone calks -759-9831.
Wigs 1-247-7831
a morning paper route
ROUTE SALES Good Pay! FOR Sale • Used refrigera- PRINTED caps: 12 dozen
at have reliable car.
Cash bond is required. 11 Good Future! Good Bene- tors, ranges, washers/ $2. each, 6 dozen $250
interested, please contact fits! Schwan's Sales of dryers, freezers, and fume- each, at Faye's. 753-7743
Kentucky No investment, /Lire Wed-Sat, 10-4:30pm,
David
Huss•y,
training and excellent Sun 1-5pm. Chantey's New WE buy junk batteries $2
paid
1-800866-2211
per automotive unit 87 No.
advancement opportuni- & Used Hazel, Ky
Main Benton, Ky.
ties. Most be at least 21 502-492-8175.
527-7122
DISHWASHERS, years old and have a good
weekends only. Apply in driving record. Now inter- MARINE starting batteries
person Fern Termice Lodge viewing. For an appoint- 85amp, $39.99, Marine
1505 Stadium View Dr. ment, call 1-800-336-7569 Polling batteries 105amp.
250
$49 99 Wallin Hardware
EOE
Business
EOE.
Downtown Parts, TN Open
Senna*
EVA'S Custom Sewing. UP to $15 hour processing all day Saturday's
Seamstress wanted will mail weekly checks guarPRIVATE Investigator with
Pan 753-2728.
anteed Free detail, write, SNAPPER riding mower 22 years city and stale inSD, 1057 W Philadelphia, 30in. cut, good condition, vestigation experience
FEDERAL LAW ENFOR- Suite 239- TKY Ontario, CA $225 759-1414
'Accident 'Criminal 'Civil
CEMENT JOBS. No exper- 91762
'Personal or Corporate
ience necessary. For appk•Missing Persons. Your
cation information, call
needs, our specialty. Call
219-662-1136 ext KY 109.
DRIVERS
Confidential Investigations,
Barn-8pm, 7 days
(502)753-2641.
TRACTOR TRAILER
HIRING assistant mana3 MOBILE homes full of
270
gers - One Price Clothing.
DRIVERS
new and used furniture for
Noble
Apply at Chestnut Hills
armadas opanirg tor DOT
sale, 'cheap' Call
Noon For kb
qualified Inicicr trailer &wars al
Shopping Center, Thurs.
753-2922 and ask for Neal
MURRA Y. KY with fit lerag 2
May 10, 10am-4prn.
14x70 281:1. 2 bath mobile
rats expeneacc. Work apr,
KING size waterbed, mir- home, with 1 acre lot and
mat
the
tly
rand;
over
mains:it
HOSPITAL JOBS: Start
erreloyment
home
every
rored headboard, baffle storage building. 328-8491
$6.80/hr, your area. No exweekend. Yes er earn micelles:a
mattress, drawers under- or 328-8292.
perience necessary. For
*ages and•fall Meeks package
neath.
Call 474-2772,
ncluding
major
vision
medical,
info call 1-900-990-9399
CHECK us out! Huge
and Moil, ratermant prograni
6arn-8pm, 7 days $12 fee.
MAY
Sale
- through May selection of rope's and preend much more. We will be
drastic price cuts on all BR, owned homes! Only $500
miry wmg at die Halide), kn.
Murray, KY, MondarSaturday.
LR, indiners, sleepers, and down and low monthly inLOCAL company has posiFor interviews call 502-753-5986.
DR groups. Rediners and stallments. Pre owned
tion open for sales/
aic for Hearer Wright with Rol.
all bedding special savings homes starting at $1900.
DCS. Must peas DOT physamarketing representative.
cal examination and witenance
too. We will save you mo- Many new homes at super
kAulti-state marketing area.
abuse out. Equal Opporounry
ney! Carraway Furniture low prices! Volunteer
Client base hospital and
ErE84.1.T,
105 N. 3rd St 753-1502. Homes Hwy 79E Paris,
banks Must have college
DEDICATED
degree or equivalent sales
SOFA and chair. Good con- Tenn. 901-642-4466.
CARRIAGE
experience. Excellent opdition. $75. 753-3875.
MOBILE Home 1977,
SERVICES, INC.
portunity for aggressive self
14x52, 2BR, 1 bath, kitchen
motivated individual. Sal165
in front, central heat and air
ary based on experience
(electric), washer/dryer.
and qualifications. Also in- WORK from your home,
$5800. After 5:30pm, Jeff
Antique*
centive and company ben- while your earn, with Decor
& More Party Plan. New
753-0023.
efits. Send resume to: PO
ANTIQUE English oak sec500-item
catalog.
tilling
Box 548 Paris, Tenn.
Supervisor positions. Free retary and chair, in excel- Nowl 38R home only
38242.
training, paper supplies lent condition Priced to $12,9951 With plywood
floors, storm windows,
and samples. For informa- sell. 753-7128.
northern insulation, payLOCAL person to work in tion call collect,
ments only $153.81. Free
stained glass shop. Experi- 502-685-2614.
delivery and setup! Volunence helpful, but not neces190
teer Homes Hwy 79E Paris,
sary, will train. Please send
Farm
090
Tenn. 901-642-4466.
letter with information abEquipment
UMW
out yourself, including
Wanted
B Allis Chalmer tractor
phone number to Wallis
280
Stained Glass, Rt. 1 Box CHRISTIAN woman would completely re-built. 421n.
Noble
22A, Murray. No phone like to care for children 4-8 cut Wood mower. Call
HORNS For Reef
years of age during school 753-0079.
calls please.
vacation. Call after 3 30pm, MASSEY-FERGUSON
50. 2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
Good condition. Call or unfurnished. Some new
MT/MLT full-time 3-11 pos- 753-2708.
furniture, natural gasition Parkway Regional DEPENDABLE lawn mow- 492-8566 after 5pm.
electric, air conditioned
Hospital, Fulton, Ky. ing and trimming.
PERFORMANCE TESTED Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
502-472-2522, Contact 753-7639.
Simmental and MaineMartha Vowell Laboratory
Anjou crossbred service RENT or rent to own 2BR
GENERAL
house
and
ofManager.
fice cleaning. References age Bulls and Heifers, mobile home in Getaway
13 IMMEDIATE OPEN- supplied 753-4897 or ready for breeding. Only Bay. Recreational developINGS. NEED a job? A 753-6737.
top performance animals ment near Aurora, Ky. ReGED? Hope for the future?
offered for sale. All animals creational facilities availYou may qualify if:'You do WILL keep children in my guaranteed to breed. Smith able to renters or owners.
not have your GED or high home. Infants preferred. Broadbent Farms Cadiz, For information call
school diploma; 'You are References available. KY
42211
Day 753-2613, after 5:30pm
between the ages of 16 8 759-1582.
(502)235-5182 Night 753-0840.
21. We are an E.O.E. This
(502)235-5170.
100
project is funded by the
300
Western Kentucky Private
Nelsen
Opporkrily
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
Retests
Sports
Cal J.T.P.A. Out Of School STRIKE
Equipment
IT RICH! With
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
BUILDING adjacent to UniSolid State Video Bowling.
A ,spare time ALL CASH_ E-Z-GO Golf Carts. versity in Dixieland ShopCenter. Central H/A,
POSITIONS available for business. 1-800-749-4900. BeCtriC. 753-1152, at Sulli- FIN
approximately 3,000 sq.ft.
van's Par 3 golf course.
leisure recreation therapCall 753-3018.
EXCELLENT
ists with BS degree in ther- OPPORTUNITBUSINESS
Y. Local
210
apeutic recreation Various sub-yogurt
STORAGE Building.
shop Doing a
locations available in 10 very
18.50sq.ft with a loading
good business and
Firewood
county region. Salary comdock and a double door.
lots of growth potential. Call
petitive, excellent fringe for
appointment A FIREWOOD for sale Prime location Call
benefits. Send resume to
753-8809
437-4667
618-524-3388.
Lake Cumberland Regional
MH/MR Board Inc. Attn: NEED investors for several WOOD for sale 436-5481.
120
Personnel Director 401 small business opportuniBogle St 204 Somerset, ties. High return Call Lee
rInfillaIts
t
220
Ky. 42501 or call 502-753-4362 between 4
1BR
apartment near cam606-679-4782 EOE.
and 8pm.
pus $115/mo. 762-6118
MANN
POSTAL JOBS Start
• ask for Donna.
IC]
CASIO Keyboard Profes$11.41/hr. For exam and
sional model HT6000. 1BR furnished apartment
application information call
awbucdois
Brand new $400 complete dose to university and hos(219)769-6649, ext KY
109 8am-8prn 7 days
BE A PARALEGAL Acae- with warranty and instruc- pital. Some utilities paid.
753-4012 or 753-8756.
dited 1976, Attorney In- tions. Phone 753-6190.
structed, Home Study, GOING Out Of Business 1BR nice apartment, furnRNs! Want To
Fin.Aid, Free Catalog, SCI Sale - Entire stock mark- ished, all utilities paid,
Have Your
1-800-669-2555.
down beginning May 1st. cable. 753-2075.
Cake And
Pianos, organs, band in- 2BR
duplex, Northwood
110
struments, guitars, ampli- 753-4487.
Eat It Too?
Went
fiers,
strings,
booarboxes,
Then consider this
To Buy
Walkman sheet music, 2BR duplex (Northwood),
Lourdes Hospital has a
player pianos, grand pia- garage with electric
limited number of temANTIQUES by the piece or nos, practice pianos, cas- opener, economical gas
porary
part-time
collections Call 753-9433 settes, records, 8-track heatiair, lawn maintenance
weekend positions. RNs
tapes, microphones, public included 1 year lease No
after 5pm.
with at least one year of
address systems, antique pets 753-7688 9-6pm,
BUYING aluminum cans, pump organs, civil war rif- 759-4703 5-10pm
hospital :experience are
battery, scrap metal, cop- les, much more Lonardo
eligible to work two 12
per and junk cars KGA Piano Co., next to Pen- 28R duplex in Northwood.
hour shifts on days and
$300/mo. 759-4406.
Recyding 492-8183 days, neys, Paris, Tenn.
receive 36 hours pay or
..
498-8785 nights
28R, newly redecorated,
work two 12 boor rught
210
triplex apartment ApFURNITURE, appliances,
shifts for 40 hours pay
pliances furnished. 1413
glassware.
One
item
or
a
Assignments are for 13
Hilhvood $300/mo., lease
Meceasneous
houseful.
.Days
weeks minimum. Limand deposit. 753-0814
502-492-8175, nights
GASOLINE
air
compresited benefits. You'll en901-247-5518
sor, 4 cycle, 3hp Briggs & APARTMENT for rent, 1 or
joy 4/caking with our
MOVING, cleaning out Stratton engine Used less 2 bedroom, near downdedicated staff, making
house or sheds, used or than 5 hours $350 town. Lease required.
new friends and earning
753-4109.
antique furniture, glass, 753-8439
extra money
tools, quilts. One piece or
For more information
house full. 642-6290,
about how you can have
4924594 after 6pm
your cake and eat it too
SCROLL saw, sander,
contact Georgia Hernsabre saw, joiner, table
don, Professional Resaw, planer, radial saw. dnll
cruiter, as 444-2679 or
press, vises, router, vari1-800-633-1178(In KY)
able drill. Call 759-1059
or 1-800-626-5435.
WANT to buy: AC/DC portable welder. 753-8117 Rob
This Mother's Day get mom something
Walston.
•

DUPLEX apartment 1
block from MSU. $175 per
month. 753-1914 or
753-2649.
LARGE and very nice 2BR
apartments Central H/A,
appliances furnished,
decks on back. Coleman
RE 753-9898.
NEW 2BR house size
apartment. Low utilities,
central gas heat/air, appliances furnished. Deposit
required $375/mo
753-8828.

special like a fresh baked'shaped cakefrom...

AN
For Site

A

LOURDES HOSPITAL
101 LAN Osk Rood
Pailecsk, KY 42001

1989 WOODS commercial
Tr with 241 hours on it
Has Kubota diesel engine
and 61* mower deck
437-4171

Pam's Cake Hut
Perfectirm and Quality for the best "Morn"
Call your orders in early
or stop In at 410 main

759-4492

WELL insulated 1:4 story
house, near Murray. Eat-in
kitchen, DR. LF1, bath, 2BR
on 1st level. Garden, garage.$300/mo. No pets References. 753-7551

Pets

Supplies

Ii

AKC Cocker puppies, 2
males, 1 female $75.
1-328-8715.

BO
6 la
Ro
48c

AKC puppies, various
breeds. 901-746-5356.

KO
fere
Re
wid
ho
75
171

21

tree

Peg's Dog Grooming.
753-2915.

by
sha
Be
wild

Publ.
Sale

2A
tial
we
43

370
NICE 2 bedroom duplex.
Livestock
Central H/A, all appliances
& Suppkes
furnished. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
AMERICAN Saddlebreds
NICE 2br, central H/A, 641 stud service. World champMay 10 & 11
ion bloodlines Live foal
So. $250/mo. 492-8634
Hwy.951/4 ml. N. of
guaranteed; also quality
N. Marshall Jr.
NICELY furnished 1, 2, saddlebreds & pleasure
High. Tel. 3953BR apartment. 1-3BR horses for sale. 753-9390.
4330.
house, 1-4BR house, both
near MSU. Days 753-6111, WANT to lease or buy
Tools, fishing equip.,
trained roping horse for
after 4:30pm, 753-0606.
boats, hand guns, old
team roping. Competition
turn.,
Avon,
apONE bedroom furnished at MSU for fall, 1990. Call
pliances, crafts & supapartment, low utilities. Erin, 762-2920 tit May 11,
plies & much, much
$155/month. References (714)962-8309 after May
more.
required. No pets. 18.
753-3949.
380
TWO bedroom, two bath
.110
Pets
apartment. Central heat
Red
and air, washer and dryer
& &IPPON
Estate
hook-up. References required. No pets. 753-3949.
27.8 ACRES vacant land
WHATS SO DFFERENT
with frontage on North 16th
ABOUT THE HAPPY JACK
VERY nice 3BR, 1.5 bath
St. and Hwy 121 BYPass
3-X FLEA COLLAR? It
townhouse. Central H/A,
'near MSU football stadium
works! Now Available br
appliances furnished. Cole710.5 acres zoned commerCoal
man R.E. 753-9898.
CALLOWAY SERVICE,
cial, balance zoned R-4
Call Kopperud Realty
SOUTHERN STATES
330
753-1222.
Rooms
For Rent

Huge
Yard Sale

ROOMMATE needed for
summer 3BR apartment
on Farmer Ave Call
753-9768

3A
ga
435

AN
wit
pole
Per
rate

151:
ba
fenc
$89
2B
ow
Ashl
lot
St
4pm

71

350(
130E
den
burn
bdr
cise
lg. 14
w/pa

3.10

Itcuess
For Rom
3BR house in Dexter,
$165/mo. 753-6420 after
5Pm.
FOR Fall Semester, 3br
furnished house, one block
from University. 753-4974.

NEW GATESBOROUGH LISTING
You'll love the large family room with stone
fireplace in this 4 BR home on large corner lot
Asking $1 15,000.

Kbpperud Realty
711 Main St.
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753-1222

Attention
Classified Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is for you!
Dial-A-Service is a handy clip-out section running each

Monday in the classifieds. You get a 2x1 display ad, regularly
priced at $9.60, for

Only $5. A Week
!
(ff- ad runs minimum of 13 weeks)
Stop by our office today or call 753-1916

BY
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bath
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$75

CLASSIFIEDS
areloreveryone!

t

150

3H I

Apertaients
For Rent

SATURDA
MAY 12, 1990
10:00 A.M.
OWNER: MR. & MRS. JAMES J. (BILL)

HALL
LOCATION:Hwy.641 turn at Halfway Grocery(between Camden and Paris)
on to Reynold sbu rg Road.Take first paved road to left then turn right at"r
In road then stay on blacktop 1-1/2 miles from "1". Just follow auction
signs.
REASON FOR SELUNG: Mr. and Mrs. Hall have sold their farm and are
relocating.
FARM EQUIPMENT
601 Workmaster Ford tractor, gas, good tires, been kept in shed, runs perfect like new •5909 Ford bushtiog, heavy duty, like new • Pond scoop •8' Disc, drag
type •3 point hitch platform •7 ft. grader blade 3 point hitch • Drag type Harrow •
Woods lawn mower • Hay rake and wheels.
mlaMEI

WOOD WORKING TOOLS & SAWS
Misc hand tools of all kinds • Bolt cutter • Vices,large, small, medium size • Chain
Saws•Shop Master band saw • Rockwell 10' table saw • 6'Joiner and planner •
All kinds of clamps • New Lincoln ACT 225-S welder • 12- Craftsman wood lathe,
like new • Craftsman X-Large jigsaw • Gnnders • Rockwell miter saw w/stand, like
new • Large shop vacuum • Hammers • Several electric skill saws.' Several
electnc sanders
BOATS AND MOTORS
12' Reynolds Aluminum boat w/10 HP motor • Electnc trolling motor • 14' John
boat
MISCELLANEOUS
Several board feet of cherry and walnut lumber • Metal storage racks • Camping
stoves • Step ladders • Nail kegs • Misc brick • 3 cords of seasoned oak wood,
split and ready to burn • BBO grill • Glass patio doors • Fish Cookers • Misc bolts
& screws of all kinds • Gat Grill • 2 Microwave Ovens • Large butane tank • Metal
kitchen cabinets wipes cook stove built-in • Several gal. intoner & exterior paint
(some alum exterior paint)• Grandfather clock pendulums(new)still in box(24'
10 43')• Very old Royal 12 gauge double barrel shotgun w/hammers, Darnucus
barrels • Reproduction kitchen clocks (handmade) old Camping stoves • Fish
.cooker • Fishing tackle of all kinds • Fishing Rods & Reels • Dining table & 4 chairs
• RCA color console TV • End table & coffee table (solid maple) • Recliner •
Several electric clock radios • Chest of drawers • Straight back chairs • Several
lawn chairs • Several lawn recliners • 2 vacuum cleaners
AUC IONEE
NOTE ALL OF MR. HALLS eisuerriani in superior condition Hi wood
shop is
second to none Mr HO hes dbeoliAoly evenyttuop you would over went cm need nih.wiy olworking
wood working
equipment

Nicky Joe Stafford Real Estate & Auction Co.
511

-

N. Highland Drive • McKenzie, TN 38201
Phone 901-3524761 or 901-352.3426
Micky Joe Stafford, Auctioneer Lic. 8617
IN CONJUNCTION WITH:
Moody Real Estate
IN • Billy Fuchs, Agent 642•6300, 642-5093

•

WEDNESDAY, MAY 9, 1990
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For Sale

BOB Haley Real Estate
sales and appraisals
Roberts Realty 753 1651.
489 2266

BEAUTIFUL 3BR home in
Canterbury Estates Central heat and sit, all appliances, all curtains
custom-made, exquisite
landscaping. Backyard
fenced, automatic lawn
sprinkler. Excellent condition. Priced to sell Call
owner 759-1073.

SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bedroom brick located on large
lot in Cantwbury Estates.
L.R., DR., Den avNgood
burning fireplace, breakfast, Lg foyer, 2'4 baths, 2
car garage. Owner anxious
to sell. Phone 753-8060
between 9 and 4 or
753-0914 after 6 p.m.

KOPFERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices
753-1222. toll free
1 -800-251-HOME Ext GEORGIAN home located
711L.
on Riverwood Road,4 bedrooms, CA baths, formal
410
living room and dining
Lola
room,library, game room,4
For Sak
fireplaces. Includes 27/
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view of lots and tennis courts. Call
tree tops (triangle bounded Kopperud Realty 753-1222
by 3 roads) center of Mar- for further details on the
shall County Look down on many other extras.
Benton's lights! Deer and HOUSE and 33 acres, 3BR
wild turkey, $62,500 Joe brick, 2 bath, workshop,
W Nanney. 753-9622
barn with 2 side sheds at2 ACRE wooded lot, par- tached, tractor and tool
tially cleared, septic tank, shed 5 miles west of Benwell, and driveway Call ton on Hwy. 1311.
1-527-8963.
437-4967
PRICE
REDUCED!
3 ACRE wooded lot, natural
Older
home
with 4+ bedgas Butterworth Rd
rooms, 2 modern baths,
435-4263
eat-in kitchen, formal diANDERSON Shores: lot ning, sun porch and much
with septic and service more. Phone Coleman
pole, 73 Corsair 24t1. cam- Real Estate 753-9898.
per $7000 or will sell sepaPRICE REDUCED on new
rate 1-502-382-2320.
3 bedroom home in Martin
Heights Must see to appreciate Extra large rooms
and closets. Call 753-3903
4 639 acres of business
or 753-3104
zoned and bested on SW

Mirrray Ledger & Times

.130

460

Reed
big.

Used
Cara

530

Used
Caw

ust"
Inc

CARS • TRUCKS
VANS

SPACIOUS 4BR, 2 bath
home. Double lot, gas heat.
owner financing. $59,903.
1613 Farmer. 753-5703.

Used
Trucks

TOYOTAS COST 'LESS
IN MURRAY

CARS
19 Toyota MR2
13,487
YES
19 Tviota Comb
Everything
1,487
Motorcycles
We Sell Is Under
19 Tclot Cavity 11,987
1978 HONDA CX 500 moFive Thousand Dollars
torcycle with windshield.
19 Mazda 323
1417
Prke & hymen! Displayed
Good condition. Call
On
Each
Made
18 Fad 1-81d
1,987
753-3114, after 5pm.
1982 HONDA GL500: waCARS
11 Pit. Bcnnelille 1,487
ter cooled, shaft drive,5500
Pont6X0...,,...,.......'4967
'88 Toyota Celt! GT 110,487
miles, excellent condition.
'88 Dodge Arles Wgn _14987
$1000. Call after 5pm,
11 Toyota Coroh
1,987
'88 Ford Festiva
527-0047.
'3987
'87 Ford Taurus V6.......'4987
1982 YAMAHA Virago 750.
18 Toyol Gaga LE 1,487
14,500 miles, beautiful
'87 Chevy Celebrity
'3987
18 Toyota Cary 10,487
bike, $1100. 762-4052.
'87 Plym. Horizon
'3987
1986 Virago 1100. 4700
'86 lsuzu I Mark
'3,987
17 Mazda ES LX
1,987
miles, excellent condition.
'86 Mustang LX
'4987
17 lusting LX Conv 1,987
753-6125
'86 Cavalier Wgn.
'3487
1988 BANSHEE good con'87 BR 3255
17,917
'86 Mercury Lynx GS Wgn '4487
dition. 753-8832.
'85 Nissan Stanza _49137
17 Toyoti Supra
11,987
USED go-cart. Keith's
'81 AMC Eagle.
'2987
Lawn
Garden
&
FOR SALE
17 Toyota Celica GT 1,487
'81 Toyota Corolla
'1987
490
17 Crtry LE
1,987
TRUCKS
Used
'86 Chevy. Astro Van , '4987
17 Toyota Tercel
'4,917
Cars
116 Fad Rm. XI.T Elcis_ 14987
HOMESELLERS 1955 FORD
Crown Victoria
'87 Plpouth Relient 1,987
'84 Ply. Voyager Van '4987
REALTY
$4000. 15h. Runabout boat
753-0375
16 Fad Escat L
'84 Chevy S10
100hp Evinrude $1500.
1,987
'4987
505 S. 12th St
436-2831.
'84 CRC 515
'4987
16 Pont, Grand An LE 1,487
SAVE THOUSANDS!!! 1960 CHEVY original,
Howse
'84 Dodge Van.
'3987
Helping
sellers
sell
to
For We
16 Qs Fienza
1,487
$1,500. Check with us when 37,000 actual miles, $4000.
'82 Ford Van
'3987
are thinking_of selling o 7534260.
_1513-Loadort-Dr. -38R,4 you
••
-Ford
350
'3987
18 kick !ISM--1$7
uyitTf---feiT- estate
bath prick ranch. Privacy HomeSellers
1975 MERCURY Comet, 4
753-0375
'81 Ford Van
'3987
fence, deck, many extras.
door, 6 cylinder, power
16 Olds Della 88
1,487
'77 Chevy Van._
'2487
$89.900. 753-5703.
LOOKING FOR A LOT? steering and air, runs good
Ike best lotsGatesborough
available right ! $275. 753-8266 after
16 Pontiac Grrd
1987,
Have You Been Turned
2BR house for sale by
to
4:30pm.
Down Elsewhere'?
owner. New carpet/tile LR. $10,750 -A *real value!
'86 Buick Estate 1Vgn 1,917
753-0375
Ashley wood stove, large llomeSellers
Credit Problems V OK
lot with fruit trees, deadend 40 AC. OF FARMLAND!
ToyoN Caolla
.1,17
No Credit V OK
street $18,000. Call after
Long paved mad frontage
Divorce V OK
Could be divided into smaller
15 Fad Crow licIala
4pm, 753-8528.
tracts MO per Ac. Dr. 1977 CHEVROLET CaWs sell dependable,
3500sq.ft. 1-story brick at Douglas Rd. 436-2165
price good condition. PW/
15 Ford LTD Idgi
affordable cars to people
14,487
1306 Doran Rd., [iv., din.,
PL, best offer, 753-0919.
who want _to establish or
den w/vault. cod. & wd. 1111.1.SIDE, RETREAT!
re-establish their credit
15 *lades 143E
107
lhalf-mile from water. Mobile 1977 MONTE Carlo: tan,
Low Weakly Payments
burn. fp..- 3 full baths, 3 home
in nice area with treated runs excellent. Call
15 Olds Cita
1,987
bdrrns w/dress, area,exerdeck $11,500
Pinecrest 435-4174
Other Locations:
weekdays only.
cise & jacuzzi rm. 7closets, Resort 753-6546
Mayfield Paducah
14 Buick Centry Yign,-$4,487
lg. kit. & breakfast area
1979 PONTIAC Sunbird:
.AKEPRt)NT LOTw/paritry, laund. rm., lg. 2
3.8 litre A/C, P/S,
good
14 Cavalier Type 10 Convi,487
!miles from Murray Paved tires. 759-1735 or
car garage. lg. attractive
Irbi
brick & quarry tile patio, lg.
Call 753-5422.
'83 Toyota Celia GT 84,487
1113 Sycamore
lot (150'x225) phone: owner. $26,500 753-2723.
1980
HONDA
Civic,
5
Murray
753-0335 after R nn P
12 Tort Teal
'2,987
3BR brick, one wooded lot 'COMPLETE FARM! speed, $650. New and
759-4999
117
Datsun
used
and Toyota
acres
in a very nice neighborhood
TRUCKS
lendable
with a 63 % assumable shed, 3 grain bins, 2 tobacco parts. 474-0116 after 6pm.
loan. Priced to sell. Call "barns West of Hazel. Call
11 Toyota SP4 4X4 13,487
1982 OLDSMOBILE CutMTG Real Estate 753-4000 details on this bargaial
lass. Navy, looks and runs
'81 Toyota 4X4 Ea,4 131981
(daytime), -763-1047
REPOSSESSED VA & good. See at 405 S. 8th ST.
(nights).
Call 753-3584.
Fm111A HOMES I Call 751
19 Toyota P'U
1,917
BEAUTIFUL 1'h story 0375 for information.
1983 CHEVROLET CaInc.
house in Woodgate Subdiprice
18
Chevy Silvered° 12,981
Classic, 1983 ChevACRES EARNILANDI
vision 3BR, 2 baths, den 60
rolet Celebrity diesel.
Corn, wheat & tobacco bases
,
and dining room, kitchen SSOO per
18 Fad Ranger
acre. Dr. Douglas 527-9729.
1,487
and utility room. Extra large Road 436=2165 -40 a
1984 PORSCHE 044. Sun1983 FORD Escort station roof, good condition, low
walk-in closets, breezeway
'88 Dodge Carew
1,987
wagon: 5-speed, air, new mileage, $9495. May be
and 2 car garage. Priced in
Call for FREE list
engine, excellent condition. seen at 404 Dale St, Paris,
18 Toyota 04
the $90's. Call 753-4449.
10,487
Highway 280 next to MSU Tenn
of PROPERTIES
or
phone
BY OWNER: IMMACU18 Suzuki Semi 5,887
golf course, $1295. 901-642-4658.
LATE 2 story, 3-4BR, home
759-1559 or 753-2079
1985 BUICK Somerset:
18 Toyota Trwk
1,917
in Candlelite Estates. 2 SMALL house Pine Bluffs anytime.
5-speed, dark red, good
bath, 2 car garage, large Shore. Good view of lake.
17 Toyota inner 12,987
walk-in closets. Also 2 ad- Make otter. Alice Hopkins 1984 DODGE 600: very condition. $3000.
joining lots available. 515-842-5899. To see: dean, runs good, 75,000 527-7174.
17 Aso Yr
1,987
miles, new tires and Pion502-436-2308.
$75,000. Call 753-0864.
eer stereo. $2750. 1985 FORD Escort: 2 door,
5
-speed,
$2000;
17
Toyota Val
1983 Ply110,987
759-9402.
mouth Turismo, 2 door,
16 Toyot bin& 10,487
1984 PONTIAC Sunbird. hatchback, auto, with air,
THE LARGEST STOCK OF THE
69,000 miles, 5-speed, $1600 Call 759-4550 after
16 Toyota Truck
1,487
FINEST CARPET IN THE SOUTH
blue metallic, loaded. 2Pm
492-8589.
16 Fad Bronco II
1,917
'YES' WE STOCK FIRST QUALITY COPT
1985 OLDSMOBILE 98 1987 MUSTANG GT, 5
ALONG WITH "A PRICK CAM('TO FIT ANY suncrr
miles,
speed,
low
V13,
Regency Brougham: excel15 Chevy Blazer
1.07
lent condition,60,xxx miles, loaded. Very sharp Call
15 Chevy Silver* CR 1417
$7750 OBO. 753-8099 af- Kenny at 437-4712.
ter 5pm.
1988 COUGAR LS.loaded,
15 Toyota Ez Cab
1,987
1985 TOYOTA MR2. blue 1 owner, 19xxx actual
641 , Formerl% Pasthallsi
12 Chevy S10
exterior, black interior, new miles, black with red inside.
1,487
.170

corner of Johnson Blvd. and
Whrtnell Street.

Call 753-4751

753.9439 (after 5 p.m.)

next

SPE` Sammy Bradshaw
or Jim

Acre farm with 97
Mouse, machinery

Uge6°'

for

across road also available

CARPET WORLD

l'uncar

\

lI s

901-498-8161 or 8963 Visa/Mastercard Accepted
11on.-Fri. 8-5; Sat. 9:00 till 5:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 - 8 Mlles South of Murray, Ky. or
14 Miles North of Paris, TN

tires, sharp car, 70,000
miles, sunroof $5100. See
at 609 S. 4th St
1986 CUTLASS Supreme
Brougham: 1 owner, t-tops,
all extras. Extra sharp.
753-4575 after 6pm.

$10,000. Call 753-9586
days, 435-4572 after 5pm.
1988 SABLE GS, 32,000
miles. 1988 Taurus Gt. wagon, 46,000 miles. Both
loaded. $7950 each
437-4723.

to
losi

Open III 7 p.m.
Hatcher
Chris Beardon
Mark Elkins
Chad Cochran, Sales MGR.

OF MURRAY

n4S

e

515 S

12th

Murray. Ky

$hoppers Mall

Phone

753-3961

A

2 mi. No. of Murray, Hwy. 641
OPEN: Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Vane",

Quality Furniture for your Living Room, Bedroom, Di, . 09 Room and more.
Bedding, Dinettes, Oak. Maple or Chrome Solid Oak Rot i Ped Tables & Chairs.
Sofas, Hide-A-Beds, Berkline Recliners, Swivel Ru Kers, End Tables,
Desks, Bookcases, TV Stands. Wall Decor P.. ces. Baskets
Plus Gifts & Accessories AND MUCH-MUCH-MORE
Silk Plants, Potted Trees. Arrangeo ,?nts
Lace Table Runners & Doilies Kitchenware, H. dware, Ceramics,
Brass. Copper. Toys, Lamps Wood Glider
& More
(Concrete Bird Baths, Pots & St 11,iettes)

Lay-A-Way -- Financing Available
co*

ot.
4012"447,
*

v

U Haul -- We Haul
Good Quality At Affordable Prices

slot

Home Owned & Operated by Robert & Nell Wiggins

753-4566

c,01-10(‘
See
" \

-

(AO
V44
*$

No Sales Gimmicks - Same Low Prices Everyday.
ThThuThThTh

1982 CHEVY dualy pickup.
Good condition, $4700
753-3532
1984 CHEVROLET 4x4,
white, custom deluxe, standard transmission, 6 cylinder, good condition Call
after 5pm, 759-1578.
1986 BLAZER, red and
black, excellent condition,
70,000 miles $8800
753-7976.
1 ton CHEVY truck and
200amp tincoln welding
machine and accessories
759-9814 after 5pm.
MUST SELL 1989 Ford
Ranger XLT, Excellent
Condition; LWB; Blue &
Silver; 15,xxx miles; 4 cyl.;
Auto.; Bedliner; 'Super
Nice Truck." 753-1916, Ask
for Greg.
TRUCK topper for a LWB
437-4832

1976 CHAMPION motor
home. 25ft. completely selfcontained. Generator, motor re-built, all new inside.
$11,500. Call 753-0079.
21ft. 1978 STARCRAFT
travel trailer. 75 Ford LTD
with hitch. 753-8019

406

1989 CUSTOM conversion
van 9500 actual miles, excellent condition 14A Jon
boat and trailer, swivel
seats and carpet 753-3004
after 5pm

1969 CHEVY pickup: new
rebuilt motor, new transmission, $1500. 753-3632
1972 DATSUN pickup. Dependable. $750. 1981 Ford
Escort 4-door wagon, hAl
power and air. $1200
437-4539.
1976 CHEVROLET Silverado Runs good, drives
good 1968 Cadillac Coupe
deVille, 53,000 actual
- miles 474-2955

BUILDING Contractor Home improvements, pole
barns, portable buildings,
decks, gazebos Customer
satisfaction guaranteed
Free estimates L E Wit
lams 489-2663

1988 181 PRO Stratos,
1988 150 GT Johnson, 2
flashers, 3 new ban, 3 new
trailer tires. 753-6266,
437-4855.
1988 19ft. CHEETAH Runabout 165hp1/0 $11,000.
Days 753-7688, nights
759-4703.
85 15.3tt. RINKER deep-V
runabout. 60hp Mercury
convertible top, excellent
condition
$4800.
436-2150.
PONTOON boat slips for
rent. Also, pontoon boats
for rent For more information call, Cypress Bay Resort, 901-232-8221
;30
Sarvicae
Offered
A-1 TREE Service and
Stump Removal Spraying
and feeding Also free estimates
35 years expenence Glen Joiner owner
753-0906
AA Bushhogging and Grading driveways and yards
Call 492-8254
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance,etc Free estimates
489-2303.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30 years experience Used Appliances
Bobby Hopper. 436-5848
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL Junior Thorn, operator 30 years experience
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations. etc
759-4664
BLOCK & brick & concrete
finishing Driveways, porches, new foundations, and
chimney and repair work
753-5476
DUNCAN'S Landscaping &
Lawn Service - Does your
lawn need mowing/ Or is
landscaping what you
need? Call 759-9706 for
free estimate
LICENSED for electric,
Installation and repair Free esu
mates. 753-7203

gas, refrigeration

GARAGE doors, sales and
service Call Bob Dial
489-2739

•

STEEL grain tans. Built,
moved, repaired and concrete work. 436-5615

STEWART'S Upholstery
Large selection of material
Free pickup and delivery
and tree estimates, 10%
FENCE sales at Sears discount on fabric and labor
now. Call Sears 753-2310 on all items through May
for free estimate for your 31
436-5236 and
needs
436-5280.
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
GENERAL Repair plumb- Service
Center, cleaninging, roofing, tree work
servicing $15; most repairs
436-2642 •
$35; at brands. 3rd Street,
GUTTERING By Sears: Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Sears residential and com- Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
mercial continuous gutters WILDEY'S
Welding Portinstalled for your specificaable and Shop. Hwy 121
tions Call Sears 753-2310 Coldwater
489-2125.
for free estimate
HANDYMAN - Carpentry,
plumbing, elecincal, masonry, roofing Large or
small jobs (Duality work at
good prices Free estimates
753-1550,
evenings

WILL break and disk garden also landscape. level
driveway, bushhog. Free
estimate. 436-5430.
WILL do plumbing and light
hauling. 436-4169

.
*. •

1NYATT Masonary brick,
block, stone or Gonadal,
nd do any type of large or
small jobs 753-2056
560
- Free
Coition
ADORABLE puppyl Good
home needed for 9mo
York-a-Poo. Giving him
away due to personal
health Wonderful pet, indoors or out. 436-5219

CUSTOM

KITCHEN CASINETS
CUSTOM 1V000WOUING
.4

All Typos Of:

HAULING, yard work, tree
removal, mowing. Free estimates. 759-1683.

Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
-orrx) see ow showroom

INBOARD/Outboard repair. Service calls
502-436-2502

409 SUN8URY4AURRAYisen.nd wony wea
,
•

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved.
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
I will haul junk: refrigerators, air conditioners,
stoves, etc. Will dean garages, etc, 436-2374.

Jim's Hauling and County
sanitation service for all
MURRAY family needs to your hauling wound the
rent camping trailer for Ky. hot-ne, yard and shop. Free
vacation from t.Trni. estimates. -Vou call we
17-June 24. Day 753-4703, haul City or county,
night 753-9909
436-5574,
SLIDE in camper for pickup JOES Lawncare Residentruck. Stove, refrigerator, tial & Commercial Mowing
hot water heater, furnace, and Trimming 345-2312
shower, sleeps 6.
759-4671.
KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
520
grain formica, all colors
Boats
Free estimates Wulfts Re& Motors
covery, Murray 436-5560.
15 FT. Aluminum boat LICENSED electrician.
electric start, 25 hp Mercury James Gallimore electrical
XD motor, trailer, and depth service Commercial and
finder. $2900. 753-9242.
residential. Fast, courteous
1974 POLAR Craft 25 elec service, 759-1335
start hp motor 435-4512 MASON with 3 years ex1981 Ebbtide runabout, perience seeks employment Call 435-4161
walk-through windshield
16 ft., 115 hp Evinrude MOODY'S mower repair.
Must sell $3800, Pickup and delivery All
753-9414
work guaranteed
1984 HYDRA-SPORT 753-5668
17'8" 150hp Mariner motor,
Evinrude T.M. 12-24-3 batPAYING TO
teries 2 Humminbird D F.,
$6500. 435-4167.

Reggie Young
Aubrey

TOYOTA

145 lb:os :iee* Viigg ns Furniture

Services
Offered

1977 FORD pickup 300CI
1986 FORD Tempo
5-speed, air, GL package, 5900 1981 Escort $750
pihs. IA, sport instrument 437-4432
center, console monitor,
styled road wheels, 1 1978 JEEP CJ7: 51,000
miles, excellent condition,
owner, low mileage
asking $3500 753-2001,
4365684.
before 2pm

Finonc,ng On The spot

oad, gradual
slope,deep
uatermc111 _nate/ 10 lot

PAGE 9B

MUCH FOR
LAWN MOWING?

Dependable
timely service

&

Phone
759-9907
for tree estimate.
answer,
It
no
leave message.
PAINTING, quality workmanship. Free estimates.
References. Call Craig,
436-5245.
PLUMBING repairmariwith
same day service. Call
436-5255.
PROFESSIONAL cleaning, commercial and residential carpet cleaning,
window cleaning, etc.
753-7533 or 753-7617
QUALITY Construction
Alteration & remodeling
Porch & deck spoctalist
436 261 or 753 1126
RESIDENTIAL pk.mbing
436-2156
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair R-oling, siding
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock haul
mg and services 753 4545
or 753 6763
ROOFING. plumbing, tree
removal. yard mowing.
driveway sealing Call
753-2869 or 436-5895
SHEETROCK finishing
new or repair 436-2811

R.B. Mitchell Paving
Driveways I Parking Lots
A Speciany
Also Seal Coaling & Hauling
Contact R B. Guy or Rocky

753-1537
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
6011 aerial trudts and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at • lower corn.
petitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nate, 753-5484
TREE trimming and brush
removal. Also handyman
work, dock repair and
inboard/outboard repair
Service calls 436-2502

FREE
Rental on Host
Dry Carpet Cleaner
With Purchase of
Host Products.

Tents-Decorating -•

753-3321

SEPTIC TANK
INSTALLATION
Trenching & Boring

ii

Gene Steely
Middies Service
753-6156
492-8529

kola
PRICE REDUCED AGAIN
Well maintained3 bedroom. 1 Ili bath brick conveniently
located on Wisweli Road. Living roan, family room,
eat-in kitchen.. with built-iit appliaace.s. utility room,
central heat & air, fenced backyard, fruit trees, storage
building, landscaped & freshly painted. A Must see!
Owner anxious to sell. Reduced to $59,900.

Phone 753-7566

PUBLIC AUCTION
SUNDAY AFTERNOON, MAY 13, 1990
1:30 P.M.
LOCATION: From McKenzie turn off New
Hwy. 22 toward Gleason onto the Como
Road at Republic Builders. Then turn left at
Auction Arrow.
Automobiles, Tools, Equipment
& Some Household Contents
19770-65 10-wheeler dump - 1977 Ford 1 ton
E-350 van - 1977 Cutlass station wagon - 1980
Cadillac Coupe DeVille - 1962 GMC Pusher
Road Tracker with 6 cylinder Detroit, good
beltless power plant - 1973 International
3500A backhoe loader with 2 & 3 ft. buckets 11 ft. dump bed with 3 stage cylinder - AC
Gleaner combine - Sears air compressor Ingersol-Rand shop air compressor - 4'joiner
plane - 12' Craftsman table saw - 225 Lincoln
welder - McCulloch chain saw - Craftsman
chain saw - heavy duty 5 speed drill press Keutfel & Esser surveying equipment - NCR
cash register - Thermo Fax copier - Skil saws drills - handtoole,....Craftsman dumpy level &
tripod - electrical supplies, wire & conduit plumbing supplies - drywall tools - concrete
tools & bulfoat - hydraulic cylinder - truck tool
box - tire truing machine - miscellaneous pipe E.L. generator - 5 hp tiller - mower - miscellaneous doors arid frames - oak wood turnings lumber - hand miter box-wheel barrow wrought iron posts - 2 220 v. heaters - 2
kerosene heaters - gas grill - octagon table
tops and legs - stoneware dishes - serving set
frame - stereo - glass top table and 4 chairs Kenmore dishwasher - freezer - 220 v. air
conditioner -25'Magnavox TV - new Kenmore
disposal - King size water bed - H & R model
622 22 cal. pistol - banjo - American made
Fender Statocaster guitar and case - 1/2
ounce pure silyer Jackson medallions - old
magazines - 8-hole Ford wheels - many items
not listed..
At ortorrnstron contained in Win an I bibevett to Os correct out la not
guaranteed Purchasers must nay On OW Mil judgment and
inspection or ham Ore representations cannot be retied upon es
correct Al arrnounceirornt made Auction Day tam precedence over
any printed or advertised rrn11416111. Suntan to additions andior
Oakmont

Ray Glisson, Owner - McKenzie, Tn.
Sale Conducted By

Reed's Auction Company
Col, James T. Reed - Auctioneer, IllsKertzle, Tenn,
Phone 352-3927
License No. 159, Firm No. 39
Pays To Have An Auction"
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THE MURRAY LEDGER It :TIMES

WEDNESDAY, MAY 9, 1990

Our Problem. . .
We are overstocked on discontinued, one-of-akind floor samples. We have new merchandise in
our warehouse that we cannot display.

Your Answer. . .
This merchandise hasgot togo.Below is apartial
listing of our fantastic bargains!

CHAIRS

BEDROOM

Lazy Boy* Rocker Recliner

4 Pc. Mahogany Bedroom Suite

3 Colors to Choose - Brown, Beige &
Blue. 6 to Sell.

SOFAS

Reg. $449.95 NOW

2 Queen Ann Style
Wing Chairs
Blue Flame Stitel Covers.
Reg. $399.95 NOW

2 Lounge Chairs

Triple Dresser, Tri Vue Mirror. Chest
Poster Bed. Night Stand.

s150
0

- Loose Pillow Bark,- Brick -Color. Mini
Flame Cover.
Reg. $399.95 NOW S A t

Lanes Rocker Recliner

Reg. $1700.00

4 Pc. Oak Bedroom Suite
Triple Dresser with Mirror, Chest,
Poster Bed with Foot, 2 Drawer Night
6
Stand.
Reg. $1700.00 NOW

Queen Ann Style Love Seat

850

Burgundy & Green Tapestry Cover.
Reg. $749.95

NOW $300

4 Pc. Bedroom Suite
Contemporary. Large Triple Dresser &
.Mirror Chest. Headboard & Night
Stand.
Reg. $1499.95 NOW 150

Sofa & Chair
Country Style, Wing Back. Blue. Nylon
Mini Print Cover.
Reg. $1199.00 NOW

'350

4 Pc. Bedroom Suite

Blue Velvet Cover.
Reg. $558.00 NOW S200

2 Chippendale High
Back Occasional Chairs
s

Reg. $425.00 NOW

1 Chaise Lounge

gA
UV

With Skirt. Loose Pillow Back. Pale
Blue with Poka Dot Cover.

'200

Reg. $499.95 NOW

Meadowcraft
Patio Furniture
Save25%to

DINING ROOM
6 Pc. Antique Blue
Pedestal Table

Attached Pillow Back with Skirt. Blue
A
Beige Stripe Cover.
Reg. $899.95 NOW

Solid Oak Pedestal
Table
With Formica Top. 4 Heavy Chairs.
(Extra Chair Available)
Reg. $1994.00

'1300

Blue Mini Plaid Cover with Contrasting
Arm Pillows.
Reg. $1,499.95 NOW

Ja
sincem
1883
ison Bedding

'500

3 Pc. Sectional with
Sleeper Unit
Reg. $2099.90

'2000
$1192

Reg. *399"
Reg. Size Only

NOW $900

by Stratford'
Blue 8c Mauve Country style Cover with
2 Incliners.
Reg. $2199.95 NOW

Sofa & Love Seat
Camel Back. Burgundy & Green Mini
Plaid Cover with Arm Pillows.

$900

MISC.

s500

1 Cherry
Entertainment Center

'350

Solid Oak
Entertainment Center

NOW

Pocket Door For T.V. & V.C.R.. Cable
Ready.
Reg. $799.95 NOW

1 Sleep Sofa

By Jamison'
Queen Size Innerspring Mattress. Blue
Country Plaid Cover.

NOW

2 Pc. Sofa & Chair
Wing Back. Beige & Mauve Country
Style Cover.
Reg. $1199.95 NOW

2 Solid Doors. 1 Glass Door. 1 Drawer.
Reg. $899.95

$500

3 Shelves

1 Love Seat by Hickory Hills

Pocket Doors Swivel for T.V.. 2Drawer.

Reg. $749.95 NOW $300

Traditional Style Sofa

Reg. $799.95

NOW

1 Cherry
Entertainment Center

'
400

Pocket Door For T.V. & V.C.R. Cable
Ready.
'Reg. $799.95 NOW

by Daystrone

1 Cherry Wall Unit

Brass & Glass. 4 Cane Back Chairs

NOW $300

9

75
350

NOW

by Hooker'

5 Pc. Dinette
Reg. $699.95

Reg. $199.95

Oak Entertainment

Attached Back, Mauve. Green & Beige
Floral Stripe Cover.

150
65

NOW

Brass & Glass
T.V. Stand

Loose Pillow Back By Hickory Hill'
Mauve Beige 8c Green Floral Cover.
Reg. $999.95 NOW

NOW

Set

$20

6 Sets to Sell!

5 Pc. Sectional

Reg. $799.95

8 Pc. Contemporary
Rectangle Table

NOW

Washed Oak, Contemporary Triple
Dresser & Mirror. Large Chest with
Doors Wood & Cane. Headboard &
Night Stand.
Reg. $2645.00 NOW

Country Style Camel Back
Sofa & Love Seat

Reg. $1400w

With Natural Butcher Block Top. 4
Ladder Back Chairs. Antique Blue Cm- $900
ner China.
Reg. $1999.95 NOW

Reg. $5915.00

4 Pc. Bedroom Suite by
Stanley's

Sofa & Love Seat

Incliner. Corner Wedge has Jensen'
Stereo & Speakers.

40%

by Stanley Burl'
Peca.n with 6Cane Back Chairs& Large
Glass Door China with Drawer &
Doors. (Best Buy in the Store)

s300

400

-

•

Oak, Triple Dresser with Door, Large
Oval Mirror Chest. Headboard & Night
Stand.
Reg. $1499.95 NOW 150

Camel Back Sofa with Skirt
Beige & Green Cover. Contrasting Arm
Pillows.
Reg. $799.95 NOW

Red. Blue & Green Stripe Cover.

850

NOW $

A

p350

62

Adjustable Shelves, 1 Drawer,2 Doors S7
with Light.
Reg. $549.95

e

NOW

S

n's

r_

FURNITURE
208 E. Main

Bank Financing

Sorry, No Layaways
v

753-4834

